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Introduction 

In March 2015, in response to several national incidents involving the deaths of African American 

men, a number of off-campus incidents involving William & Mary students and racially insensitive 

conduct, and growing calls for the University to examine its own history and actions with regard 

to race, President Taylor Reveley established a Task Force on Race and Race Relations. The charge 

to the Task Force was to engage with four areas of inquiry: (1) the overall racial climate on campus 

and the experiences of the community; (2) how to successfully recruit and retain a more diverse 

faculty and senior administration; (3) how to productively educate the campus and prevent racial 

insensitivity and discrimination; and (4) the processes by which actual or suspected instances of 

racial prejudice could be effectively reported for investigation and remedial action. The President 

requested both short-term and long-term recommendations in these areas. 

The Task Force, comprising twenty-one members representing faculty, administrators, staff, 

students, and the Board of Visitors, met over the course of a year to develop recommendations 

responding to the President’s charge. It conducted several open forums, invited written 

communications, met with stakeholders, and conducted relevant research. Its report, submitted on 

March 28, 2016, contained a number of recommendations in the four areas requested by the 

President. President Reveley thereafter appointed an Implementation Team and charged it with 

implementing the recommendations in the Task Force’s report. The Implementation Team met 

regularly over the ensuing two years, engaging with campus units and members of the community 

with primary responsibility over the areas implicated by the Task Force’s recommendations. 

Significant progress was made on many of the recommendations: 

▪ A new undergraduate curricular requirement has been approved and is in the 

implementation process. 

 

▪ The Provost’s initiative to support efforts to attract diverse faculty has resulted in 

several new hires over the last two years. 

 

▪ Two buildings have been renamed to reflect the diversity of the William & Mary 

community. 

 

▪ Surveys and other assessments have been undertaken to evaluate the campus 

climate. 

 

▪ Improvements are being made in the information available online to aid community 

members in reporting incidents of concern. 

 

▪ The leadership of Facilities Management has responded to concerns about working 

conditions and unprofessional treatment with a robust set of reforms. 
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▪ As of this writing, all the University’s schools and more than half of Arts & 

Sciences’ academic departments have completed unit-level diversity and inclusion 

plans. 

This report documents the progress made on the Task Force’s recommendations, beginning with 

an executive summary. A more detailed narrative of actions taken to date and recommendations 

for further action follow. 

The report does not track the recommendations in the Task Force’s report line by line. Some of 

the recommendations, after further review, appeared to engage similar overall goals; other 

recommendations, such as those relating to the undergraduate curriculum, described specific 

innovations that were ultimately superseded by the new undergraduate requirement described 

below; still others were written as guidance relating to the University’s approach to diversity and 

inclusion rather than as specific action items. 

Nevertheless, this report attempts to present a comprehensive review of the improvements urged 

by the Task Force and the progress that has been made to date on those improvements, keeping in 

mind that for most of these items, the University’s work can never be deemed complete. 

The call to President-Elect Rowe is to build on the momentum that has been achieved and to 

continue to push the University still forward. 
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Executive Summary of Progress Made on Recommendations 

in the Task Force’s Report and Completed Items 

Numbers in parentheses refer to the recommendations in the Task Force’s report. 

General/Administrative 

▪ Provost’s Diversity and Faculty Hiring Initiative, consisting of $1 million in support of 

faculty recruitment and hiring, resulted in nine new faculty hires from 2016 to 2018. (#12) 

▪ Appointment of a Deputy Chief Diversity Officer and creation of a full-time administrative 

assistant position in the Office of Diversity and Inclusion. (#1) 

▪ Naming of Lemon and Hardy Halls. (#33) 

 

Campus Climate 

Data Collection 

▪ Fall 2015 employee climate survey completed. (#16, 26) 

▪ Fall 2016 focus groups completed and January 2017 report produced by Amediate LLC 

on concerns of Facilities Management employees. (#28) 

▪ Fall 2017 survey of faculty of color completed to learn more about faculty experiences 

on campus, including participation in University and strategic governance. (#2b, 2c) 

▪ Spring 2018 student survey on climate issues launched. (#27) 

 

Diversity and Inclusion Plans and Programs 

▪ Completion of diversity and inclusion plans by all the University’s schools and more 

than half of A&S departments. (#2a, 31) 

▪ Formation of a working group that is collecting and analyzing information to support 

development of a University-wide diversity and inclusion plan. (#30) 

▪ Review of all University webpages on diversity and inclusion. (#3) 

▪ Development of cultural competency and sensitivity training for student organizations. 

(#25, 39) 

▪ Encouragement of all employees to take advantage of campus events and resources. 

(#20) 

▪ Creation of a new Assistant Director position and two new graduate student fellowships 

in the Center for Student Diversity. (#40, 43) 

 

Facilities Management 

▪ Development of reforms in Facilities Management, including the hiring of an HR 

professional with an office in the department; the creation of a working group to 

develop recommendations for management in the areas of fairness, respect, and 
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accountability; more robust supervisor training; review of wages; and improved 

transparency in policies and communication. (#18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 28) 

 

Curriculum/Teaching 

▪ Approval of COLL 199, which requires all undergraduate students to take a course of at 

least three credits dealing with justice and equity; implementation is under review. (#5, 34, 

36, 37, 38) 

▪ Commitment by the Dean of Arts & Sciences to fund five $2,000 grants each year for the 

three-year period from 2017–2018 to 2019–2020 for departments and programs to bring 

disciplinary experts to campus to work with faculty on incorporating issues of diversity 

and inclusion into their courses. (#5, 34, 36, 37, 38) 

▪ Facilitation of Fall 2018 visit by Tia Brown McNair to offer workshop on pedagogical 

issues around diversity and inclusion. (#5, 34, 36, 37, 38) 

 

Incident Reporting and Responses 

▪ Creation of a website with information for students and others on bias incidents and 

harassment. (#44–51) 

▪ Development of a user-friendly, web-based portal for any member of the campus 

community to report a bias incident, harassment, or similar concern. (#44–51) 

▪ Implementation of a team assessment process to review reports and develop response plans. 

(#44–51) 

▪ Development of a new employee orientation program, including information on faculty 

and staff reporting options and obligations. (#21, 42) 
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Status of Implementation Efforts 

Curriculum 

The on-campus forums conducted by the Task Force, particularly those involving students, 

indicated that many in the community desired curricular reforms that would lead to greater 

engagement with issues relating to marginalized communities. The Task Force thus recommended 

the integration of considerations of diversity and inclusion into the undergraduate curriculum. 

A subcommittee of the Implementation Team initiated efforts to revise the undergraduate 

curriculum to include required engagement with these issues. After researching similar 

requirements at other universities and meeting with several groups on campus (including the 

Center for the Liberal Arts and representatives of the Dean’s Office and the Council of Chairs and 

Program Directors), the subcommittee drafted an initial proposal for discussions with the 

Educational Policy Committee. A subset of the Educational Policy Committee and the 

Implementation Team subcommittee developed a proposed requirement that eventually took the 

form of an attribute (currently denominated COLL 199) that could be applied to any existing or 

new course, in any discipline. 

In October 2017, the faculty of Arts & Sciences unanimously passed a resolution supporting the 

continuing work of the ad hoc Implementation Team/EPC committee. Thereafter, seven town hall 

meetings were held to receive feedback from the faculty on the language of the requirement and 

on how such a requirement should be formulated and implemented. One student town hall was 

organized by the student representative to the Educational Policy Committee, and the Student 

Assembly subsequently issued a statement in strong support of the adoption of the proposal. A&S 

Faculty were advised of the progress of the proposal at their February 2018 faculty meeting. After 

much discussion, the proposal to add the COLL 199 requirement was overwhelmingly approved 

by the Arts & Science faculty at its April 2018 meeting.  

The COLL 199 requires all undergraduate students to take a course of at least three credits dealing 

with justice and equity. The COLL 199 attribute may be applied to other COLL courses, including 

COLL 100s, COLL 150s, and COLL 200s. Students who take such courses will earn credit toward 

both requirements. The attribute can be affixed to any course that successfully addresses two 

pedagogical goals: (1) to deepen students’ understanding of the value-laden processes of social 

inclusion and exclusion through institutional, cultural, and normative practices that are both 

historical and ongoing; and (2) to provide students with a rigorous academic space in which to 

explore differences in perspective while foregrounding reasoned and respectful discussion as the 

means for achieving common ground. 

To meet these pedagogical goals, COLL 199 courses will (1) examine social norms, institutional 

practices, and patterns of belonging and marginalization by exploring at least two key social 

categories including, but not limited to, race, gender identity, ethnicity, sexual orientation, 

socioeconomic status, language, religion, and disability; (2) emphasize respectful dialogue among 

students as an integral component of the course; and (3) enable critical reflection by requiring 
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students to make sustained connections between the course material and contemporary life in the 

United States. 

An ad hoc committee will be appointed by the end of the 2017–2018 academic year to further 

study the implementation of the requirement and propose an implementation plan for a vote no 

earlier than the December 2018 Arts & Sciences faculty meeting and no later than the February 

2019 meeting. 

The Task Force recognized that ongoing training and faculty development would be required to 

ensure that such a curricular innovation would be successfully implemented. The Center for the 

Liberal Arts will take the leading role in this effort and in the assessment of courses offered. In 

addition, the Dean of Arts & Sciences has committed to five $2,000 grants each year for the three-

year period from 2017–2018 to 2019–2020 for departments and programs to bring disciplinary 

experts to campus to work with faculty on incorporating issues of diversity and inclusion into their 

courses. The Dean is also facilitating a Fall 2018 visit by Tia Brown McNair, Vice President in 

the Office of Diversity, Equity, and Student Success at the American Association of Colleges and 

Universities, during which time Dr. McNair will offer a workshop on pedagogical issues for 

interested faculty. While these efforts and commitments are meaningful, additional support for 

training and development will almost certainly be required. Recommendations in this regard will 

fall within the purview of the ad hoc committee described above. 

 

Faculty Hiring and Retention 

The Task Force’s report identified a significant challenge in hiring and retaining diverse faculty 

and administrators. It recommended that the University invest considerable resources in this effort 

at a target level of $35 million. The Provost responded by committing $1 million to an initiative 

that supported units’ efforts to attract diverse faculty ($500,000 for 2016–2017 and $500,000 for 

2017–2018). Pursuant to this initiative, nine faculty members were hired over two years, one each 

in the departments of Business, English, Government, History, Kinesiology, Music, and 

Psychology, and two in Education. (Four offers were declined.)  

The Task Force also recommended that the University collect information on the experiences of 

faculty of color at the University, including whether minority faculty play significant roles in the 

research mission and governance of the University as well as challenges and barriers to success 

among faculty of color. In this vein, the Task Force recommended that units conduct exit 

interviews with departing faculty to learn more about, among other things, challenges experienced 

by faculty of color. 

Accordingly, the Implementation Team conducted an anonymous survey in Fall 2017 among 

faculty of color, which revealed several areas for continued action. (Fifty-one of 93 faculty of color 

responded to the survey; not every respondent answered each question.) In particular, respondents 

desired a mechanism to account for and value the informal service in which faculty of color often 

engage; more equitable decision-making processes with clear criteria for the assessment of 

scholarly research; improved management of teaching expectations; and a greater awareness of 
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and response to prejudicial behavior by colleagues. Respondents also desired greater involvement 

in governance at the University level and/or on committees with impact on priorities and strategy. 

Many respondents conveyed their view that their teaching and scholarship were not valued by 

leadership or by other departments. An executive summary of the results of this survey (to preserve 

anonymity) was provided to the Provost and will be provided to President-Elect Rowe for 

consideration and response. 

The Task Force also put forward various recommendations to improve the hiring processes for 

faculty and senior administrators, including greater attention to descriptions of disciplines in job 

announcements and training on unconscious bias for search committee members. The 

administration is working to improve efforts in this regard and to implement training in 

unconscious bias for all community members every two years. Units and departments have been 

encouraged to ask faculty applicants for information on how they would contribute to a diverse 

community and can use a question on the state application toward this end, but, to the 

Implementation Team’s knowledge, it is not yet a required part of the hiring process in any 

department or unit. 

Finally, the Task Force recommended that the University offer more internal and external 

professional development opportunities for faculty; increase the diversity of scholars invited to 

campus to give scholarly presentations; and create a visiting scholar or postdoctoral fellowship 

program to provide opportunities for scholars from underrepresented groups. These initiatives all 

fall within the portfolio of the Vice Provost for Academic and Faculty Affairs and so have been 

referred to her for consideration, which she has committed to undertaking. 

The Task Force also recommended that resources be devoted to improving the hiring and retention 

of senior administrators. The Implementation Team is unaware of any resources specifically 

directed toward these efforts as yet. 

 

Campus Climate 

Many of the Task Force’s recommendations related to the climate on campus: how to create a 

community that reflects the values of William & Mary and is welcoming to all.  

Data collection. The Task Force recognized that efforts to improve the climate on campus should 

be as informed as possible. It therefore recommended that periodic campus climate surveys be 

conducted by an outside consultant. One such student survey had already been planned as part of 

the recommendations made by the Task Force on Preventing Sexual Assault and Harassment; that 

survey, on issues related to sexual misconduct, was administered in Spring 2017. An additional 

survey on climate issues, including diverse learning environments, facilitated by the Higher 

Education Research Institute, launched on April 1 to all students (undergraduate and 

graduate/professional) except first-year students. The results from this survey should be available 

in Summer 2018.  
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An employee climate survey was conducted during Fall 2015, in conjunction with the Task Force’s 

efforts, by the Gelfond Group, a company that specializes in employee opinion surveys in higher 

education and corporations. The survey was e-mailed to 2,765 staff and faculty and had a response 

rate of 71 percent, up from 46 percent when the last survey was conducted in 2010. Employee 

responses to 76 questions were rated as “favorable,” “neutral” or “unfavorable” in multiple areas. 

The survey revealed that one area of concern was with the responses of African-American 

employees to certain questions as compared to the group of respondents as a whole. For example, 

nine percent of African-American employees responded that they would not rate William & Mary 

as a good place to work, whereas six percent of all employees so responded. Likewise, fifteen 

percent of African-American employees responded that they did not feel as if they were treated 

with respect, compared to eight percent of respondents as a whole. The detailed survey analysis 

revealed that a concentration of negative responses within the group of non-exempt employees 

impacted the average response rate for African Americans as a whole. The next employee climate 

survey is scheduled for Fall 2018. 

The forums conducted by the Task Force suggested that the Virginia Institute of Marine Science 

experiences climate issues that differ from those of the other units at the University, in part due to 

its small size and location in Gloucester Point. The Task Force therefore recommended that VIMS 

separately engage with an outside consultant to conduct focus groups with faculty, staff, and 

students to gain a better understanding of the challenges faced by VIMS in particular. This 

recommendation is currently under consideration by VIMS administration. 

Physical environment. Recognizing that a university’s commitment to diversity and inclusion is 

communicated by the physical environment it creates, the Task Force recommended that 

prominent campus buildings be named to more fully reflect the achievements of a diverse William 

& Mary community. The President responded to this recommendation immediately by obtaining 

the approval of the Board of Visitors to name two prominent buildings (the Jamestown Residence 

Halls) as Lemon Hall and Hardy Hall, after Lemon (an enslaved man owned by William & Mary 

in the late eighteenth century) and the late Carroll Hardy, the former Associate Vice President for 

Student Affairs.  

Print/virtual environment. Relatedly, the Task Force also recommended that the University 

engage in a review of all promotional materials, under the guidance of the Chief Diversity Officer, 

to ensure that materials refer not only to diversity but to diversity and inclusion. An audit of school 

and unit websites was recently completed by the Office of Diversity and Inclusion, with the overall 

recommendation that all schools have a direct link to information on diversity and inclusion from 

the school’s home page. A review of print materials is ongoing. 

 

Facilities Management 

Considerable attention in the Task Force’s consideration of campus climate was given to feedback 

received from members of the Facilities Management staff. As of January 2017, 58 percent of 

Facilities Management employees were African American, with 78 percent of those employees 
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working in Housekeeping. (Of the Facilities Management employees in Housekeeping, 92 percent 

are African American, and 60 percent are women.) 

Through campus forums, the 2015 employee climate survey, and other efforts, the Task Force 

heard that Facilities Management staff experienced differential treatment and expressed concerns 

about working conditions and wages. Information was also submitted suggesting that at least some 

members of the Facilities Management staff did not feel able to take advantage of professional 

development opportunities or attend campus programs and that staff believed that complaints 

about working conditions would, at best, not be taken seriously or, at worst, be met with retribution 

or reprisal. 

A particular focus of the feedback the Task Force received related to the category of “essential 

personnel” — those employees required to report to work when the campus is closed for weather 

conditions or other incidents. Employees reported not having clear guidance about the 

circumstances under which essential personnel were expected to report to work and the tasks they 

would be expected to perform once on the job, including snow removal. 

The Task Force therefore recommended that the University retain an outside consultant to assist 

the University in better understanding these concerns and to develop a plan to improve the wages, 

working conditions, and management practices that have led to dissatisfaction. The consultant, 

Amediate LLC, conducted a series of focus groups among Facilities Management employees in 

late September and early October 2016 and submitted a report in January 2017 that identified and 

addressed several issues. 

In particular, after conducting focus groups comprising 88 percent of employees in the department, 

Amediate reported a “consistent discontent with disrespectful behavior” in the workplace, 

including unfair treatment and favoritism; disrespectful tone and condescending engagement with 

subordinates; and inconsistencies in enforcement of policies and procedures. Amediate concluded 

that although this workplace culture was unintentional, it was at odds with the vision and values 

stated as being embraced by the department. 

Amediate offered a number of recommendations to the department, including that (1) leadership 

should demonstrate behaviors that actively discourage treatment that can be perceived as unfair; 

(2) training should be offered to all employees, including leadership, on the harms favoritism can 

cause in the workplace and how to report such behavior; and (3) leadership should engage in 

prompt action to stop unfair behavior. Additionally, Amediate recommended that Facilities 

Management leadership work to create a tone of civility and open communication, including by 

developing a system to recognize and reward positive behavior and by meeting with employees 

regularly to hear their concerns, clarify responsibilities and goals, and empower employees to 

further the goals of the department. 

In response to these recommendations, Facilities Management leadership undertook several 

organizational changes. First, in March 2017, the department hired a professional human resources 

generalist (at the level of Senior HR Specialist) to serve as a liaison between the University’s 

Human Resources department and Facilities Management employees. The position works closely 

with the Director of Employee Relations in the Human Resources department to facilitate timely 
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reporting and resolution of employee relation issues within the Facilities Management department. 

The professional now in this position has a private office to facilitate her ability to meet with 

employees. Given the challenges identified by Amediate, however, it will no doubt take some time 

before all employees are aware of this position and feel comfortable raising issues and concerns. 

Second, Facilities Management leadership formed a working group of twelve staff members (the 

Facilities Management Solutions Group) to develop additional recommendations for management 

in the areas of fairness, respect, and accountability. The group convened on five occasions from 

June to September 2017. 

As a result of these meetings, four recommendations emerged: (1) providing managers with a 

better understanding of policies and procedures, while developing their ability to communicate 

new or changing policies in an effective and timely manner; (2) reviewing and implementing a 

resource allocation plan for the department, focusing on Housekeeping; (3) fostering more 

transparency in the decision-making process; and (4) developing a reward and recognition program 

(which has now been implemented within Building Services), in addition to other opportunities 

that will cultivate an environment of respect and appreciation. Underlying all four 

recommendations was a push for greater communication among department employees (including 

ensuring that key meetings are held to take account of varying staff schedules) and a renewed 

intention on the part of leadership to invite feedback and insights from staff. Leadership was also 

reminded that communication should occur via multiple methods to reach staff without computers 

or cell phones.  

Third, the University’s director of training has developed a customized ten-month Supervisor’s 

Institute for the department (“Building Stronger Leaders”) that launched in March 2018. The 

Institute will cover such topics as Facilities Management Culture and Values; Performance 

Management; Workplace Communication; Interpersonal Skills; Communication in Practice; Self-

Management; Rewards, Recognition, and Appreciation; Policies; Systems Thinking; and Change 

Management. Several individual sessions were also held in 2017–2018 to address management 

topics. A committee is also working on assessing customer service and communications training 

for staff. 

Finally, in response to feedback that the path to career development and promotion opportunities 

was unclear, the department has formalized a career ladder in Housekeeping and is developing a 

career ladder for the Maintenance trades. The department is also working with HR on a program 

for staff aspiring to supervisory positions wherein such staff shadow supervisors to gain a better 

understanding of the functions such positions entail. 

In addition to these organizational changes, Facilities Management leadership has aimed to 

improve communication among the department. To this end, the department began highlighting 

campus events for staff in its department newsletter and distributed (by e-mail and department 

posting) a summary of work expectations for employees. Building Services has also created a 

manual to codify many unwritten policies and procedures. The Building Services Administrative 

Procedures and Guidelines Manual has been distributed to all employees in the Post Office, 
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Moving & Storage, and Waste & Recycling; copies have also been distributed to supervisors in 

Custodial Services and made available in break rooms and online. 

Leadership discussions are held four times per year, and an all-hands meeting in Housekeeping is 

held every other month. The Chief Human Resources Officer, John Poma, organized several 

informal coffee/donuts meetings with Facilities Management employees, added a link to the HR 

website for employee feedback and suggestions, and presented to all Facilities Management 

employees about available resources for submitting concerns or complaints (in June 2017) as well 

as about planned human resources changes (in November 2017). 

Van Dobson, Associate Vice President for Facilities Management and Chief Facilities Officer, has 

reported that while progress can always be made, the culture in Facilities Management has, in his 

view, improved, with a positive relationship with both HR and Compliance & Equity. Culture 

change does not come easily, however, and requires continued attention and leadership from the 

top to ensure continued progress. 

 

Employee Training 

Finally, the Task Force recommended that the University implement ongoing, mandatory training 

on diversity and inclusion issues for all faculty, staff, and students, particularly students in 

leadership or paraprofessional roles, such as peer advisors and Residence Life staff. 

A committee, chaired by Chief Compliance Officer Kiersten Boyce, has been investigating the 

best program to provide diversity and inclusion training for the campus. This training will become 

a part of the campus’s overall learning management system. Funds have been requested through 

the Planning and Budget Requests process for fiscal year 2019. In the interim, improvements have 

been made to new employee onboarding. Beginning in Fall 2017, new faculty and staff hires have 

been required to complete a Compliance Curriculum, which includes information on William & 

Mary’s expectations for community members to treat one another with dignity and respect and 

without discrimination or harassment. The Curriculum also covers reporting obligations and 

options. Efforts are also ongoing to improve the training provided to faculty and staff serving on 

search committees regarding unconscious bias and other relevant topics. Cultural competency and 

sensitivity training has also been developed for student organizations. 

 

Incident Awareness 

The Task Force identified a challenge in the University’s ability to become aware of and respond 

to reports of bias-related and other incidents, particularly those incidents that do not constitute 

violations of University policy but are inconsistent with the community’s shared values and 

contribute to making the community an unwelcoming place for some of its members. At the 

campus forums and elsewhere, community members noted that the University’s current reporting 

structure, while robust, was perceived as siloed, in that community members seeking to report a 

concern first had to determine the appropriate office to receive that concern. The Task Force 
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therefore recommended that the University implement a system that would allow a community 

member reporting a concern to visit a single website, without having to first determine the 

appropriate office to handle that concern. An Incident Assessment Team or other protocol would 

then assign follow-up responsibility for reports to appropriate campus offices and, where 

necessary, coordinate a response. The Task Force emphasized that any such system should 

incorporate the University’s commitment to the principles of respect and free speech and 

contemplated that annual reports of activity would be provided to the community to address 

concerns of inaction. 

The development of a complete incident management and reporting system requires allocated 

funding. The Office of Compliance & Equity is supportive of such a project should the President 

and/or the Provost allocate the necessary funds. In the interim, several improvements have been 

made: 

▪ Harassment, Bias, and Hate Incident Website. In Fall 2016, the Compliance & 

Equity Office worked with Student Affairs and other offices to create a website 

with information for students and others on bias incidents and harassment. The 

website is available at https://www.wm.edu/offices/compliance/concerns_ 

violations/reportingdiscrimination/reportingharassment/index.php. 

 

▪ New Reporting Portal. The Compliance & Equity Office has worked with Creative 

Services to develop a more user-friendly landing page to serve as an entry point for 

any member of the campus community with a concern or incident to report. This 

landing page will provide clear information about the next steps the individual 

should take to direct concerns to the appropriate office. This improvement is 

scheduled to be implemented prior to the end of the Spring 2018 semester. 

 

▪ Review Team Assessment. The Compliance & Equity Office has also developed a 

team assessment process through which all reports and incidents are carefully 

reviewed, and a response plan developed. This review team process is similar, 

although not identical, to the incident assessment team proposed by the Task Force. 

 

Task Force Recommendations to the Administration 

Three of the Task Force’s recommendations relate to the overall administration of diversity and 

inclusion matters at the University. Because of the nature of these recommendations, 

implementation must take place at the President/Provost level. 

First, the Task Force recommended that the University create a new position with the title of Vice 

President of Diversity and Inclusion, based on the perceived need to situate responsibility for 

campus efforts on these issues at the Vice President level, as is the case at many other universities. 

This recommendation has not yet been implemented and awaits presidential consideration. 

Staffing in the Office of Diversity and Inclusion was increased with the Spring 2017 appointment 

of a Deputy Chief Diversity Officer (Dania Matos), as well as the creation of a full-time 
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administrative assistant position (which position is currently vacant), but these appointments were 

not intended as substitutes for the creation of a position at the vice-presidential level. 

Second, the Task Force recommended that a formal Diversity and Inclusion Committee be 

established to coordinate efforts on diversity and inclusion issues going forward. As contemplated, 

this Committee would develop a University-wide diversity and inclusion plan that would inform, 

drive, and influence plans at the unit level and provide accountability for unit leaders. 

Consideration would also be given to the relationship of this committee to other committees, 

working groups, and teams engaging on diversity and inclusion–related issues at the University. 

This recommendation has not yet been fully implemented, although progress is occurring. 

At present, a working group, chaired by Dania Matos, is collecting and analyzing information for 

President-Elect Rowe’s and Provost Halleran’s review, including diversity and inclusion plans 

from other universities, best practices in drafting and implementing such plans, and a SWOT 

(Strength, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats) analysis. The Office of Diversity & Inclusion 

recommends that once this review has been completed, a committee should be appointed, 

comprising representatives from various units at the University, to prepare a draft University 

diversity and inclusion plan for the administration’s review and approval, based on input from 

campus stakeholders. It further recommends that an accountability team thereafter be formed that 

would be charged with reviewing and monitoring progress with the plan as approved. Both of these 

recommendations fall within the purview of the President and the Provost. 

Individual units and schools have been encouraged to develop and implement diversity and 

inclusion plans pending completion of a University-wide plan. Ms. Matos has been engaged with 

the heads of each unit and school to ensure submission of individual plans. As of this writing, all 

the University’s schools and more than half of Arts & Sciences’ academic departments have 

completed unit-level diversity and inclusion plans. Administrative departments will begin work on 

their plans in Fall 2018. These diversity plans can be viewed at https://www.wm.edu/ 

offices/diversity/diversityplans/index.php. 

Third, the Task Force recommended that University resources and development efforts be aligned 

to support diversity and inclusion efforts at the University. The University is currently in the midst 

of a $1 billion campaign. While diversity and inclusion issues have been an important part of recent 

conversations on campus, they are not a stated focus of the ongoing campaign. President-Elect 

Rowe will therefore have an opportunity to determine the extent to which development activities 

are directed toward supporting diversity and inclusion efforts going forward. 

 

Opportunities 

Despite the progress that has been made over the past two years in implementing the Task Force’s 

recommendations, several opportunities remain. Some of the opportunities represent new 

initiatives; others represent sustained support for the progress that has been made. Common to 

these opportunities is a commitment both of University leadership and of financial resources. The 

Implementation Team recognizes that University budgets must be managed carefully and that 
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resources are not infinite. It also urges, however, that the commitment to change evidenced by 

President Reveley’s appointment of the Task Force and subsequently of the Implementation Team 

to carry forward all of the recommendations of the Task Force will fall short of expectations 

without continued support. We urge President-Elect Rowe to maintain these efforts as a priority 

of the University. 

 

Task Force Recommendations to the Administration 

The Task Force’s overall structural recommendations were not implemented during the past two 

years. President-Elect Rowe will therefore have an opportunity to determine whether to create a 

position responsible for diversity and inclusion efforts at the Vice President level; whether to create 

a University-wide Diversity and Inclusion Committee; and whether, and to what extent, to focus 

development efforts on diversity and inclusion–related initiatives. Other initiatives in this regard 

could include, as the Task Force noted, the creation of a University academic center focusing on 

issues relating to race, gender, ethnicity, sexuality, and other areas relating to diversity and 

inclusion. Such a center could work in partnership with the Charles Center and the Center for the 

Liberal Arts to provide teaching resources, workshops, and other resources for faculty working in 

this area. 

Based on its engagement with campus representatives over its two-year term, the Implementation 

Team’s view is that a University-wide Diversity and Inclusion Committee is not likely to be 

successful in accomplishing its aims unless it is clear that it is functioning as a representative of 

the Office of the President and/or the Office of the Provost. Without that imprimatur, the 

Committee is likely to be seen as having only exhortatory power. Its efforts may be more likely to 

be successful if a member of the administration at the Vice President level is assigned 

responsibility for its portfolio. With such an imprimatur, this position and the Committee can 

ensure accountability among the University’s units and schools and provide support to efforts at 

the unit level to promote pedagogical and professional development among faculty and staff, 

including the funding of professional development opportunities. 

In short, President-Elect Rowe will have a tremendous opportunity to communicate the role 

diversity and inclusion play in contributing to the University’s overall academic mission, goals, 

and strategic priorities. Changes at the overall structural level will then enable the administration 

to carry out those priorities. 

 

Faculty Hiring and Retention 

The Provost’s initiative, which supported units’ efforts to attract diverse faculty members, was a 

welcome response to the Task Force’s recommendation that the University invest resources toward 

this end. The number of hires that has resulted confirms that such efforts are an important part of 

a university’s overall commitment to diversity and inclusion and should be continued in some form 

if at all feasible. The Fall 2017 survey conducted among faculty of color, however, revealed several 
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areas where attention is needed to ensure that the University’s commitment to inclusion is robust 

and to improve faculty retention across the schools and units. The Implementation Team remains 

hopeful that sustained efforts by University leadership, along with the professional development 

opportunities under consideration by the Vice Provost for Academic and Faculty Affairs, will 

result in meaningful change. 

Despite the Task Force’s recommendation to devote resources and attention to attracting and 

retaining a diverse senior administration, the Implementation Team is not aware of any targeted 

efforts in this regard or of any efforts with regard to professional employees. The Implementation 

Team is mindful of economic realities but urges the administration to think creatively about how 

the University’s commitment to diversity and inclusion can be implemented beyond the faculty 

ranks. 

 

Curriculum 

The progress made in implementing curricular changes has been thoughtful and deliberate. As with 

any such changes, much depends on the implementation. The faculty who provided feedback to 

the Implementation Team have generally been supportive of the effort but have raised concerns 

about whether the resources necessary to its success will be provided, particularly with respect to 

training and assessment. The Arts & Sciences faculty vote approving the new COLL 199 

requirement is a significant step forward for the University, but COLL 199’s ultimate success will 

require the commitment of financial resources and sustained engagement by University leadership. 

 

Campus Climate 

The Task Force’s recommendation to engage in regular assessment of the campus climate should 

be taken to heart, particularly because of the changing composition of the student body from year 

to year. Continuing the efforts of President Reveley, President-Elect Rowe and the other members 

of the administration should not shy away from learning about challenges to our community values 

and should remain open to receiving feedback on areas for improvement, including through a more 

robust incident management system. 

Particular attention should be paid to the campus’s physical environment and programmatic 

offerings. As new naming opportunities arise, the administration should consider the extent to 

which a particular opportunity can contribute to the strides that have only recently been made in 

having building names reflect the diversity of the William & Mary community. As we learn more 

about the contributions of members of the community that have long been hidden, the 

administration should consider how best to honor those contributions, such as through portraiture, 

statuary, or special programmatic initiatives. 

Several changes have been made by Facilities Management leadership in response to the 

recommendations of the Task Force and Amediate. Early reports suggest that these changes have 

been seen as positive developments from the leadership’s perspective, but it is important to ensure 
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that these changes are felt and realized at all staff levels. Amediate’s recommendations revealed 

significant perceptions of distance between leadership and staff, leading to feelings of disrespect 

and disengagement. Maintaining momentum going forward will require regular evaluation of the 

experiences of department employees, including whether concerns are resolved in a timely and 

effective manner, whether employees feel respected and valued, whether communication is 

transparent, and whether wages are competitive. 

 

Conclusion 

The appointment of the Task Force on Race and Race Relations by President Reveley was a 

proactive and much needed step. Unlike at other universities, the University had not experienced 

a signal, nationally discussed event that spurred action, even as many among our community had 

recognized the need for, and urged, reform. The goal of the Task Force was to engage in an honest 

appraisal of the campus culture, collaborate with stakeholders, and propose improvements that 

responded to the concerns raised by members of our community. The Implementation Team has 

worked to put many of those improvements into effect. Recognizing that a commitment to diversity 

and inclusion is a continuing process, we remain hopeful that the progress that has been made will 

continue and that the Rowe presidency will build significantly on the gains recently achieved. 
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Action Items 

General/Administrative 

▪ Consider the creation of a Vice President of Diversity and Inclusion position. (#24) 

▪ Consider the creation of an academic center to support curricular and research efforts 

around diversity and inclusion. (#5a, 41) 

▪ Consider the development of a University-wide Diversity and Inclusion Plan (including 

recruitment strategies) and the creation of a Diversity and Inclusion Committee with the 

imprimatur of the President/Provost. (#30) 

▪ Determine additional financial resources available for continued recruitment and hiring of 

faculty and senior administrators from underrepresented communities. (#1, 10, 11, 14) 

▪ Continue to assess faculty hiring, mentoring, promotion, and tenure practices/procedures 

to support faculty recruitment/retention efforts and identify barriers to success. (#2b, 2c, 

2d, 7, 9, 10, 15, 32, 35, 42) 

▪ Consider additional internal professional development opportunities, mentoring programs, 

and financial support for external professional development opportunities. (#6, 8) 

▪ Develop programs to bring faculty from underrepresented communities to campus for 

scholarly presentations, visiting scholar positions, graduate fellowships, and the like. (#11, 

14) 

▪ Determine resources available for an improved incident management system. (#51) 

▪ Determine resources available for required diversity and inclusion training for the 

University community. (#4, 25, 39) 

▪ In coordination with University Advancement, determine additional naming opportunities, 

portraiture, statuary, and the like to reflect the diversity of the W&M community. (#33) 

▪ In coordination with University Advancement, determine the alignment of development 

goals to support diversity and inclusion initiatives. (#17) 

▪ Continue to communicate alignment of diversity and inclusion efforts with W&M values 

and priorities. (#1) 

 

Campus Climate 

Data Collection 

▪ Continued assessment of experience of faculty, administrators, and senior professionals 

of color on campus, including, but not limited to, participation in governance 

opportunities. (#2b, 2c, 2d, 8) 

▪ Ensure that relevant units (Faculty Assembly, Student Affairs, VIMS) conduct regular 

campus climate surveys. (#16, 26, 27, 29) 

 

Diversity and Inclusion Plans and Programs 

▪ Continued follow-up with academic and administrative departments on creation and 

implementation of diversity plans. (#2a, 31) 
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▪ Continued engagement with hiring committees on campus to educate about implicit 

bias, non-inclusive job descriptions, and other barriers to recruitment, as well as 

methods for recruiting a diverse pool of candidates. (#9, 15) 

▪ In coordination with Human Resources, implement training in implicit bias for all 

community members every two years. (#4, 39) 

▪ Development of required training in diversity and inclusion for administration, faculty, 

and staff, as well as continued training for students in leadership roles and significant 

student communities; initial funding has been secured. (#4, 25, 39) 

 

Facilities Management 

▪ Continue to develop information on climate and employee satisfaction through a 

combination of informal and formal methods, such as spot surveys, town halls, training 

sessions, and exit interviews. (#28) 

▪ Continue to offer leadership training and other pathways to career advancement. (#22, 

32) 

▪ Continue to improve transparency of communications to staff. (#23) 

▪ Continue to set norms of civility and respect among individuals in the department. (#19, 

20) 

▪ Ensure that staff are paid a living wage by continuing to regularly assess wages and 

working conditions. (#18) 

 

Curriculum/Teaching  

▪ Appoint committee to research and report on implementation of COLL 199 requirement. 

(#5, 34, 36, 37, 38) 

▪ Determine financial and other resources available to support training of faculty. (#5, 34, 

36, 37, 38) 

▪ Once courses have been approved, implement assessment protocols to assist in evaluating 

success of courses and needs for additional training and/or resources. (#5, 34, 36, 37, 38) 

▪ Develop (in coordination with the Charles Center for Academic Excellence) resources and 

programming to support faculty in creating environments for respectful engagement. (#5) 

 

Incident Reporting and Responses 

▪ If sufficiently funded, develop an incident information system in conjunction with 

University stakeholders that facilitates submission and review of reports, ensures efficient 

and effective follow-up, promotes awareness, is developed to affirm the University’s 

commitment to principles of respect and free speech, and provides regular reports to the 

community. (#44–51) 
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Members of the Implementation Team 

Fañchon Glover, Chief Diversity Officer (Chair) 

Kiersten L. Boyce, Chief Compliance Officer, ADA/504 and Title IX Coordinator 

Laura A. Heymann, Professor of Law 

Anne H. Charity Hudley, (former) Associate Professor of Education, English, and Linguistics 

(member 2016–2017) 

Vernon Hurte, (former) Director, Center for Student Diversity (member 2016–2017) 

Dania Matos, Deputy Chief Diversity Officer (ex officio) (member 2017–2018) 

Natasha W. McFarland, Reference & Instruction Librarian (member 2017–2018) 

Jacqueline Amaya Mendez ’17 (member 2016–2017) 

Iyabo Osiapem, Senior Lecturer of Africana Studies and Linguistics 

Shené V. Owens, Assistant Director, Center for Student Diversity (member 2017–2018) 

John Poma, Chief Human Resources Officer  
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John Riofrio, Associate Professor of Hispanic Studies 
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Executive Summary 

President Taylor Reveley appointed the Task Force on Race and Race Relations in March 2015. 
The 21-member task force is comprised of faculty, administrators, staff, students, and a member of 
the Board of Visitors. The Task Force met once a month since March 2015, focusing primarily on 
four principal activities: 1) meeting to discuss current programs and practices at William & Mary, 
2) hosting six on-campus open forums to discuss perceptions of William & Mary's racial climate,
3) reading and discussing the various communications from the community that were received via
the Task Force's website (http://www.wm.edu/sites/racerelations), and 4) examining closely events
related to race and race relations across the country, events taking place not only on university
campuses but also in the world beyond academic institutions.

We took these responsibilities seriously. As teachers, administrators, staff, students and alumni, 
and as members of the larger community, the Task Force understood the importance of listening 
carefully to internal and external constituents of our community. 

We have sought out, and heard from, faculty, staff, alumni, administrators, students, and 
community members. We have analyzed, debated, and discussed our findings. We have reached 
out beyond the W&M walls, looking across the country to see what other universities are doing 
and have done. We have also critically reflected upon the actions of institutions whose failures 
have made national headlines. We have found ourselves, at times, saddened by what we have 
learned but we have also found ourselves inspired to purposefully commit to the task at hand. 

Some of our recommendations are easily achievable; many, however, are not. Nevertheless, we 
believe that this current historic moment- one in which issues of race and inclusion appear almost 
daily on the front page of newspapers everywhere represents an enormous opportunity. The Task 
Force report includes recommendations that urge William & Mary to seize the moment, to be 
proactive rather than reactive, and to become a national leader on issues of race and race relations, 
here our campus and beyond. 

Success in achieving any of these goals depends both on realigning current resources and on 
identifying new resources through private support. With this in mind, the Task Force has set forth 
its highest priority recommendations (in no particular order) with the hope that the university will 
undertake those recommendations immediately under the auspices of an appointed 
Implementation Team. 

-President's Task Force on Race and Race Relations
March 28, 2016



 

	
	

	

	

Task Force Membership 
	
	

W. Fanchon Glover ’99 ’06, Chief Diversity Officer, Task Force Chair 
Jody L. Allen ’07, Managing Director, Lemon Project; Visiting Assistant Professor, 

Department of History 
Kendrick Ashton, Jr., ’98, Board of Visitors; Co-Founder & Managing Partner, St. James 

Group, Arlington, VA 
Deborah Cheesebro, Chief of Police 
Jodi Fisler ’10, Assistant to the Vice President for Student Affairs & Director of Student Affairs 

Planning and Assessment (no longer with the College) 
Mark H. Forsyth, Associate Professor, Biology 
Matthew Freeman ’98, President, TMI Consulting, Richmond, VA 
Earl T. Granger III ’92, Associate Vice President for Advancement 
Artisia Green ’00, Associate Professor, Theater & Africana Studies 
Diana Hernández, Graduate Student, School of Education 
Laura A. Heymann, Vice Dean and Professor of Law 
Vernon J. Hurte, Senior Associate Dean of Students and Director, Center for Student Diversity 
Ebony Lambert ’16 
Pamela H. Mason, Deputy Compliance Officer 
Seth Opoku-Yeboah, ’16 
James Padilioni, Jr., MA ’14, Doctoral Student, American Studies 
John Riofrio, Associate Professor, Hispanic Studies 
Pallavi Rudraraju ’17 
Francis Tanglao-Aguas, Class of 2015 Associate Professor, Theatre & Africana Studies 
Robert Trent Vinson, Frances L. and Edwin L. Cummings Associate Professor of History 

and Africana Studies 
Lydia Whitaker, Administrative Manager, Applied Science 

	
	

Task Force Organization 
The Task Force was composed of four subcommittees: 

	
	

Recruitment of Diverse Faculty and Senior Administration – Artisia Green (Chair) 
The charge of this subcommittee was to explore best practices for recruiting and retaining a 
more diverse instructional faculty and senior administrators. 

	
Campus Climate – Jody Allen (Chair) 
The charge of this subcommittee was to review campus-wide survey data to assess the scope of 
the problem of race and race relations on our campus, to understand the level of awareness of 
campus reporting and resources for responding, and to engage any related issues that can guide 
institutional decision-making. 

	
Prevention and Education – James Padilioni, Jr. (Chair) 
The charge of this subcommittee was to assess the effectiveness of our current programs and 



outreach to educate the campus community (undergraduate and graduate students, faculty, staff 
and parents) about race and race relations and to make recommendations for more effective 
preventive and education. 

Bias Reporting and Incident Protocol – Vernon Hurte (Chair) 
Within the context of compliance obligations and the university’s goals of prompt and 
equitable response to complaints, the charge of this subcommittee was to examine our current 
practices and procedures for reporting and responding to incidents of bias. 

Task Force Activities /Accomplishments 

• Presentation by Margie Cook, Associate Director, Center for Student Diversity, on
current diversity training for undergraduate students.

• Presentation by Vernon Hurte, Associate Dean of Students, on current practices by the
Dean of Students Office in responding to reports of bias by students.

• Established a website to keep community informed of the work of the Task Force and
as a medium for the solicitation of comments and suggestions.

• Presentation by a member of the operational staff on climate issues in the
Housekeeping/Facilities Management area.

• Presentation by Sharron Gatling, Assistant Director of Equal Opportunity, on the
Affirmative Action Plan and the faculty/executive search process.

• Campus Forum for Graduate Students.
• Campus Forum for Faculty.
• Campus Forum, Undergraduate Students.
• Campus Forum, Undergraduate Students.
• Campus Forum, VIMS.
• Campus Forum, Staff.
• Presentation by Earl Granger, Assistant Vice President for Advancement, on the For

The Bold Campaign.
• Presentation by John Poma and Jeremy Martin, Chief Human Resource Officer and

Assistant to the Provost/President, on the results of the employee survey.
• Participated in webinar series on Responding to Race on College and University

campuses hosted by the Student Affairs Diversity Committee.
• Presentation by Tatia Granger, University Ombudsperson.



Prioritized Recommendations 

• Create a new position of Vice-President of Diversity and Inclusion, as currently exists at 
many schools. *

• Increase the diversity of the faculty and senior administrators, and demonstrate commitment 
to this goal with a $35 million dollar investment of resources.

• Retain an outside vendor to provide, through focus groups and other methods, a thorough 
understanding of the concerns of Facilities Management staff and develop a plan to improve 
wages, working conditions, and the management practices that have led to dissatisfaction.

• Name important and prominent campus buildings to more fully reflect the diversity and 
achievement of the entire William & Mary community.

• Require on-going, mandatory educational training on issues of diversity and inclusion for 
faculty, staff, and students on topics of race and other intersecting identities.

• Institutionalize a periodic campus climate survey of the entire community, to be conducted 
by an outside vendor.

• Create a formal Diversity and Inclusion Committee that will use best practices to develop a 
university-wide plan that will inform, drive, and influence plans at the unit level. Require 
that each unit provide a diversity and equity plan that is aligned with the university plan and 
clearly outlines measurable goals and a timeline.

• Commit to implementing an Incident Information System at the College that unites the 
College’s various reporting channels under one gateway, engages in appropriate review and 
referral of all reports with due consideration for freedom of expression, and provides annual 
reports of its activity to the community.

• Realign current university resources and identify private support to fund the implementation 
of the recommendations as listed in the Task Force Report.

• Appoint an Implementation Team to pursue the recommendations in this report. 

*The Chair did not participate in the discussion to include this recommendation in the prioritized list.



 

	
	

	

All Recommendations 
Recruitment of Diverse Faculty and Senior Administration 
	

1. The adoption of “leadership practices for diversity” (Aguire & Martinez 2007). Leadership 
practices for diversity seek to transform the university through diversity and inclusion efforts 
that include restructuring, infusion of new resources, re-allocating existing resources, and 
identifying measureable goals. Institutional leadership should regularly communicate that 
diversity and inclusion are central to the university’s academic mission, goals and strategic 
priorities by establishing tangible goals and objectives, and measurable criteria to assess 
progress toward those goals. 

	
2. The determination of the following: 

	
a. The extent to which the current Diversity Action Plans for each school were 

approved and acted upon. 
b. The number of minority faculty participating in the research mission of the 

university. 
c. The number of minority faculty involved in governance at the university and 

department levels. Are they on committees that impact priorities, strategic visioning, 
structure and policy? 

d. The number of faculty who teach classes that focus on diversity issues in the 
curriculum. What are the classes? Are they electives? Are they built into curriculum 
requirements? 

	
3. The review of all official documentation (print and electronic materials) related to diversity 

to ensure that the documents read diversity and inclusion. 
	

4. Mandatory diversity training for administration, faculty, and staff. 
	
	

5. Be proactive in creating an inclusive community by developing a curricular and research 
platform by which to mandate a race, ethnicity, sexuality, and inclusivity COLL requirement 
for sophomore students. 
 

a. Establish a university center for race, ethnicity, sexuality, and inclusivity, which 
would be composed of faculty fellows, appointed from existing faculty as well as 10 
newly hired TE faculty, who will share the responsibility of teaching the proposed 
COLL requirement. 

b. The creation of this center could also serve to further strengthen existing relevant 
programs such as Africana Studies, Asian & Middle Eastern Studies, Hispanic 
Studies, Latin American Studies, Gender, Sexuality, and Women's Studies as well as 
those in nascent stages such as Native Studies and Asian & Pacific Islander 
American Studies. 

c. Further, the programs should be granted the capacity to hire and grant tenure to their 
own faculty to support efforts in faculty recruitment and retention. 



 

	
	

	

6. The creation of internal professional development opportunities through the Charles 
Center or Dean’s Office. 

	
7. The implementation of annual interviews of diverse faculty by relevant administrative 

leadership and the leadership of the individual units to learn about needs, challenges, and 
feasible/implementable solutions to identified barriers to success. 

	
8. The provision of external professional development opportunities that advance faculty careers 

such as the availability of professional development funds to network specifically at 
conferences with large numbers of diverse populations (e.g., National Council of Black Studies 
or other similar organizations) or to pay for leadership/administrative seminars, workshops, etc. 
that help facilitate pathways to senior administrative positions. 

	
9. The creation of an addendum to the hiring process that requires applicants for faculty positions 

to submit a statement on diversity as part of their application packet, much in the same manner 
as their statement on teaching pedagogy. 

	
10. Institutional leadership should prioritize the proactive search for diverse faculty and senior 

administrators in an ongoing manner, not just when opportunities for individual searches arise. 
	
11. To identify potential hires of faculty and senior administrators, campus units should 

routinely invite women and persons of color to campus to give scholarly presentations. 
	
12. Create a Target of Opportunity and Excellence Hiring Program to increase faculty 

diversity. 
	
13. The goal of the university should be to have a proportionate rate of diversity between 

student and faculty populations (and/or a demographic comparable to the state 
demographic). 

	
14. The university should establish a post-doctoral/visiting scholar program to create 

opportunities for people within these underrepresented groups. The university should 
strengthen diversity graduate student recruitment fellowships such as the one instituted in 
Arts & Sciences by increasing both the amount and number of fellowships available. The 
fellowships should cover all tuition and fees. Optimally, the entire cost of attendance through 
the completion of the degree should be covered. 

	
15. Search Committees 

 
a. Search Committees should consider, before writing job ads, areas within a 

discipline that feature a higher proportion of women and persons of color, and 
include those areas in language for the job description. (i.e. in Economics, more 
persons of color work on labor issues, more women work on gender issues in 
disciplines in the social sciences/humanities). 

b. There should be required diversity and inclusion training on unconscious bias for all 
Search Committee members. 



 

	
	

	

c. Institutional leadership should intervene in diversifying search committees when 
necessary and terminating searches that fail to produce diverse pools of candidates 
(especially in departments with a history of hiring non-diverse candidates). 

	
16. Conduct a faculty climate survey every two years. 

	
17. Craft a campaign specifically designed to finance the diversity initiatives detailed in this 

report. 
	
	
Campus Climate 
	

18. Pay the Facilities Management staff a living wage. 
	
	

19. Set up a mechanism by which Facilities Management staff can take advantage of 
professional development opportunities without fear of reprisal. 

	
20. Actively encourage all employees to take advantage of campus events/programs. 

	
21. Set up a formal mechanism through which Facilities Management staff can lodge 

complaints without fear of retribution. 
	

22. Set annual training for supervisors and workers in the following areas: supervision, 
leadership, and communication skills. 

	
23. Communicate clear expectations regarding the responsibilities of essential personnel, e.g., 

under what circumstances they are expected to report to work, and what types of tasks they 
are expected to perform once on the job. 

	

	
24. Create a new position of Vice-President of Diversity and Inclusion, as currently exists at 

many schools. 
	
	

25. Based on the information obtained from all of the resources used in this report (surveys, 
fora, email submissions) members of the campus community identify the need for intensive 
annual mandatory training on race and race relations at all levels of the university (Board of 
Visitors, Senior Administration, faculty, staff, and students). 

	
26. Institutionalize a periodic campus climate survey of the entire community. 

	
27. Conduct a campus climate survey of undergraduates and graduate/professional students in 

fall 2016. 



28. An outside vendor must be hired to conduct focus groups with Facilities Management staff.

29. Contract with an outside vendor to conduct focus groups with all levels of employees and
students on the VIMS campus.

30. Create a formal Diversity and Inclusion Committee that will use best practices to develop a
university-wide plan that will inform, drive, and influence plans at the unit level.

31. Require each unit to provide a diversity plan that is aligned with the university plan and
clearly outlines measurable goals and a timeline.

32. Clearly outline a proactive recruitment strategy to identify and recruit members from
underrepresented populations for faculty and senior administrative staff roles.

33. Name important and prominent campus buildings to more fully reflect the diversity and
achievement of the entire William & Mary community.

34. Formally identify opportunities when diversity-related topics can be infused in the COLL
curriculum (freshman seminar, COLL 300, etc.).

35. Establish a formal cross-cultural mentorship program for faculty development around
diversity-related issues.

Prevention and Education 

36. Adjust the new COLL curriculum to include a mandatory class on race and other
intersecting identities.

37. Integrate race and diversity awareness courses into the required COLL curriculum through
the creation of a first-year COLL course focusing on race in American history and society
for all undergraduate students.

38. Regularly offer, seminar-style, one- or two-credit COLL 200 electives course(s) on current
topics in race and identity in American society.

39. We recommend that additional racial diversity and bias awareness education be required for
all students in leadership roles, as well as for significant student communities such as
fraternity and sorority chapters and athletes. This would also include all students in
paraprofessional roles, such as peer educators, peer mentors, peer advisors, Residence Life
staff, orientation aides, student employees, Honor and Conduct Council members, Student
Assembly members, tutors, Writing Center assistants, tour guides, and other similar roles.
This recommendation recognizes that these campus leaders among the student body
population are often looked to as role models.

40. Establish two graduate assistantships and/or fellowships in the Center for Student Diversity.
These additions would enable and empower the CSD to offer more resources and oversight



 

	
	

	

in student leadership training, establish and provide safe spaces on campus for students 
from racial and ethnic minority backgrounds, and help further engage social justice 
initiatives. A dedicated graduate assistantship/fellowship will ensure that the current 
offerings remain robust while allowing the development of new programs and additional 
resources to be made available to the student body. 

	
41. The College should create and fund a faculty development institute similar to Virginia 

Commonwealth University’s Institute on Inclusive Teaching 
(http://www.community.vcu.edu/resources--toolkit/training--development/institute-on- 
inclusive-teaching/). Such an institute would develop training programs and promote best 
practices/informational documents focusing specifically on topics of teaching diverse 
student populations and maintaining respectful classroom environments for anyone 
providing instruction, including tenure-track faculty, non-tenure-eligible faculty, teaching 
fellows and assistants. 

	
42. Specific expectations for managers, directors, and department chairs should be established 

that relate to supervision, mentoring, communication, harassment and discrimination, and 
other inclusive workplace practices. The College must integrate diversity competencies into 
position descriptions and performance evaluations to ensure accountability and uniformity 
in expectations and process across all sectors of on-campus staffing. 

	
43. Expand the staff in the Center for Student Diversity. 

	
	
Bias Reporting and Incident Protocol 
	

44. Commit to implementing an Incident Information System at the College by the spring of 
2018 that unites the university’s various reporting channels under one overall reporting 
gateway. 

	
45. An Incident Assessment Team should be appointed to conduct initial reviews of all reports 

and determine what, if any, referrals should be made. 
	

46. Reporting to the Incident Assessment Team should not be anonymous. In order for the 
system to inspire mutual trust, the College must be able to follow up appropriately on 
reports received, which may require obtaining further information from the reporting party, 
referring more serious reports for formal investigation, facilitating restorative justice 
efforts, or providing support and care services to the reporting party. Such efforts are not 
possible with anonymous reports. 

	
47. The College should affirm its commitment to the principles of respect and free speech. 

	
48. The College should promote awareness of the Incident Information System by all members 

of the community. 
	

49. The Incident Information Assessment Team should provide annual reports of its activity to 
the community. 

	
50. The College should evaluate and reassess the Incident Information System and implement 



 

	
	

	

revisions annually. 
	
51. The College should devote appropriate resources to support implementation and ongoing 

maintenance of any new Incident Information system. 
	
	



 

	
	

	

Report of the Subcommittee on Recruitment of a Diverse Faculty and Senior 
Administration 

	
	
President’s Task Force on Race and Race Relations 
	
Committee Charge 

	
The charge to the Subcommittee reads as follows: 
	
. . . [T]o explore best practices for recruiting and retaining a more diverse instructional faculty and 
senior [administration]. The task force’s report should include recommendations for institutional 
direction, proven practices in recruitment and retention, and a skeleton plan of how this might be 
accomplished. Work with the Climate, and Prevention/Education subcommittees will be important 
to gather data. 
	
Members of the Subcommittee 
	
The members of the Subcommittee, in alphabetical order, are: 
	

Artisia Green ’00, Associate Professor, Theater & Africana Studies (Chair) 
Diana Hernández ’17, Graduate Student, School of Education 
John Riofrio, Associate Professor, Hispanic Studies 
Francis Tanglao-Aguas, Class of 2015 Associate Professor, Theatre & Africana Studies 
Robert Trent Vinson, Frances L. and Edwin L. Cummings Associate Professor of History & 
Africana Studies 

	
Introduction 
	
“Every search should be conducted not just with the legal parameters of affirmative action but in 
the spirit of inclusion and diversity . . .. [We should] increase our efforts in this area, which will 
require more concentrated attention and effort by all of us.” –Provost Halleran 
	
The Subcommittee wishes to reiterate Provost Halleran’s sentiment that without inclusion as a 
guiding principle of the College’s “concentrated . . . effort[s], diversity goals are non-integrative, 
non-pervasive, unsustainable, isolated initiatives.” Inclusion is a multilayered integrative approach 
and moves beyond acts of desegregation (i.e. placement goals, compliance, and sentiments of 
morality). A model of inclusive excellence is an approach that seeks to embed diversity within the 
infrastructure of the institution. Thus, in the spirit of inclusion and diversity, the College should ask 
how our current policies and practices support our changing demographics and our goals in further 
diversifying our faculty and senior administrative staff (Parham 2015). Along this same line of 
reasoning, the College should also ask itself whether we are preparing our faculty and senior 
administrators with intercultural skills that will enable them to handle challenging issues on our 
campus relating to national and global issues of diversity. If yes, how? If not, why? 



 

	
	

	

In “Making a Business Case for Diversity” (Nahal 2015), the author posits that “it is critical to 
connect the mission of the university with diverse recruitment of faculty [and] staff.” In this vein, 
the Subcommittee raises an additional two questions: 
	

• How does the College express its commitment to assisting students in understanding 
national and international “diverse perspectives essential to excel in the 21st century” 
through its current recruitment and retention practices of diverse faculty and senior 
administrative staff? 

• How does the College express its commitment to “[developing] a diverse faculty which is 
nationally and internationally recognized for excellence in both teaching and research” 
through its current recruitment and retention practices? 

	
Current Recruitment and Hiring Process for Diverse Faculty and Senior Administrators 
	
The College’s efforts in recruiting a diverse faculty pool are largely centralized in the Office of 
Diversity and Equal Opportunity. The Office of Diversity and Equal Opportunity, in collaboration 
with the Office of Human Resources, oversees the following steps to encourage and increase the 
percentage of qualified diverse applicants. The steps have been summarized for the purposes of 
brevity and limited to those that speak to best practices in the recruitment of diverse faculty and 
senior administrators. The Office: 
	

1. Informs the hiring unit of placement goals (if any exist in the hiring unit’s area); 
2. Provides guidance and support on conducting an inclusive search and selection processes 

and on identifying and avoiding implicit bias; 
3. Reviews the position description for accuracy and relevance; 
4. Places job advertisements in minority or women’s interest news media, related organization 

listservs, and recruiting sources; and 
5. Ensures that an AA/EO statement of diversity is included on job advertisements. 

	
There are no centralized or concerted efforts to retain diverse faculty and senior administrators of 
which the subcommittee is aware. 
	
Challenges to Recruitment and Retention of Diverse Faculty and Senior Administrators 
	
The Subcommittee lists the following challenges to efforts to recruit and retain diverse faculty and 
senior administrators here at William & Mary. The findings were discovered and discussed in 
formal settings such as the fora organized by the Climate Subcommittee (a forum for faculty 
specifically was held on November 9), brought to the attention of individual members of the Task 
Force, are challenges observed by members of the Task Force due to their involvement in other 
areas of campus governance, and supported by the findings reported in the Human Resources 
Survey on Climate: 
	

1. Unwillingness of institutional leadership with faculty oversight to intervene on adverse 
departmental practices in hiring and retention; 



 

	
	

	

2. Assumptions made by institutional leadership (to include Chairs and Program Directors) on 
lack of qualified diverse applicants or a limited pipeline that prevents hiring diverse faculty 
in critical mass; 

	
3. Failure of institutional leadership to respond appropriately to climate issues 

(isolation/alienation, lack of collegiality, and student complaints that originate from 
perceptions of perceived incompetence); 

	
4. Devaluation of diverse research interests and failure to centralize diverse education 

interests into the curriculum (e.g., relegating diversity issues to elective courses); 
	

5. Additional service and mentoring commitments of diverse faculty that fails to translate 
into merit-based salary increases and/or policy. Thus, the work of diversity (in teaching 
and service) is placed on the shoulders of a small cadre of overworked and underpaid 
faculty who are not appropriately recognized and rewarded for this service; 

	
6. The positioning of diverse administrators into university support service roles (e.g., 

Student Affairs, counseling services) rather than management roles that impact university 
priorities, strategic visioning, structure and policy; 

	
7. The persistence of pay inequities (wage gaps, faculty salaries under the reported average 

compensation) and non-competitive salary offers despite the “greater financial and 
administrative autonomy” provided to the College under the Higher Education 
Restructuring Act; 

	
8. Adverse and/or demoralizing hiring practices: 

	
a. Lack of diverse search committees 
b. Pre-selection for faculty and senior administrative positions 
c. Use of search waivers (that do not benefit women or minorities) 
d. Promotions of individuals with non-terminal degrees to senior administrative 

positions (and higher rates of compensation for said individuals than faculty) 
e. Hiring of part-time staff at higher rates of compensation than faculty; and 

	
9. The failure of the university to investigate the rationale behind faculty contracts that are 

terminated voluntarily or involuntarily. 
	
Data 

	
Please see the charts provided at the end of the report (Addendum 1). Sharron Gatling, Assistant 
Director of Equal Opportunity Office, provided the charts, current as of June 3, 2015. 
	
Recommendations 
	
The subcommittee recommends the following proactive measures to create a diverse and inclusive 
campus: 



 

	
	

	

1. The adoption of “leadership practices for diversity” (Aguire & Martinez 2007). Leadership 
practices for diversity seek to transform the university through diversity and inclusion 
efforts that include restructuring, infusion of new resources, re-allocating existing 
resources, and identifying measureable goals. Institutional leadership should regularly 
communicate that diversity and inclusion are central to the university’s academic mission, 
goals, and strategic priorities by establishing tangible goals and objectives and measurable 
criteria to assess progress toward those goals. Institutional leadership should hold campus 
units and search committees accountable for not meeting established goals and objectives. 
In support of this recommendation, the subcommittee also recommends: 
 

a. The creation of a Diversity Committee at each of the Schools (such as the ones that 
exist in the School of Education and School of Business) who should help execute 
Diversity Action Plans, working in conjunction with the relevant administrative 
leadership, the Office of Diversity and Equal Opportunity, and the leadership of the 
individual unit. Senior leadership should support these Diversity Committees, 
particularly when there is pushback on diversity goals from others within these 
units. 

b. The development of Diversity Action Plans for each department/program that 
include specific strategies for diverse hiring and that connect with the broader goals 
of the Diversity Action Plans for each school. These plans should be sent to the 
Provost for review and schools, departments and programs should be held 
accountable for the degree to which the plans are unfulfilled. 

	
2. The determination of the following: 
	

a. The extent to which the current Diversity Action Plans for each school were 
approved and acted upon. 

b. The number of minority faculty participating in the research mission of the 
university. 

c. The number of minority faculty involved in governance at the university and 
department levels. Are they on committees that impact priorities, strategic 
visioning, structure and policy? 

d. The number of faculty who teach classes that focus on diversity issues in the 
curriculum. What are the classes? Are they electives? Are they built into curriculum 
requirements? 

	
3. The review of all official documentation (print and electronic materials) related to diversity 

to ensure that the documents read: diversity and inclusion. 
	
4. The implementation of diversity training, either mandatory or as a qualifier of significant 

for merit increases and/or as a professional development opportunity through the Charles 
Center or Dean’s Office. 

	
5. The creation and ambitious funding of an inclusive community by developing a curricular 

and research platform by which to mandate a race, ethnicity, sexuality, and inclusivity 
COLL requirement for sophomore students. 



 

	
	

	

a. As part of this platform, the creation of a university center for race, ethnicity, 
sexuality, and inclusivity to be composed of faculty fellows appointed from existing 
faculty as well as ten newly hired tenure-eligible faculty members who will share 
the responsibility of teaching the proposed COLL requirement. 

b. The creation of this center could also serve to further strengthen existing relevant 
programs such as Africana Studies, Asian & Middle Eastern Studies, Gender, 
Sexuality, and Women’s Studies, Hispanic Studies, Latin American Studies as well 
as those in nascent stages such as Native Studies and Asian & Pacific Islander 
American Studies. 

c. Further, we recommend that said programs be granted the capacity to hire and grant 
tenure to their own faculty to support efforts in faculty recruitment and retention. 
Budget: $35 million. 

	
6. The creation of internal professional development opportunities through the Charles 

Center or Dean’s Office to include: 
 

a. Funding for leadership seminars/training, and 
b. Teaching resources that address diversity and inclusiveness in the academy (akin to 

the University Teaching Project and the proposed university center for race, 
ethnicity, sexuality, and inclusivity). 

	
7. The implementation of periodic interviews of diverse faculty by relevant administrative 

leadership and the leadership of the individual unit to learn about needs, challenges, and 
feasible/implementable solutions to identified barriers to success. 

	
8. The provision of external professional development opportunities that advance faculty 

careers, such as the availability of professional development funds to network specifically 
at conferences with large numbers of diverse populations (e.g., National Council of Black 
Studies or other similar organizations) or to pay for leadership/administrative seminars, 
workshops, etc. that help facilitate pathways to senior administrative positions. The 
Provost’s current Leadership Training Program can be such a pathway for diverse faculty to be 
trained and appointed to senior administrative positions (beyond departmental chairs, program 
directors or the earlier mentioned student services-focused positions). 

	
9. The creation of an addendum to the hiring process that requires applicants for faculty 

positions to submit a statement on diversity as part of their application packet, much in the 
same manner as their statement on teaching pedagogy. As an example, the statement could 
read: “The College of William & Mary prioritizes diversity as part of its long-term strategic 
plan. How have you worked with diversity in your teaching, scholarship, and service? How 
do you envision yourself contributing toward diversity initiatives at the College of William 
& Mary?” 

	
10. The prioritization of searches for diverse faculty and senior administrators in an ongoing 

manner, not just when openings exist. This should occur by tapping into individual and 
collective existing professional and personal networks and partnering with the Office of 
Diversity and Equal Opportunity. 



11. The issuance of routine invitations to persons of color to give scholarly presentations so as
to identify potential hires of faculty and senior administrators.

12. Create a Target of Opportunity and Excellence Hiring Program to increase faculty
diversity. Budget: $15 million.

13. The establishment of diversity goals, in particular, to have a proportionate rate of diversity
between student and faculty populations (and/or a demographic comparable to the state
demographic).

a. In 2015, the student diversity rate was 30% while the faculty diversity rate was 16%
(or 100/624 faculty).

b. The university’s teaching faculty should reflect the diversity of the Commonwealth
of Virginia.

14. To identify potential hires of diverse faculty and senior administrators, the College should
help establish a post-doctoral/visiting scholar program to create opportunities for people
within these underrepresented groups. The University should strengthen diversity graduate
student recruitment fellowships such as the one instituted in Arts & Sciences by increasing
both the amount and number of fellowships available. We propose that these fellowships
cover all tuition and fees. Optimally, the entire cost of attendance through the completion of
the degree should be covered.

Budget: $250,000.00 annually. 

15. The improvement of the composition and function of search committees:

a. Search committees should consider, before writing job ads, areas within a discipline
that feature a higher proportion of women and persons of color, and include those
areas in language for the job description. (For instance, in Economics, more persons
of color work on labor issues while more women work on gender issues in
disciplines in the social sciences/humanities).

b. There should be required diversity and inclusion training on unconscious bias for all
search committee members.

c. Institutional leadership should intervene in diversifying search committees when
necessary and terminating searches that fail to produce diverse pools of candidates
(especially in departments with a history of hiring non-diverse candidates).

16. Conduct a faculty climate survey every two years.

17. Craft a campaign specifically designed to finance the diversity initiatives detailed in this
report.
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Addendum 1 – Demographics (As of June 3, 2015) 
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Addendum 2 – Testimonies 
	
The following statements are from faculty conversations with Task Force Subcommittee Members 
and permission was granted to share in this report. 

	
	
	
“…The main issue was that my department said that they were told that they could put diversity in 
the ad to encourage diverse applications, but then when it came to selection of the top pool we 
were told by the college diversity officer that we weren't allowed to keep diversity as a criteria of 
selection." 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
	
The hiring process in another department this year highlighted clearly for me that departments who 
want to use diversity as a criteria for selection (not only in the job ad), do so. The other department 
put diversity as one of the major criteria for picking the shortlist and the final candidate. That kind 
of focus on diversity is simply not the case in our department. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Our department has convened a diversity committee, but well over a year after it was constituted, it 
has nothing to show. It is clear that this is not a priority for the department chair or for the 
department. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I looked up the details of the recruitment fellowship for “diversity students” at the graduate 
level. Here’s a table from last year. It includes a column entitled “Board’s Diversity 
Fellowships.” It provides $3,500 per year for two years. The fellowship has not been offered this 
year (for students entering in 16-17). The Dean’s explanation: the funds ran out. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I think one can make a very legitimate case that we are doing a poor job in creating a diverse and 
multicultural graduate student community. By experience, I can say that it’s very challenging to 
recruit people of color to our program. We need to devote greater effort to make this 
Happen. Recruitment fellowships for diversity candidates are vital tools to make this happen. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I'm not sure the administration values diversity, either among themselves or among department 
chairs. Last time the administration was asking for feedback on selecting a new department chair 
and again this time I gave feedback that it was high time we had a chair of more diverse 
background. And who gets picked? Another white male who is part of the "boys club" in our 
department. Sorry if I'm sounding really frustrated, but that's our department. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
I have had numerous minority students (esp. females) in my office over the past few years 
complaining about the lack of diversity among faculty and administration, and I think they are 
right. It is not only an issue of faculty needing to be more diverse, but the administration as 
well. We have people who are deans who have not published an article in over 25 years, let alone 
published a book and who are significantly less qualified than the one female dean. And yet these 
people continue as deans or heads of centers/research institutes. One can't shake off the feeling 
that their position is due to their connections rather than their experience and qualifications. 



 

	
	

	

Report of the Subcommittee on Campus Climate 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
	
President’s Task Force on Race and Race Relations 

	

	
Committee Charge 
	
The charge of this subcommittee is to review campus-wide survey data to access the scope of the 
problem of race and race relations on our campus, to understand the level of awareness of campus 
reporting and resources for responding, and to engage any related issues that can guide institutional 
decision-making. Several focus groups and a town hall meeting on the topic will be offered to the 
campus in the fall. The task force’s report should include significant findings as well as related 
recommendations. 
	
Members of the Subcommittee 

The members of the Subcommittee, in alphabetical order, are: 

Jody L. Allen ’07, Lemon Project Managing Director (Chair) 
Jodi Fisler ’10, Assistant to the Vice President for Student Affairs & Director of Student 

Affairs Planning and Assessment (no longer with the College) 
Earl T. Granger ’92, Associate Vice President for Development 
Ebony Lambert, ’16 
Ashley Napier, Junior Program Manager and Research Associate at AidData (no longer 

with the College)* 
Joseph Wheeless, Coordinator for Fraternity/Sorority Life * 
Lydia Whitaker, Administrative Manager-Applied Science 

* Indicates a member of a sub-committee but not of the Task Force 
	
Introduction 
	
In recent years, the term “climate,” when used in connection with college campuses, has come to 
refer to the beliefs, attitudes, and actions that persist at a given institution and how those beliefs, 
attitudes, and actions impact community feeling. Of late, the climate on campuses across this 
country has left students, faculty, and staff discontented. Susan Rankin and Robert Reason, 
professors of education at The Pennsylvania State University, suggest that such climates may be a 
reflection of society in general. They argue: 

	
	
	

If one accepts the premise that social interactions, 
the social climate, in America has become harder 
and more aggressive (despite undeniably positive 
advances in civil rights, in equality, and yes in our 
general understanding of and appreciation for diversity), 
it is reasonable to ask if our colleges and universities, 



 

	
	

	

which in many ways function as microcosms of society, 
are experiencing a similar trend in terms of social 
climate (Rankin, Susan & Reason, Robert (2008).) 

	
Indeed, at the time that this Task Force was established, the climate in this country, at least where 
some groups were concerned, left individuals feeling unsafe and angry. The killing of unarmed 
black men by the police led citizens to speak up and step up to the challenge in ways not seen since 
the civil rights movement of the 1950s and 1960s. “Black Lives Matter” became a chant and then a 
movement, and the response was mixed across the country and here at William & Mary. President 
Reveley responded that 
	

Although there has been enormous racial progress in the 
United States since I was growing up in the 1950s and going 
to college in the early 1960s, our deep racial wounds have not 
wholly healed. As a society we confront “what happens to a 
dream deferred,” and we need to work harder for a future in 
which no parents fear unequal treatment by police, unequal 
protection under the law or unequal standing in our society 
for their children. (President Reveley’s Letter to the Community, December 
19, 2014) 

	
William & Mary students marched and organized a die-in, and the social media response revealed 
some strong reactions to those efforts. While some students supported the efforts, others shared vile 
and cruel responses on sites such as Yik Yak and Facebook. Approximately two months later, 
Taylor Mack and Brittney Harrington, then students at the College, wrote “A Call to Community 
Action: A Request for Administrative Response to Racial Bias Instances.” (Appendix F) While 
this document specifically spoke to how instances of racial bias are reported, it also referred to how 
the lack of clear reporting mechanisms led to a negative climate on campus. In this case, the 
climate was negatively affected by “[a]dministrative inaction [that]… [forced] some already- 
marginalized students to fend for themselves when facing bias, leaving affected students feeling 
psychologically, emotionally, and physically vulnerable and unable to focus purely on academics.” 
	
For the last few months, the Campus Climate Subcommittee has explored documents and talked 
with individuals and groups about the campus climate. In general, what has become quite clear is 
that the current campus climate is not one that embraces diversity, but is one that is closed to open, 
honest discussion and one that leaves members of the community, as described by Mack and 
Harrington, “feeling psychologically, emotionally, and physically vulnerable.” Something must be 
done about this situation. William & Mary is too valuable an asset to this community, the state, the 
nation, and the world to allow a mission of ignorance on the part of some to overshadow the 
institution’s desire to provide “a broad liberal education in a stimulating academic environment 
enhanced by a talented and diverse student body.” (University Mission Statement) 



 

	
	

	

Information Considered by the Subcommittee 
	
The Subcommittee considered a variety of sources in order to try to better understand the 
experience of the different constituencies as related to the campus climate. 
	
The Multi-Institutional Study of Leadership (MSL) (Spring 2015) 
	
The Multi-Institutional Study of Leadership (MSL) was administered at W&M in Spring 2015 and 
measured the experience of 4,000 undergraduates who were selected randomly and invited to 
complete the survey. The response rate was 48% (n=1,927). The survey responses were assessed 
against three separate measures: belonging; non-discriminatory climate: direct; and non- 
discriminatory climate: indirect. The data indicate that white students, on average, have the greatest 
sense of belonging and the lowest perception of direct and indirect forms of discrimination. Black 
students, on average, have the lowest sense of belonging and the greatest perception of 
discrimination. 
	
Student Assembly Racial Climate Survey (Spring 2015) 
	
This survey asked three questions of respondents: (1) How would you describe the climate on 
campus? (2) What action steps do you feel would be necessary and effective in helping to improve 
this climate and create a safer, more inclusive environment? (3) Is there anything else you would 
like us to know regarding the racial climate on campus? Approximately 148 students responded. 
Fifty-four indicated that they felt the campus climate is negative. Forty-eight indicated that while 
they had not experienced direct negative experiences, they understood the perception of the 
campus climate to be negative. (It is not clear if they were referring to other students or making a 
statement about all members of the community.) 
	
2015 Employee Climate Survey (Link) (November 2015) 

	

Human Resources administered this instrument, which surveyed all levels of employees at the 
College. Over 70% of those surveyed responded. This was a significant increase over the 2007 
(55.5%) and 2010 (45.6%) survey return rates. Overall, the survey suggests that most people feel 
positive about the College and their positions here. However, when the results are broken down by 
race, there is a clear difference in attitude. African Americans are less happy with their experiences 
at the College. This is especially true of non-exempt hourly employees: 
(http://www.wm.edu/sites/racerelations/_documents/Employee Survey Data-18Feb2016-2.pdf) 

	

Task Force Website Submissions 
	
Throughout this process, members of the College community were able to share their thoughts 
with the Task Force via its website. The Campus Climate Subcommittee received five such 
comments. While the comments are confidential, the suggestions made are reflected in our 
recommendations. 



 

	
	

	

Community Forums (Appendix D) 
	
The Subcommittee planned and conducted six community forums, one each for faculty, staff (all 
levels), graduates and professional students, and VIMS personnel, and two for undergraduate 
students. At most of the forums, the same three questions were asked of small groups: (1) How do 
you perceive the campus climate in regards to race and race relations? (2) What changes would you 
like to see in the campus climate? (3) How would you go about making these changes a reality? 
There was a facilitator and note taker in each group. Participants also had the opportunity to share 
comments privately via index cards. 
	
General concerns were surprisingly similar across all sources of information: 
	

• Consideration of who and what the College memorializes through statuary, buildings, and 
other areas on campus. 

• Need for diversity training at all levels, to encompass training about microaggressions 
• Need for a safe space for dialogue about race and race relations 
• Lack of trust of superiors 
• Frustration with lack of any real change despite multiple surveys 
• Need for bystander training 
• Need for a committed and consistent stance regarding race and race relations on the part of 

the senior administration 
• William & Mary is acknowledging its past as a slaveholder, but ignoring the descendants 

of those early workers. 
• Concern that the severe racial imbalance that exists at all levels of employees perpetuates 

racial stereotypes. 
	
Specific concerns of Facilities Management 

	

	
• In general, there is an alarming level of distrust of supervisors and the senior 

administration. 
• These workers do not make a living wage, and many are forced to take on additional part 

time jobs. 
• Opportunities for upward mobility are limited. 
• These workers are considered essential personnel, which means that they have to come to 

work in inclement weather. Many of these workers depend on public transportation to get 
to and from the campus, and sometimes these modes or transport are not available during 
inclement weather, or if they are, the schedules may be different. If workers are not able to 
get to campus, they are penalized for their absence. 

• Facilities Management staff report an atmosphere where gossiping is a significant problem. 
For example, personal information shared with a supervisor becomes public knowledge. 
This has led to an atmosphere where staff feels unable to trust that confidentiality will be 
maintained. 

• Access to technology, especially computers, is limited. This is particularly problematic 
because important information is typically shared via email. 



 

	
	

	

• Workers are sometimes negatively affected by policy changes that introduce technological 
innovations. For example, timekeeping is now completed via computer. Previously paper 
forms were used and workers were able to get assistance with timekeeping from a trusted 
family member or friend. Now they are forced to go to a supervisor whom they may not 
trust, for assistance. 

	
	
	
	
In 2008, when President Barack Obama was elected, some people declared the United States to be 
a post-racial society. As typically defined, this is a society without concerns about race and racism, 
a society where everyone is equal and decisions are based on ability. Based on the past eight years, 
it is clear to those paying attention that issues of race and racism remain at the forefront of the 
American consciousness at a level not seen since the days of de jure segregation. In this regard, 
William & Mary is a microcosm of the rest of society, but there is also a hopeful atmosphere 
because this is a place where individuals come to learn. This is a place where discussions can and 
should take place, but the atmosphere or climate must be conducive to this type of activity, and the 
climate right now needs work. How can we fix it? 

	

	
Recommendations 
	
Facilities Management Staff 
	

• Pay the Facilities Management staff a living wage. Many of the people in this group are 
stuck in a cycle of poverty that is difficult to escape. They work, often more than one job, 
just to survive. This does not leave the time, money, or energy to pursue opportunities— 
classes, workshops, etc.— to improve their situation. If our workers are not able to improve 
their situations, their children and grandchildren are less likely to be able to improve theirs. 

	
• Set up a mechanism by which Facilities Management staff can take advantage of 

professional development opportunities without fear of reprisal. Allow the staff to meet 
with professional advisors who can help them plan and prepare for future employment. 
Encourage and support hourly staff’s efforts to take advantage of the opportunity to take 
course work at William & Mary, a local community college, tech school, etc. 

	
• Actively encourage all employees to take advantage of campus events/programs. Offer an 

incentive for attending events—lectures, demonstrations, CPR certification— that might 
open doors to better opportunities. 

	

	
• Set up a formal mechanism by which Facilities Managememt staff can lodge 

complaints without fear of retribution. Workers must be notified and trained on the 
use of the procedures. 

	
• Set annual training for supervisors and workers in the following areas: supervision, 

leadership, and communication skills. 



 

	
	

	

• Communicate clear expectations regarding the responsibilities of essential personnel, e.g., 
under what circumstances they are expected to report to work, and what types of tasks they 
are expected to perform once on the job. 

	
	
	
Staffing/Resources 
	

• Create a new position of Vice President of Diversity and Inclusion, as currently exists at 
many schools. Appropriately staff (at minimum the addition of a full-time professional 
faculty position and a full-time administrative assistant) and adequately fund the office to 
lead and support institutional diversity and inclusion efforts. Budget: $175,000.00. 

	
• Based on the information obtained from all of the resources used in this report (surveys, 

fora, email submissions) members of the campus community identify the need for intensive 
annual mandatory training on race and race relations at all levels of the university (Board of 
Visitors, Senior Administration, faculty, staff, and students). Mandatory training does not 
occur within the current structure. An outside company or individual specializing in training 
around the topic of diversity and inclusivity must be engaged. 

	
• Based on the information gathered, the Campus Climate Subcommittee determined that the 

Facilities Management employees are the most emblematic of the inequality evident on this 
campus. Their issues are significant and need to be addressed separately. We encourage the 
Administration to establish a task force that will look into the concerns of this group with a 
commitment to hearing and addressing their needs. The perception among this group 
reflects a discomfort with the supervisors and upper-level administrators in Facilities 
Management. As a result, we suggest that non-Facilities Management personnel lead the 
task force. 

	
Infrastructure 
	

• Institutionalize a periodic campus climate survey of the entire community. 
College campuses are very transitional communities and as such the climate will evolve as 
students, faculty, and staff come and go. Outside forces, such as incidents on other 
campuses, in communities, and in the media will also impact the climate. W&M needs to 
be thoughtful in its response to these types of issues. Contract with an assessment company 
to develop, administer and provide reports and surveys. 

	
• Contract with an outside vendor to conduct focus groups with Facilities Management staff. 

Budget: $15,000. 
	
	

• Contract with an outside vendor to conduct focus groups with all levels of employees and 
students on the VIMS campus. Budget: $15,000. 

	
• Create a formal Diversity and Inclusion Committee that will use best practices to develop a 

university-wide plan that will inform, drive, and influence plans at the unit level. 



 

	
	

	

	

• Require that each unit provide a diversity plan that is aligned with the university plan and 
clearly outlines measurable goals and the timing associated with each. 

	
• Clearly outline a proactive recruitment strategy to identify and recruit members from under- 

represented populations for faculty and senior administrative staff roles. 
	

• Create a more inclusive campus with the naming of campus structures. 
	
Education 

	

	
• Identify opportunities in which diversity-related topics are infused throughout the COLL 

curriculum (freshman seminar, COLL 300). 
	

• Identify ways in which leadership training can be provided around these vital issues. 
	

• Establish a formal mentorship program for faculty development around these issues. 
	

• Adjust the new COLL curriculum to include a mandatory class for all first year students. 
	
Special Initiatives 
	

• In 1967, the first African American students were allowed to live on the campus of William 
& Mary. A lot has happened in the five decades since Lynn Briley, Janet Brown, and Karen 
Ely pushed open the doors that would no longer be closed to black students. This period of 
change in the school’s history should be acknowledged and commemorated. To do this, 
appoint a faculty member to lead a year-long 50th anniversary commemoration of African 
American residential students at William & Mary. Programming Budget: $30,000; 
Personnel: Course Reduction and $10,000. 

	
• One of the most consistent comments at the community fora was the need to remember the 

broad spectrum of individuals and events that have led to the success of this institution. One 
way to remember is through the process of memorialization. The Lemon Project Committee 
on Memorialization plans to propose a nationwide competition to secure a design for a 
memorial to the enslaved that labored at the College. Support this endeavor by funding a 
competition advisor at approximately $50,000 and cost of the competition at 
approximately $50,000. This budget does not reflect the cost of erecting the monument. 
The cost of the final piece will be based on the selected work. 



 

	
	

	

Report of the Subcommittee on Prevention and Education 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
	
President’s Task Force on Race and Race Relations 
	
Committee Charge 

	

The charge to the Subcommittee read as follows: 
	
Assess the effectiveness of our current programs and outreach to educate the campus community 
(undergraduate and graduate students, faculty, staff and parents) about race and race relations. The 
Task Force’s report should include recommendations for more effective prevention and education. 
	
Members of the Subcommittee 
	
The members of the Subcommittee, in alphabetical order, are: 
	

Margie Cook, Associate Director for Diversity Education, Center for Student Diversity * 
Mark H. Forsyth, Associate Professor, Biology 
Matthew Freeman, ’98, President, TMI Consulting, Richmond, VA 
Seth Opoku-Yeboah, ’16 
James Padilioni, Jr., MA ’14, Doctoral Student, American Studies (Chair) 
Pallavi Rudraraju, ’17 
Ari Weinberg, MA/PhD Student, American Studies* 
* Indicates a member of a sub-committee but not of the Task Force 

	
Introduction 
	
The Education and Prevention Subcommittee inventoried the existing opportunities and 
mechanisms in place that seek to spread information regarding racial diversity and inclusion. Our 
work was carried out against a backdrop of events on campus, locally in Williamsburg and 
Virginia and nationally on, other campuses that highlighted the pressing need for increased 
awareness and knowledge of bias in society broadly and within the academy specifically. As 
universities are privileged locations for the generation and diffusion of knowledge in society, we 
feel that it is incumbent upon William & Mary to consider seriously the collective responsibility 
we have in developing our students’ awareness of issues of inclusivity and racial diversity. 
Furthermore, as the self-proclaimed “alma mater of a nation” whose racial history reflects deep 
moral failures with respect to race and race relations, the task falls to William & Mary to not only 
keep in pace with other institutions on these issues but to lead among our peer institutions, 
establishing a model for the 21sty-century university. 
	
To this end, the Education and Prevention Subcommittee reviewed the course of matriculation for 
undergraduate and graduate students, as well as new hire orientations and training for faculty and 
staff, in order to identify all of the moments in the academic calendar and the 
locations/infrastructure on campus in which any type of information or training is offered that 
centers on racial inclusion, bias awareness, and/or diversity. Once we identified the structures 



 

	
	

	

already in place, we then evaluated the effectiveness of each. Additionally, the Education and 
Prevention Subcommittee received feedback from members of the student body, faculty, 
administration, and staff in small settings, through the Task Force website, as well as at the public 
campus forums. After gathering the feedback and comparing it with the findings of our inventory 
work, the Education and Prevention Subcommittee was then able to identify key areas in which the 
College can both further develop what currently exists as well as areas where new material 
resources must be dedicated in order to widen and deepen the educational opportunities available 
to all members of our campus community. 
	
Recommendations 
	
In light of the above, we recommend that the President commit to implementing the following 
institutional developments in each sector of the William & Mary campus community: 
	
Students, Curricular. 

	

The Education and Prevention Subcommittee recommends that race and diversity awareness 
courses be integrated into the required COLL curriculum through the creation of a first-year COLL 
course focusing on race in American history and society for all undergraduate students. There 
currently exists an absence of any course or expectation. We call upon the Implementation team to 
address this gap in the COLL curriculum in order that racial diversity and awareness education 
become institutionalized for all incoming students as a proactive, semester-long engagement. 

	
Additionally, there should be regularly offered, seminar-style, one- or two-credit COLL 200 
electives course(s) developed on current topics in race and identity in American society. Such a 
course would satisfy the requirements of the Arts, Letters, and Values (ALV) knowledge domain of 
the COLL curriculum that aims to address “examine the expression and evaluation of values and 
attitudes.” It is incumbent upon the university that we produce leaders of society who have clear 
and deep understanding of the racial landscape of the United States and its development, as well as 
equipping every undergraduate student with a skill set for modeling behaviors that foster a diverse 
and inclusive campus. 
	
Students, Co-curricular. 

	
We recommend that additional racial diversity and bias awareness education is required for all 
students in leadership roles, as well as for significant student communities such as fraternity and 
sorority chapters and athletes. This would also include all students in paraprofessional roles, such 
as peer educators, peer mentors, peer advisors, Residence Life staff, orientation aides, student 
employees, Honor and Conduct Council members, Student Assembly members, tutors, Writing 
Center assistants, tour guides, and other similar roles. This recommendation recognizes that these 
campus leaders among the student body population are often looked to as role models. 
	
Establish two graduate assistantships and/or fellowships in the Center for Student Diversity. These 
additions would enable and empower the CSD to offer more resources and oversight in student 
leadership training, establish and provide safe spaces on campus for students from racial and ethnic 
minority backgrounds, and help further engage social justice initiatives. A dedicated graduate 
assistantship/fellowship will ensure that the current offerings remain robust while allowing the 



 

	
	

	

development of new programs and additional resources to be made available to the student body. 
	
Currently, the CSD offers Diversity Orientation for all incoming undergraduates including 
performances from the Inside Out Theater, as well as ongoing opportunities for education, 
exchange, and dialogue through the Essential First-Year Initiatives (EFYI) Diversity Workshop 
facilitated by Diversity Peer Educators; Student Engagement and Empowerment through Dialogue 
(SEED) Program; and special events and speakers, as well as the already-planned expansion of the 
Safe Zone ally program to include other marginalized identities beyond sexual/gender 
identities. The OCE currently offers a variety of programs that promote and develop tutoring and 
mentoring relationships between W&M students and students from the local community, 
community-based service projects and hunger-relief programs, Branch Out Alternative Breaks that 
enable small groups of students to travel and partner with host organizations to participate in social 
justice projects, and Aim 4, an active citizenship program in which students take classes together, 
engage in direct service, and participate in co-curricular experiences. 
	
The addition of two graduate assistantships and/or fellowships in the Center for Student Diversity 
to ensure that the current offerings remain robust while allowing the development of new programs 
and additional resources to be made available to the student body. 
	
Faculty 
	
The Education and Prevention Subcommittee recommends the university create and fund a faculty 
development institute similar to Virginia Commonwealth University’s Institute on Inclusive 
Teaching       (http://www.community.vcu.edu/resources--toolkit/training--development/institute-on- 
inclusive-teaching/).Such an institute would develop training programs and promote best 
practices/informational documents focusing specifically on topics of teaching diverse student 
populations and maintaining respectful classroom environments for anyone providing instruction, 
including tenure-track faculty, non-tenure-eligible faculty, teaching fellows, and assistants. As a 
further incentive, we recommend that the faculty development institute offer service credit and/or 
research stipends to faculty to participate in these program offerings and expand them within their 
respective departments and programs. To streamline the adoption of this recommendation, the 
institute of faculty development could emerge as part of the existing services provided by the 
Charles Center. President Reveley’s implementation team can decide upon the feasibility of the 
Charles Center’s readiness for this recommendation. 
	
Staff 
	
While it is clear based upon our investigation that the entire workforce of the university could 
benefit from expanded training in diversity and racial bias awareness, the Education and 
Prevention Subcommittee recommends that specific expectations for managers, directors, and 
department chairs be established that relate to supervision, mentoring, communication, harassment 
and discrimination, and other inclusive workplace practices. The College must integrate diversity 
competencies into position descriptions and performance evaluations to ensure accountability and 
uniformity in expectations and process across all sectors of on-campus staffing. Additionally, it is 
incumbent upon the College as both an institution of higher learning and an employer within the 
community to first and foremost ensure that all staff be made aware of and empowered to avail 



 

	
	

	

themselves and their families of the rich educational and cultural opportunities of this institution, 
from taking for-credit courses, feeling welcome to participate in campus life, and to experience 
professional development and be given opportunities to advance. William & Mary must be a 
leader among our peer institutions in providing a just wage to all our employees, as this can do 
much to mitigate past racial labor injustices upheld by the university and its participation in slavery 
and Jim Crow. 
	
In closing, the Education and Prevention Subcommittee stresses that without the commitment of 
material resources and institutional perseverance, the above recommendations will not be realized. 
We strongly call upon the Office of the President and the implementation team to fund the 
expansion and offering of more diversity-focused classes within the COLL curriculum. This 
recommendation dovetails with that of the Recruitment of Diverse Faculty and Senior 
Administration Subcommittee in its call for increased diverse faculty across all units but especially 
within the area and ethnic studies programs mentioned above, as the educational context produced 
by these programs should factor directly into the university’s efforts to increase racial diversity 
awareness and educational opportunities. We recommend that additional racial diversity and bias 
awareness education is required. the expansion of staff in the Center for Student Diversity and a 
faculty development institute so that more student leadership training programs are offered and 
supported, and so that all faculty and those in teaching positions on campus have access to best 
practices for inclusive classroom pedagogy. Resources must be dedicated to increasing managerial 
awareness and competency in racial diversity and bias to further support the university workforce, 
the engine of our campus’s daily life. 
	
Budget 
	
2 Graduate Assistants/Fellowships for the Center for Student Diversity - $30,000 (based upon an avg. 
15k/package) 
Teacher Development Institute - $20,000 (based upon budget for similar institutes at Virginia 
Commonwealth University and Northern Illinois University) 
Miscellaneous - $5,000 
Total: $55,000 



 

	
	

	

Report of the Subcommittee on Bias Reporting and Incident Protocol 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
	
President’s Task Force on Race and Race Relations 

	
Committee Charge 
	
The charge to the Subcommittee read as follows: 
	
Within the context of compliance obligations and the university’s goal of prompt and 
equitable response to complaints, the charge of this subcommittee is to examine our current 
practices and procedures for reporting and responding incidents of bias. The Task Force 
should make recommendations regarding how to educate the campus on the current process 
and /or make suggestions for how the reporting system could be enhanced. Additionally, 
the committee should recommend appropriate campus responses to reported incidents and 
anonymous incidents. 
	
Members of the Subcommittee 

The members of the Subcommittee, in alphabetical order, are: 

Kendrick F. Ashton, Jr., ’98, Board of Visitors 
Deborah Cheesebro, Chief of Police 
Laura A. Heymann, Vice Dean and Professor of Law 
Vernon J. Hurte, Senior Associate Dean of Students (Chair) 
Pamela Mason, Deputy Compliance Officer and Deputy Title IX Coordinator 

	
Introduction 
	
In August 2007, the College of William & Mary launched an online bias reporting system. While 
some members of the community supported its goals and approach, others were concerned that the 
system permitted anonymous reporting, gave too broad an investigative role to the Diversity 
Committee, included unclear definitions of certain terms, and gave rise to questions about 
recordkeeping. The system was later modified and, ultimately, discontinued. The Subcommittee 
has been mindful of this experience and of the thoughtful criticisms that arose in response to the 
College’s prior efforts. 
	
Each year, events have occurred at the College that were in direct conflict with the community’s 
deeply held values of inclusion and respect. These incidents — for example, those relating to off- 
campus parties — may not have constituted a violation of the College’s policies. But it is useful for 
the College, as an educational institution, to gain a better understanding of the issues that can make 
our community a less welcoming place for many of its members. 
	
The College currently provides an opportunity for members of the community to inform the 
College of incidents that give rise to violations of College policy, such as the Honor Code. At 
present, reports regarding incidents can come to the College’s attention in one of several ways. 



Issues relating to students, including possible conduct violations, possible hazing incidents, or 
health and welfare issues, can be reported to the Office of the Dean of Students. The College also 
provides various reporting options to report sexual misconduct incidents including, in some 
instances, anonymous reporting. The College’s website provides extensive information on 
reporting discrimination and harassment. Community members are also provided information for 
reporting information to the William & Mary Police or local police departments. 

The Subcommittee’s sense, however, is that the current reporting structure is not sufficient to 
inform the College’s Administration of incidents that may be inconsistent with the community’s 
shared values and to provide the Administration with an opportunity to address and remedy the 
incidents, if possible. This appears to be true for at least three reasons. 

First, at least some in our community are unaware of existing procedures to report incidents that 
affect our community and/or are unaware of the types of incidents for which reporting procedures 
exist. As a result, information may not reach appropriate personnel in the Administration, which 
may further result in an incomplete picture of the climate on campus. For example, the Senior 
Associate Dean of Students, the chair of the Subcommittee, is aware of instances of students who 
experienced bias-related issues involving other students and who later expressed confusion about 
whether their experience was something worth reporting and the means by which to do so. Second, 
and relatedly, some may view our current reporting systems as pertaining only to certain kinds of 
incidents, or incidents that rise to a certain level, leaving other incidents unreported. And third, 
there is a sense that current reporting protocols at the College are siloed, with different types of 
incidents requiring different initial reporting protocols, creating the possibility of inefficiency. 

These concerns suggest that the College should consider introducing a new incident information 
system that can serve the twin goals of providing the College with information that may prove 
helpful in improving the campus climate and allowing the College to engage in appropriate and 
satisfactory resolution of bias-related incidents. The Subcommittee thinks it is equally important, 
however, to recognize and affirm the College’s commitment to principles of free speech. While it 
may be useful for the College to be aware of incidents on campus that give rise to concern among 
members of the community, not every such incident suggests an equal level of response. Some 
incidents will require referral to our criminal justice system or the Office of Compliance and 
Equity; others to the Student Conduct system; and still others may present opportunities for 
restorative justice or educational approaches, including with respect to the reporting party. 

In formulating its recommendations, the Subcommittee took into account the history just described, 
the information and feedback contributed by members of the community at the various forums 
hosted by the Task Force, and our investigation into current practices at other educational 
institutions. 

Although few students and faculty members at the forums directly identified the College’s current 
reporting systems as an area for improvement, there were a number of concerns raised during the 
campus forums about the lack of awareness around bias-related incidents on campus as well as 
questions about the appropriate response of the Administration to such incidents. Additionally, at 
the staff forum, some individuals in Facilities Management noted that they were unaware of how to 
report offensive graffiti they encounter during their workday, and that they were sometimes told by 



supervisors to clean the area before any photographs could be taken or submitted. These responses 
suggest that a system that affords the College community greater awareness of incidents that are 
inconsistent with the community’s shared values would be a welcome development. 

Our investigation of current practices at colleges and universities throughout the United States 
revealed a variety of approaches. Many, but not all, schools provide their communities with a 
separate means of reporting bias-related incidents. Some schools permit such reporting to be made 
anonymously; others do not. Some schools provide guidance on their websites as to the categories 
that might be the subject of a bias-related action. Some schools provide reporting parties with an 
option to submit information for reporting purposes only or to also receive support and follow-up 
activity. And some, but not all, schools provide summary reports to the public on the number and 
types of reports received and how they were resolved. 

Recommendations 

In light of the above, we recommend that the President commit to implementing an Incident 
Information System at the College by the spring of 2018. The precise details of such a system 
should be worked out by the President’s implementation team, in consultation with faculty, staff, 
administrators, students, and other stakeholders, but we strongly recommend that the following 
features be considered: 
The College’s various reporting channels should be united under one overall reporting 
gateway. 

To mitigate against inefficiencies that come from siloed efforts, the College should have one 
system through which all initial intake happens, provided that such a system is consistent with and 
does not interfere with the College’s legal and regulatory obligations. Providing community 
members with a single portal through which all reports should be filed will ensure that reports do 
not fail to reach the appropriate internal entity because the reporting party was discouraged by the 
effort of determining the proper protocols. 

An Incident Assessment Team should be appointed to conduct initial reviews of all reports 
and determine what, if any, referrals should be made. 

Once a report is received, an Incident Assessment Team (comprising representatives from the 
Office of the Dean of Students, the Center for Student Diversity, the William & Mary Police 
Department, the Office of Compliance and Equity, the Chief Diversity Officer’s office, and other 
units, reporting to the Provost) should, in consultation with any other appropriate units, assess any 
immediate threat. If no immediate threat is identified, the Team should determine whether follow-
up is warranted and, if so, the unit(s) that should take primary responsibility for next steps. 

The chair of the Incident Assessment Team should be responsible for communicating with the 
designated unit until the issue is resolved and for communicating with the reporting party as to the 
status of the matter, consistent with FERPA and other legal regulations. The chair should also offer 
the reporting party, as appropriate, information about self-care, resources, and options. 

The Incident Assessment Team should also engage with representatives of the Administration, 



 

	
	

	

faculty, and student body as appropriate if a particular incident gives rise to a recommendation 
regarding curriculum, student organization activities, co-curricular programs, or other campus 
activities, and should consult with the President, the Chief Diversity Officer, and the Office of the 
Dean of Students to determine whether communication to members of the community is 
recommended in any particular instance. 
	
Reporting should be non-anonymous. 

	
Although there is value in a system that permits anonymous reporting — primarily that there are 
some substantive reports that may not otherwise come to light — the Subcommittee has concluded 
that, on balance, all reports through this system should not be permitted to be made anonymously. 
In order for the system to inspire mutual trust, the university must be able to follow up 
appropriately on reports received, which may require obtaining further information from the 
reporting party, referring more serious reports for formal investigation, facilitating restorative 
justice efforts, or providing support and care services to the reporting party. Such efforts are not 
possible with anonymous reports. At the same time, the university should make reasonable efforts 
to protect the privacy of reporting parties where possible. Should a reporting party desire 
confidential reporting, the university will provide such opportunities in appropriate circumstances. 

	
The College should affirm its commitment to principles of respect and free speech. 
	
The College should ensure that on the website for the information system and related 
communications that it emphasizes both the College’s commitment to respect and its commitment 
to principles of freedom of inquiry, thought, and expression. The community should understand 
that while the College will seek appropriate resolutions for violations of College policy and may 
well choose to speak out against speech that it finds offensive, it would also respect the rights of 
the community to engage in speech that is constitutionally protected. In particular, the Incident 
Assessment Team must take free speech principles into account in making its determinations as to 
appropriate next steps. 
	
The College should promote awareness of the system by all members of the community. 

	
The College should ensure that all faculty, students, administrators, managers, and staff are aware 
of the system once implemented, including (1) the range of incidents that can be reported; (2) what 
actions to take pending resolution of a report (particularly when the preservation of physical 
evidence is at issue); and (3) the range of possible responses after review, including the conclusion 
that the reported activity constitutes constitutionally protected speech. 
	
The implementation committee should also consider the forms in which a report can be submitted 
to ensure that all members of the community, even those without regular access to computers, can 
submit a report. 

	
The Incident Assessment Team should provide annual reports of its activity to the 
community. 

	
During the Task Force’s forums, some members of the community expressed the concern that 
incidents on campus were reported to the Administration without any communication regarding 



 

	
	

	

resolution or follow-up. Accordingly, the Subcommittee recommends that the Incident Assessment 
Team should provide annual or biannual reports on the College’s website that provide the 
community with information on the numbers and types of reports received as well as whether and 
how those reports were resolved. Such reporting should not disclose any information that the 
College is not permitted to disclose pursuant to FERPA or other federal or state law. 
	
The College should evaluate and reassess the Incident Information System and implement 
annually. 
	
As with all new efforts, there will no doubt be issues or concerns regarding the Incident 
Information System that the implementation team failed to predict. Accordingly, the Subcommittee 
recommends that the President appoint an evaluation committee after the first year of 
implementation to assess the System and provide recommendations to the President. 
	
The College should devote appropriate resources to support implementation and ongoing 
maintenance of any new system. 

	
While the Subcommittee does not anticipate that its recommendations will require significant 
expenditures or additional personnel, it does recommend that appropriate resources be allocated to 
this effort. Such resources might include funds to support website design and maintenance, 
software acquisition and development, or training for individuals tasked with assessing or 
resolving incidents. 

	
Budget: $10,000 



 

	
	

	

Appendix A. President’s Charge to the Task Force 
	
	
I am extremely grateful to each member of the task force for agreeing to serve. This group has 
important work to do for William & Mary. 
	
Race – its injustices, insensitivities, misunderstandings and complexities – remains one of our 
nation’s abiding challenges. William & Mary has not been spared the challenge. For centuries, 
the College’s practice of slavery and then segregation stained its life. Our Lemon Project now 
seeks to understand, explain and learn from William & Mary racial past. While there has been 
enormous racial progress in the United States and on our campus in the last half century, it’s 
clear that our deep racial wounds have not wholly healed. 
	
The deaths during the past year of three black men, followed by grand jury decisions not to 
indict, have inflamed racial feelings across the country. Shortly after the holidays in 
Williamsburg several off-campus parties involving some William & Mary students proved to be 
racially insensitive and insulting. Anonymous postings on social media reflecting racial bias 
have taken their predictably poisonous toll. 
	
Civility customarily characterizes how people deal with one another at William & Mary. It is 
especially important that it grace how we deal with one another racially. Any display of racial 
bias at W&M is flatly unacceptable. And there is a real need for us all to understand and avoid 
racial insensitivity. Each of us can learn from different perspectives born of different life 
experiences; we need to share our experiences with one another so they can be understood and so 
we can ensure that W&M is a place where everyone is welcome and respected. 
I ask that the task force engage broadly the following matters: 
	

• What is the overall racial climate on campus and how is it experienced by individual 
members of our community? 

	
• How can we more successfully recruit and retain a racially diverse faculty and senior 

administration? 
	

• What measures can productively be taken (a) to educate the campus community about 
racial insensitivity and discrimination and (b) to help prevent both? 

	
• As a matter of process, how can actual or suspected instances of racial prejudice most 

effectively be reported for investigation and remedial action? 
	
In your work, please engage the full campus community, including students, faculty, staff, 
administrators and alumni. Canvass broadly, review W&M-specific data, and consider research 
on race in higher education to help spot key issues and best practices. Your recommendations 
should focus on both short-term and long-term remedies. While your final report should reach 
me by the end of this calendar year, please provide me as well as the campus community with 
interim findings and recommendations. 



 

	
	

	

Appendix B. Student Body Demographics 
	
	
College of William & Mary Office of Institutional Research 

Ethnicity	-	Gender	-	Student	Level	
	
ACADEMIC_PERIOD_DESC	Fall	2010	
	 Race/Ethnicity	 All	

Am.	Ind./AK	Native	 Asian	 Black/African	
Am.	

Hispanic	 Multi-race	 Nat.HI/Oth.Pac.Isl	 Non-Resident	Alien	 Unknown	 White	

N	 N	 N	 N	 N	 N	 N	 N	 N	 N	
All	 40	 484	 568	 492	 158	 12	 397	 1,212	 4,637	 8,000	
Student	Level	 Gender	 	
Undergrad	 Male	 11	 197	 148	 172	 65	 6	 64	 456	 1,536	 2,655	

Female	 26	 228	 258	 273	 69	 2	 97	 539	 1,715	 3,207	
Law	 Male	 .	 9	 34	 5	 1	 .	 1	 56	 213	 319	

Female	 .	 13	 47	 6	 7	 .	 2	 35	 201	 311	
Graduate	 Male	 1	 16	 23	 13	 6	 1	 132	 79	 406	 677	

Female	 2	 17	 47	 21	 8	 3	 96	 40	 478	 712	
Uncl.	UG	 Male	 .	 .	 1	 .	 1	 .	 1	 2	 10	 15	

Female	 .	 3	 .	 2	 .	 .	 2	 3	 11	 21	
Uncl.	Grad	 Male	 .	 .	 4	 .	 .	 .	 2	 1	 16	 23	

Female	 .	 1	 6	 .	 1	 .	 .	 1	 51	 60	
	
	
	
ACADEMIC_PERIOD_DESC	Fall	2015	
	 Race/Ethnicity	 All	

Am.	Ind./AK	Native	 Asian	 Black/African	
Am.	

Hispanic	 Multi-race	 Non-Resident	Alien	 Unknown	 White	

N	 N	 N	 N	 N	 N	 N	 N	 N	
All	 10	 579	 612	 645	 329	 675	 460	 5,174	 8,484	
Student	Level	 Gender	 	
Undergrad	 Male	 3	 230	 174	 213	 114	 131	 176	 1,681	 2,722	

Female	 6	 272	 292	 339	 164	 227	 222	 2,016	 3,538	
Law	 Male	 .	 5	 6	 10	 10	 9	 13	 247	 300	

Female	 .	 5	 18	 17	 4	 13	 19	 263	 339	
Graduate	 Male	 .	 35	 46	 33	 16	 181	 14	 402	 727	

Female	 .	 20	 57	 31	 18	 109	 15	 459	 709	
Uncl.	UG	 Male	 .	 6	 .	 .	 .	 2	 .	 13	 21	

Female	 .	 5	 .	 .	 1	 1	 .	 13	 20	
Uncl.	Grad	 Male	 .	 1	 4	 1	 .	 .	 .	 16	 22	

Female	 1	 .	 15	 1	 2	 2	 1	 64	 86	
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Appendix C. Faculty Demographics 
	
	
College of William & Mary Office of Institutional Research 
	

	 Fall	2010	Total	number	of	FULL-TIME	Faculty/Research/Public	Service	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	

Professors	
Associate	 Assistant	 	

Instructors	
	
Lecturers	

No	Academic	
Rank	

	
Total	

Professors	 Professors	

Nonresident	alien	 Men	 	 	 11	 3		 9	 23	
Women	 	 	 3	 1	 1	 7	 12	

Hispanic/Latino	 Men	 3	 1	 2	 1		 	 7	
Women	 	 2	 2	 1		 	 5	

	
American	Indian	or	
Alaska	Native	

	
Men	

	
1		 	 	 	 	 	

1	

Women	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Asian	 Men	 7	 10	 6	 1		 1	 24	

Women	 2	 3	 1	 4	 1		 12	

Black	or	African	
American	

Men	 4	 2	 1		 	 	 7	

Women	 3	 4	 7		 	 	 14	

	
Native	Hawaiian	or	
other	Pacific	Islander	

	
Men	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Women	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
White	 Men	 147	 92	 65	 12	 4	 10	 330	

Women	 55	 74	 54	 16	 4	 5	 208	
	
Two	or	more	races	

Men	 	 2	 1		 	 	 3	

Women	 	 	 1		 	 	 1	

Race	and	ethnicity	
unknown	

Men	 1	 2	 1		 	 2	 6	

Women	 	 2	 2	 1		 	 5	
Full-time	Total	 	 223	 194	 157	 40	 10	 34	 658	



 

	
	

	

	

	 	 Fall	2010	Total	of	PART-TIME	Faculty/Research/Public	Service	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	

Professors	
Associate	 Assistant	 	

InstructorS	
	
Lecturers	

	
No	Academic	
Rank	

	
Total	

Professors	 Professors	
	
Nonresident	alien	

Men	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Women	 	 	 	 2		 1	 3	

	
Hispanic/Latino	

Men	 	 	 2		 	 	 2	
Women	 1		 	 1		 	 2	

	
American	Indian	or	
Alaska	Native	

	
Men	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Women	 	 	 	 1		 	 1	
	
Asian	

Men	 1		 	 	 	 1	 2	
Women	 1		 	 1		 	 2	

	
Black	or	African	
American	

Men	 1		 	 	 2		 3	

Women	 2		 	 	 	 	 2	
	
Native	Hawaiian	or	
other	Pacific	
Islander	

	
Men	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Women	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	
White	

Men	 38	 5	 2	 12	 25		 82	
Women	 8	 3	 7	 28	 14	 1	 61	

	
Two	or	more	races	

Men	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Women	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Race	and	ethnicity	
unknown	

Men	 3		 1	 2	 1		 7	

Women	 	 	 2	 2	 2		 6	
Part-time	Total	 	 55	 8	 14	 49	 44	 3	 173	

	 Fall	2010	FULL-TIME	Staff	(Not	including	Faculty/Research/Public	Service)	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 Executive/admini	

strative/manager	
ial	

Other	professionals	 Technical	and	
paraprofessionals	

Clerical	and	
secretarial	

	
Skilled	crafts	

Service/Maintena	
nce	

	
Total	

(support/services)	

Nonresident	alien	
Men	 	 6		 	 	 	 6	
Women	 	 	 1	 1		 	 2	

Hispanic/Latino	
Men	 	 6	 2	 2	 1	 4	 15	
Women	 	 9	 3	 5		 1	 18	

	
American	Indian	or	
Alaska	Native	

	
Men	

	 	
1	
	 	 	 	 	

1	

Women	 	 1		 1		 	 2	

Asian	
Men	 	 2		 	 1		 3	
Women	 	 16		 3		 4	 23	

Black	or	African	
American	

Men	 1	 13	 9	 7	 17	 64	 111	

Women	 4	 36	 19	 53		 86	 198	

	
Native	Hawaiian	or	
other	Pacific	Islander	

	
Men	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Women	 	 1		 	 	 	 1	

White	
Men	 40	 242	 61	 14	 56	 34	 447	
Women	 26	 336	 102	 152	 1	 12	 629	

	
Two	or	more	races	

Men	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Women	 	 	 	 1		 	 1	

Race	and	ethnicity	
unknown	

Men	 	 11	 2		 	 	 13	

Women	 	 9	 3	 1		 	 13	
Full-time	staff	Total	 	 71	 689	 202	 240	 76	 205	 1483	



 

	
	

	

	

	 Fall	2010	PART-TIME	Staff	(Not	including	Faculty/Research/Public	Service)	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 Executive/administrati	

ve/managerial	

Other	 professionals	 Technical	and	
paraprofessionals	

Clerical	and	
secretarial	

Skilled	
crafts	

Service/Maint	
enance	

	
Total	

(support/services)	
	
Nonresident	alien	 Men	 	 3		 	 	 	 3	

Women	 	 3		 	 	 	 3	
	

Hispanic/Latino	
Men	 	 1		 	 	 1	 2	
Women	 	 1	 1	 1		 	 3	

	
American	Indian	or	
Alaska	Native	

	
Men	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Women	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	
Asian	 Men	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Women	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	

Black	or	African	
American	

Men	 	 1		 3	 1	 10	 15	

Women	 	 3		 5		 10	 18	
	
Native	Hawaiian	or	
other	Pacific	
Islander	

	
Men	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Women	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	
White	 Men	 	 27	 15	 8		 12	 62	

Women	 	 35	 28	 63	 4	 7	 137	
	
Two	or	more	races	

Men	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Women	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Race	and	ethnicity	
unknown	

Men	 	 2	 1	 1	 1	 1	 6	

Women	 	 4	 9	 8		 	 21	
Part-time	Total	 	 	 80	 54	 89	 6	 41	 270	



 

	
	

	

	

	 Fall	2015	 Total	number	of	FULL-TIME	Faculty/Research/Public	Service	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	

Professors	
Associate	 Assistant	 	

Instructors	
	

Lecturers	
No	Academic	
Rank	

	

Total	
Professors	 Professors	

	
Nonresident	alien	 Men	 	 1	 11		 2	 12	 26	

Women	 	 	 9	 2		 1	 12	
	
Hispanic/Latino	 Men	 1	 2	 4		 	 	 7	

Women	 	 3	 2	 1	 1	 1	 8	
American	Indian	or	
Alaska	Native	

Men	 1		 	 	 	 	 1	
Women	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	
Asian	 Men	 9	 7	 8		 	 1	 25	

Women	 3	 2	 2	 1	 3	 4	 15	
Black	or	African	
American	

Men	 4	 1	 4		 	 	 9	
Women	 2	 6	 4		 1		 13	

Native	Hawaiian	or	
other	Pacific	Islander	

Men	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Women	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	
White	 Men	 136	 91	 64	 10	 20	 10	 331	

Women	 69	 66	 38	 6	 19	 9	 207	
	
Two	or	more	races	 Men	 	 3	 1		 1		 5	

Women	 	 2	 1		 	 	 3	

Race	and	ethnicity	
unknown	

Men	 6	 4	 15	 1		 3	 29	

Women	 2	 2	 10	 2	 2	 3	 21	
Full-time	Total	 	 233	 190	 173	 23	 49	 44	 712	

	
	
	 Fall	2015	 Total	number	of	PART-TIME	Faculty/Research/Public	Service	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	

Professors	
Associate	 Assistant	 	

Instructors	
	
Lecturers	

No	Academic	
Rank	

	
Total	

Professors	 Professors	
	
Nonresident	alien	

Men	 	 	 	 	 	 4 4 
Women	 	 	 	 	 	 5 5 

	
Hispanic/Latino	

	
Men	 	 	 	 	 1 1 2 

Women	 	 	 	 	 	 2 2 
American	Indian	or	
Alaska	Native	

Men	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Women	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	
Asian	

Men	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Women	 	 	 	 	 	 1 1 

Black	or	African	
American	

Men	 	 	 	 	 	 4 4 
Women	 	 	 	 	 1 5 6 

Native	Hawaiian	or	
other	Pacific	
Islander	

	
Men	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Women	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	
White	

Men	 	 	 	 	 7 69 76 
Women	 	 	 	 1 2 36 39 

	
Two	or	more	races	

Men	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Women	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	
Race	and	ethnicity	
unknown	

	
Men	 	 	 	 	 1 11 12 

Women	 	 	 	 	 	 7 7 
Part-time	Total	 	 	 	 	 1 12 145 158 
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Management

	

	
	

	

	
	
Engineering,

Occupations	

	

Entertainment,

	

	
	

	

	
	

Occupations	

Occupations	

	
	
Administrati

	

	

	

	

	
	
	

	

Nonresident	 alien	
	 	 	 2		 4	 1		 	 	 	 7	

	 	 	 1		 3		 	 	 	 	 4	

Hispanic/Latino	
	 1		 3	 1	 4	 1	 	 4	 1	 2	 17	

	 	 2	 3	 2	 3	 1	 2	 3	 9		 25	
American	 Indian	 or
Alaska	 Native	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	 1	
	 	 	 	 1		 1		 	 	 	 2	

Asian	
	 	 	 	 	 6	 2		 	 	 	 8	

	 1	 2	 5	 5	 8	 1		 3	 4		 29	

	
	 	 2	 4		 7	 8	 1	 57	 5	 21	 105	

	 1	 6	 16	 17	 3	 5	 1	 96	 60	 1	 206	

Native	Hawaiian	 or
other	 Pacific	 Islander	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	
	 14	 10	 107	 19	 145	 37	 12	 32	 19	 75	 470	

	 26	 46	 160	 81	 107	 54	 11	 18	 165	 1	 669	

	
	 	 	 	 	 2	 1		 	 	 2	 5	

	 	 1		 	 1	 2		 	 2		 6	

Race	and	 ethnicity
unknown	

	 	 1	 6	 1	 4		
1	

2	 2	 1	 3	 21	

	 4	 1	 6	 	 2		 	 2	 4		 19	
Full-time	 Staff	 Total	 	 47	 71	 313	 127	 299	 115	 29	 217	 270	 106	 1594	
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	 	 	 	 Fall	2015	PART-TIME	Staff	 (Not	including	Faculty/Research/Public	service)	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	

	
Archivists,	
Curators,	and	
Museum	
Technicians,	
Librarians	

	
	
Student	and	
Academic	Affairs	
and	 Other	Educ.	
Services	

	
	
	
Management	
Occupations	

	
	
Business	and	
Financial	
Operations	
Occupations	

	
	
Computer,	
Engineering,	
and	Science	
Occupations	

	
Community,	
Social	Service,	
Legal,	Arts,	
Design,	
Entertainment,	
Sports,	and	
Media	
Occupations	

	
	
Healthcare	
Practitioners	
and	Technical	
Occupations	

	
	
Service	
Occupations	
&	Sales	and	
Related	
Occupations	

	
	
Office	and	
Administrati	
ve	Support	
Occupations	

	
Natural	Resources,	
Construction,	and	
Maintenance	
Occupations	&	
Production,	
Transpation,	and	
Material	Moving	
Occupations	

	
	
	
	
Total	

	
	

Men	 	 	 	 	 		 	 	 	 	 	
Women	 	 	 	 	 	 		 	 	 	 	

	
	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		 	 	
	 	 		 	 		 	 	 	 	 	

American	Indian	or
Alaska	Native	

Men	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Women	 	 	 	 	 		 	 	 	 	 	

Asian	
Men	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		 	 	
Women	 	 		 	 		 	 	 		 	

Black	or	African
American	

Men	 	 	 	 	 	 		 	 	 	 	
Women	 	 		 	 	 		 	 	 	 	

Native	Hawaiian	or
other	Pacific	Islander	

Men	 	 	 	 	 		 	 	 	 	 	
Women	 	 	 	 	 	 		 	 		 	

White	
Men	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Women	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Two	or	more	races	
Men	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Women	 	 	 	 	 	 		 	 	 	 	

Race	and	ethnicity
unknown	

Men	 		 	 	 	 		 	 	 	 	
Women	 	 		 	 		 	 	 	 	 	

Part-time	staff	Total	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
G:\_Jing\Ad	hoc	Request\Fall	2010	and	2015	number	of	employees	by	race,	gender,	occupation\Fall	2015	and	2010Total	number.sas	 	 	 	 	 	
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Appendix D. Notes from Campus Forums 
	
	
Faculty Forum 

	

	
• Update the current curriculum to focus on race and diversity issues 
• Maintenance staff must diversify: A primarily black maintenance staff sends the 

wrong message to students, who will learn this kind of make-up as to be normal, and 
sends a bad message to the community of Williamsburg as a whole. 

• Diversity initiatives (e.g. recruitment, retention) must be funded. 
• Diversity initiatives should stem from a strategic plan. 
• Diversity must become a part of fundraising campaigns. 
• Diversity training and literature for faculty is recommended (inclusion workshops 

and/ or online training) 
• Safe zones, where faculty/ students can meet would help to foster relationships. 
• Diversity Office must be better funded and staffed in order to expand its reach (this 

will send a message that diversity is important to the college) 
• Commitment from leadership: 

o Verbal and financial commitment to support the cause as a whole. 
o Verbal commitment to support the efforts of individuals and faculty. 
o Through regulations (e.g. enforcing that Diversity Plans will be established 

and updated by all departments) 
o Through symbolism (there are no statues or symbols on campus to which 

minority students/ faculty/ staff can relate) 
o Through a comprehensive plan to make the college more diverse. 

• To have access to data which relates to hiring practices of diverse candidates (how 
many offers are made, how many offers declined etc.) 

• To have access to data of student access in various majors. 
• More diverse faculty must be hired. 

	
Graduate/Professional Student Forum 

	
	
Micro aggressions are an issue on campus: There is a lack of awareness that certain actions are 
hurtful among students and faculty (e.g. Halloween costumes, insensitive comments from 
faculty). 

• Mandatory sessions on understanding racism and sensitivity training is recommended 
for undergraduate and graduate students (comparative to sessions given to 
undergraduate students on sexual harassment). 

• Mandatory sessions on best practices and competency training are also 
recommended to faculty. 

• Bystander training is recommended. 
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• “Law Week” would be a good opportunity to hold a session on micro aggressions 
and lessons on race related topics at the Law School. 

• More diverse faculty must be hired: To have role models for minority students, to create 
contacts and safe spaces for minority students, to teach all students that the world is 
diverse so that they can go out and are equipped for a diverse future. 

• Financial resources must be given to hire diverse faculty. 
• The student body must become more diverse. 
• Financial resources must be given to hire experts who understand enrollment 

management. 
• Graduate students must be included in receiving information on “Halloween dress 

code etiquette” – campus wide announcements are recommended. 
• In general, there is a disconnect between white students and minority students in 

regards to what is seen as racism. 
• Resources for students have to be better announced and made available (e.g. mental 

health resources). 
• Safe zones for minority students – to include graduate (law) students. 
• Having more diversity initiatives would help diverse students to find connections. 

	
Undergraduate Student Forum 

	
	

• There is segregation between organizations and groups (Greek life versus 
cultural organizations versus service organizations). 

• Faculty and senior administration must diversify. 
• The student body must become more diverse. 
• Freshman orientation should include a session on racism and sensitivity training 

(however, not all agreed to this suggestion, and the point was made that freshman 
orientation can be overwhelming). 

• Mandatory sessions and refresher sessions on racism, micro aggressions, 
sensitivity training, bystander training, and diversity for all students. 

• Possibly online class on diversity (similar to class on alcohol). 
• Mandatory sessions for faculty (on identifying micro aggressions, sensitivity 

training, bystander training, and a more diverse teaching style). 
• More diversity related topics in curriculum (to incorporate diversity in regular classes). 
• Additional funding for programs and cultural groups who support diverse 

initiatives (curricular and co-curricular). 
• More open acknowledgement and communication from leadership to students in all 

regards diversity (e.g. Leadership must acknowledge and speak out when racial 
incidents happen – Missouri) 

• “One Tribe – One Family” slogan does not include minorities 
• What can be done about Yik Yak? 
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• Physical spaces for minority students are insufficient (religious spaces, gender 
neutral spaces etc.) 

• There are no public symbols that minority students can relate to. 
• There is a greater need for mental health services. 

• There is a general sense that undergraduate students feel ignored by faculty and 
administration. This leads to isolation and the sense that they are tolerated but not 
appreciated and included. 



	
	

	

Appendix E. Task Force Meeting Agendas and Minutes 
	
	

Task Force on Race and Race Relations 
March 26, 2015 4:00 pm 

Blow Board Room 
AGENDA 

	
1. Welcome and Introductions 
2. Review of the Year 
3. President’s Charge and Timeline 
4. Conducting our Work, Subcommittees Blackboard Review/Minutes, Articles of Interest, 

Current Practices Campus, Involvement – (Transparency) Subcommittees, Website, 
Campus Fora, etc. 

5. Open Discussion 
6. Next Meeting 

Task Force on Race & Race 
Relations 

Meeting Minutes 
March 26, 2015 

	

Attendees: Jody Allen; Kendrick Ashton (phone); Deb Cheesebro, Jodi Fisler, Artisia Green, 
Vernon Hurte, Ebony Lambert, Pam Mason, Seth Opoku-Yeboah, James Padilioni, John Riofrio, 
Pallavi Rudraraju, Francis Tanglao-Aguas, Robert Trent Vinson, Lydia Whitaker, Kendra Cabler, 
and Chon Glover. 

	
Why are you here today? 

	
• Hoping to create opportunities for students/faculty/staff to work together to shift 

campus climate. 
• Hoping to create a platform/model for institutional change. 
• An opportunity to learn more about what students are experiencing on campus. 
• A discussion and action oriented plan to address systemic social issues – racism vs. racial 

bias. 
• To fight a feeling of hopelessness. 
• A personal connection to the work. 
• The opportunity to shape intellectual, moral and character development of students. 
• To push sustained action. 

	
 President’s Charge & Timeline  

	

• 1st meeting: March 26, 2015 
• Initial report to President Reveley: December 2015 
• Final Report to President, March 2016 
• Work on these issues will continue while moving forward with the task force work 

• The task force will not be the “ultimate solution” to our issues, but will provide 



	
	

	

guidance for better carrying out our work.*Sub-committees based on President’s 
Charge: 

	
1. Campus Climate 
2. Recruitment of Diverse Faculty/Senior Administration 
3. Education/Prevention 
4. Bias or Incident Reporting/ Response Protocol 

	
	

Note: Task force members will serve as sub-committee chairs, but other non-taskforce 
members can also be added. 

	

The Task Force will have a website presence so that members and the community are kept 
up to date. 

	

Conducting Task Force Work 
	

• We will hold campus fora to hear from the campus community in an effort to be sure 
the Task Force is updated and aware of what’s happening on campus. 

	
	

• We will bring in “campus experts” so that the Task Force is aware of what the 
current practices are: reporting processes and procedures, on-going 
education/prevention programs, etc. 

This will also allow us the opportunity to discuss any recommendations for changes 
that need to be made. 
Scheduling: 

• Task Force meets monthly (It is critical that all members be present.) 
• In an effort to create a consistent schedule the present members decided that meetings 

would be held on the 3rd Thursday of every month from 4:00-5:30pm. 
o Exceptions would be made during the summer months and when time conflicts 

affect a majority of the group. 
o The May meeting will be held on 5/7/15 to be sure student members are able 

to be present. 
o There is a potential conflict for the Sept. and Nov. meeting due to BOV 

meetings but Chon will work on the schedule. 
	
 What’s been happening around campus? 

	
• The Asian American Student Initiative met with President Reveley about the Asian 

Student Experience. 
• The non-indictment of Michael Brown and Eric Garner murders. 
• #BlackLivesMatter protest/walk in the community. 
• Student Organized “Die-In” in Swem Library. 

• Students received negative backlash and responses on Overheard (Facebook) and Yik 
Yak. 

• Students call for administrative response to negative expressions on social media. 
o At the end of the week Ginger Ambler sends an email to students. 



	
	

	

▪ The student response suggested this was not enough. 
o President Reveley sends a response on 12/19 addressing sexual assault and 

racial incidents. 
• The CSD plans a day long racial justice summit to promote dialogue (This was 

planned before the fall semester closed to take place on the first Saturday students 
returned from Winter Break). 

• AMP Screens “Dear White People” the same weekend as the CSD Summit. 
• The same weekend of the summit and film screening there were three racially-themed 

parties hosted by sororities and fraternities with racially charged themes: “Rep Your 
Hometown”; “Golfers and Gangsters”; “War of Northern Regression”. All of the parties 
were held off-campus. 

• 3 students met with President Taylor Reveley. 
• Authors of the “Call to Action” Brittney Harrington and Taylor Mack met with BOV 

Members, Todd Stottlemyer and Kendrick Ashton during Board meeting. 
• Anonymous flyers are posted around campus before Charter Day: “322 Years of 

Oppression”. 
	

Open Discussion 
	
Expectations of Task Force confidentiality were expressed. 
The question was posed, “Who are students referring to when they say ‘the administration’?” 

• Seemingly from the student perspective, “The Administration” refers to President 
Reveley because he is “the face” of the administration. However, they also seem to 
be referencing whoever holds the power to make change regarding whatever issue is 
at hand. 

We have to talk about accountability. 
Staffing incidents based on race. 
“Education & prevention for faculty and staff is a major missing piece!” 
Staff need education from the top down regarding diversity and inclusion in the work place 

• “Facilities staff are often treated like the bottom of your shoe.” 
Policing: The College received M-16s this academic year & the current police chief has requested 
tha they be taken back and removed from campus 
A suggestion was made for paper copies of HR climate survey for those who are computer illiterate. 
The Botetourt Squat (campus publication) was posted throughout Sadler Center with headline 
“White History Month” in Red, Black and Green letters. The publication was found by a perspective 
family this past weekend (3/20-22). 
It was proposed that students be added to the Recruitment sub-committee.  Concerns 
about the representation of people of color at the College were expressed: 

• Percentages of students of color 
• Inversion of pie charts, disparities in diverse representation at the top vs. at the 

bottom (Senior administration-> Facilities) 
• Sodexo workers posting on Overheard (Facebook) asking students to advocate 

on their behalf 
• Women and people of color being graded lower in faculty evaluations 



	
	

	

	
Task Force on Race and Race Relations 

April 16, 2015 
4:00 pm 

Blow Board Room 
AGENDA 

	
1. Introductions 
2. Blackboard/Website 
3. Subcommittees 
4. Presentation by Marjorie Thomas, Dean of Students 
5. Presentation by Margie Cook, Associate Director, Center for Student Diversity 
6. Discussion 
7. Closing – Our next meeting will be held on May 7th at 4:00 pm in Sadler Center 

Tidewater A. 
	

Decided make up of subcommittees: 
	

Campus Climate Recruitment of Diverse 
Faculty & Senior 
Administration 

Education/ 
Prevention 

Bias or Incident 
Reporting/ 

Response Protocol 
Ebony Lambert Artisia Green* Pallavi Rudraraju Vernon Hurte* 
Jodi Fisler* Francis Tanglao-Aguas Seth Opoku-Yeboah Pamela Mason 
Jody Allen Robert Vinson James Padilioni, Jr.* Deb Cheesebro 
Lydia Whitaker John Riofrio Matthew Freeman Laura Heymann 
Earl Granger Diana Hernandez 	 	

	
*sub-committee chair 

	
	

	
	
	
	

 
  
 
 

 



	
	

	

 
Task Force on Race & Race Relations            

Meeting Minutes 
           April 16, 2015 

Start Time: 4:00 pm  
 

Chair:  
Fanchon Glover 
Speakers: 
Margie Cook: Diversity Education Programs 
Vernon Hurte: Recent History on Bias Reporting and Response 
Attendees: 
Jody Allen, Kendrick Ashton (via phone), Deb Cheesebro, Jodi Fisler, Matthew Freeman, Earl 
Granger, Artisia Green, Laura Heymann, Vernon Hurte,  Ebony Lambert, Pamela Mason, Seth 
Opoku-Yeboah, James Padilioni, John Riofrio, Pallavi Rudraraju, Francis Tanglao-Aguas, Lydia 
Whitaker, Sandra Patrinicola. 

	
	

1. Introductions 
Individual Introductions 

Chon introduced our website. Everyone agreed that their email addresses may be listed on the 
website. 
	

2. Presentations 
	

	
Vernon Hurte: Recent History in Bias Reporting and Response 

• No official protocol in place to respond to reporting 
• Recent short history in bias reporting and its issues 
• Bias reporting options 
• Protocol for responding to reports received 
• Free speech considerations 

He closes suggesting future discussions: Should a separate bias reporting be re-established? Are 
there ways to create more accountability to the community and through limiting privileges of 
student organizations? (e.g. offensively themed parties). The biggest: How do we deal with the 
impact of racist rhetoric on social media? 
Questions ranged from asking about direct examples of offensive behavior and co-violations to 
discussing off-campus parties. 
	
Suggested solutions: 
Focus on establishing guidelines for off-campus parties 
Focus on suggesting to extend freshmen orientation to include topics that cover offensive behavior 
Focus on suggesting a General Education course on race, diversity 
Need to focus efforts to graduate students 
	
Margie Cook: Diversity Education Programs currently experienced by students 

• Orientation programs 



	
	

	

• Essential first year initiatives workshop 
• SEED Project 
• Transformation of the Safe Zone Program 
• Customized training and presentations 

Margie closes saying that empowering and educating people on the roles they play will lead to 
greater success. 
Questions ranged from program details to options on how to enforce participation in the programs. 
Suggested solutions: 
Establish incentives for fraternities and students to participate in programs 
Bystander training 
Expand focus to graduate students 
	

3. Closing 
The next meeting will be held on May 7, 2015 at 4:00 pm in Tidewater A. 
End of Meeting: 5:53 pm 

	
	
	
	
	
	



	
	

	

Task Force on Race and Race Relations 
May 7, 2015 4:00 pm 

Sadler Center, Tidewater A 
AGENDA 

	
	
	

1. Welcome 
2. Conversation with members of our Operational staff – Lydia Whitaker 
3. Presentation on Faculty/ Executive Search Processes – Sharron Gatling 
4. Suggested timeline for work of the Task Force 
5. Subcommittee work and summer months 
6. Next meeting, August 20, 4:00 pm 

	
	

Task Force on Race & Race Relations 
Meeting Minutes 

May 7, 2015 
	
Start Time: 4:00 pm 
Chair: Fanchon Glover 
Speakers: Lydia Whitaker and Guest, Sharron Gatling 
Attendees: Jody Allen, Kendrick Ashton, Jodi Fisler, Matthew Freeman, Earl Granger, Artisia 
Green, Diana Hernandez, Laura Heymann, Ebony Lambert, Pamela Mason,  Seth Opoku-Yeboah, 
John Riofrio, Francis Tanglao-Aguas, Robert Trent Vinson, Lydia Whitaker, Sandra Patrinicola. 
Introductions 
The meeting was called to order by the Chair and introductions of Task Force members and guests 
were given. 
	
Presentations 
1.Lydia Whitaker and Guest: Conversation with Members of Housekeeping/ Facilities  
Management Staff 
Summary of Topics 

• 95 percent of housekeeping staff is African American and there is a perception of being a 
second-class citizen. 

• Racial incidents are “dealt with” but are not openly addressed by management (e.g. racial 
comments found written on doors). When reports are made to management, there is no 
follow-up or resolution. 

• Housekeepers are kept under tight control by management. 
• There is very little two-way communication with supervisors and employees. 
• There are no opportunities for upward mobility and there is no effort to invest in training 

for housekeepers and facilities management. 
• Self-evaluations are not on par with true performance. 
• Reporting complaints to higher level is impossible due to tight control of immediate 

management and for fear of retaliation. 
• Due to unfair working conditions, there are now 26 job openings. This means that the 

current staff is asked to work additional hours and overtime. 



	
	

	

	

2.Sharron Gatling: Executive Pro Search Process  
• The Search Process 

Questions ranged from general goals and guidelines regarding hiring a diverse workforce, to 
stating that diversity is often not considered a top requirement. 
Closing: 
Sharron Gatling’s presentation will be posted on Blackboard. 
Subcommittees are urged to meet during the off-time and research best practices. 
The next meeting will be held on August 20, 2015, unless otherwise noted. 
End of Meeting: 5:45 pm. 

	
	
	

Task Force on Race and Race Relations 
August 20, 2015 

Great Hall 
	

AGENDA 
	

1. Welcome 
2. Updates (Web Submissions, Blow Graffiti, Confederacy Symbol, Campus Police) 
3. Committee Reports 

• Climate 
• Recruitment/ Retention of Faculty, Staff 
• Bias Reporting/ Protocol 
• Education/ Prevention 

4. Fall Work Schedule 
• Focus Groups? 
• Campus Fora? 
• Surveys? 

	
5. Next Meeting: Date: Thursday, September 17, 2015 

Time: 4:00 pm 
Location: to be determined 

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
Chair: Fanchon Glover 

Task Force on Race & Race Relations 
Meeting Minutes 
August 20, 2015 

Great Hall 

Attendees: Jody Allen, Deb Cheesebro, Jodi Fisler, Earl Granger, Artisia Green, Laura Heymann, 
Vernon Hurte, Ebony Lambert, Pamela Mason, John Riofrio, Pallavi Rudraraju, Francis Tanglao- 
Aguas, Robert Trent Vinson, Lydia Whitaker, Sandra Patrinicola 

	
	
	
	
	
	

 



	
	

	

1. Introductions 
Chon called the meeting to order at 4:00 pm. She welcomed all back and thanked them for taking 
time to meet over the summer when everyone’s schedule was varied. 
The Chair emphasized that a preliminary report to the President will be due in December 2015. 
The final report with recommendations will be presented in March 2016. 
	

2. Updates 
Web Submissions: 
The Chair explained the process for receiving web submissions through the Task Force Website. 
All submissions are received by the Chair and disseminated at the monthly meetings. Now, all web 
submissions will be sent to each Task Force member as they are received. If a submission contains 
contact information, the Chair will respond immediately. The Chair shared the submissions that 
were received during the summer months. 
Blow Hall Graffiti: 
Chief Cheesebro described the location and nature of the graffiti, and stated that the intention of 
the graffiti was not clear. She explained that the incident was reported to the police and they 
responded immediately. Unfortunately the evidence was removed before police arrived. The 
incident is still under investigation but no more information is known. 
Confederacy Symbols: 
The Chair noted the email from the President regarding the removal of the confederacy symbols 
from the College Mace and a plaque affixed to the Wren wall. The decision has yielded both 
positive and negative reactions. 

	

3. Subcommittee Reports 
Climate: 
The Subcommittee had one meeting this summer. Discussion centered around conducting surveys 
and focus groups in order to gather information on climate issues. The Subcommittee inquired as to 
whether there was funding to support conducting a campus wide climate study by outsourcing and 
would there be enough time before the results were available for the final report. The Chair agreed 
to request funding and recommended that focus groups will have to start working no later than 
October/ November. The Chair also recommended that Jody Allen contact John Poma, Chief 
Human Resources Officer, regarding the timeline for the campus wide climate survey that was 
supposed to be administered by Human Resources in the spring. 
The Subcommittee will meet again September 9, 2015. 
	
Recruitment/ Retention of Faculty, Staff: 
The Subcommittee met in July via telephone. Discussion centered on concerns regarding 
leadership support of the task force and its people. Diversity can’t be delegated. 
The Subcommittee recommends the following: 

• An upfront financial commitment is needed to carry out the work of the Task Force now. 
• Questions need to be answered: What is being done to retain current faculty of color? What 

will be done to keep Deans/VPs accountable to having a diversity plan and actually 
working toward it? 

• Requests a meeting with leadership after report is submitted to determine what steps will be 
taken to fulfill the recommendations listed in final report. 



	
	

	

	

Bias Reporting/ Protocol: 
The subcommittee met on July 20, 2015. Discussion centered around the fact that there is a lack of 
clarity on how to report bias incidents. Because of this, there is not an exhaustive record of all such 
incidents. Members agreed that members of community will be engaged in further discussion. 
Members also agreed upon the goal of providing the Task Force with a proposed campus-wide bias 
incident reporting and response protocol, developed based on community feedback and best 
practices. 
	
Education/ Prevention: 
(No report available) 
	

4. Decisions/ Actions agreed on: 
• A statement will be added to the Contact Task Force website and will be an automated 

response after each submission: 
o “Thanks for your submission. The Task Force meets monthly and will review all 

comments and feedback. If your contact information is included, you will receive a 
follow-up to your submission. As a reminder, the Task Force does not handle 
personnel issues.” 

• The following announcement will be put into the Digest, to invite members from the 
campus community to serve on subcommittees and as a reminder of the website as a portal 
to share submissions and feedback. 

o “The Task Force on Race and Race Relations invites interested community 
members to sign up to work on a subcommittee by emailing Sandra Patrinicola at 
sipatrinicola@wm.edu by September 7th. The list of subcommittees and a portal for 
submitting comments may be found at www.wm.edu/racerelations” 

• All submissions will be distributed to the full Task Force. The Chair will make final 
decisions on which sub-committee will address certain issues. Overlapping issues should be 
brought to the monthly meetings for further discussion. 

• Follow-ups to web submissions will be done by the Chair only. 
• A guest will be invited to our September meeting to discuss a web submission. 
• The Chair will inquire about a budget and other recommendations. 
• Chief Cheesebro shared updates about the Police Department: New Department Brochure; 

and New Oath and Commitment to the Community. A more thorough presentation will be 
made at the September meeting. 

• Subcommittee chairs are urged to forward the minutes of summer meetings. 
	
	
	

5. Closing 
The next meeting will be held on September 17, 2015, unless otherwise noted. 
The meeting was adjourned at 5:45 pm. 



	
	

	

Task Force on Race and Race Relations 
September 17, 2015 

Sadler Center-York Room-4:00 pm 
	

AGENDA 
	
1. Web Submission - Guest 
2. Updates (Web Submissions, New Sub-Committee Members, Meeting with Provost) 
3. Committee Reports 

• Climate 
• Education/ Prevention 
• Bias Reporting/ Protocol 
• Recruitment/ Retention of Faculty, Staff 

4. Timeline 
September: Climate Survey 
October: First Draft of Subcommittee Recommendations (Best Practices) 
November: Climate Survey Results Returned/Analyze Data (Climate/HR) 

Discussion of Best Practices from Subcommittees 
December: Finalization of Climate Analysis—Determine if Focus Groups 

needed 
January: Focus Groups (if needed) 

Big Discussion (all subcommittee findings)-How to Move Forward 
February: Subcommittee Chairs prepare reports (narrative, recommendations, 

and budget) 
March: Compilation of Report and Final Review 

Submit Report to President 
April: President and Provost meet with Task Force 

	
5. Next Meeting TBD 

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
Chair: Fanchon Glover 

Task Force on Race & Race Relations 
Meeting Minutes 

September 17, 2015 
Sadler Center – York Room 

Attendees: Jody Allen, Deb Cheesebro, Jodi Fisler, Earl Granger, Artisia Green, Laura Heymann, 
Vernon Hurte, Pamela Mason, Seth Opoku-Yeboah, John Riofrio, Francis Tanglao-Aguas, Lydia 
Whitaker, Sandra Patrinicola. 



	
	

	

1. Web Submissions 
A guest who had submitted a report through the Race and Race Relations website 
(http://www.wm.edu/sites/racerelations/) was invited and spoke about personal experiences. 
Conclusion drawn from guest based on personal experiences that led to report: 

- There is institutional racism at the College of William and Mary, based on personal 
experiences and decision making from leadership 

- The Chief Diversity Officer and the Chief Compliance Officer does not have authority and 
power to make decisions 

- Human Resources does not support the work on diversity (examples: climate surveys are 
held up, exit interviews are not done, diversity is understaffed and under resourced) 

- Filing the report has not brought positive changes to the diversity effort (?) 
- Explanation of Affirmative Action Plan and how it can be reviewed 
- How are the Diversity Plans and Affirmative Action Plans related? 

	

	
2. Updates 

Web submissions: 
The last submission that was submitted through the Race and Race Relations website happened on 
August 26, 2015. The submission was sent to all Task Force members. 
New subcommittee members: 
The names of the new subcommittee members who responded to the Digest announcement, were 
given to the chairs of the subcommittees. Subcommittee members were asked to include the new 
members in future sub-committee meetings. 
	
Meeting with the Provost: 
The Chair discussed her meeting with the Provost to share the Task Force’s concerns: 

1. That Deans will be held accountable for the lack of a diversity plan, and should have a 
documented plan by December 1, 2015. 

2. The Provost shared two memos that he sent to Deans regarding expectations for increasing 
faculty diversity and to his direct reports regarding their evaluation accountability for 
diversity efforts. 

3. Additionally, the Provost did agree to meet with the Task Force once the report has been 
given to the President to discuss the recommendations. 

4. The Provost also agreed to pay for focus group transcripts. 
	

	
3. Committee Reports 

Campus Climate: 
The Subcommittee chair explained that she met with the Chief Human Resource Officer to 
determine the launch of the survey, which will go out on September 18, 2015 by the Gelfond 
Group. Access to results will be given in November. The Subcommittee reviewed the survey and 
opted to add a few questions to the end of the survey as to not delay the launch. The sub-committee 
decided to review the results in November and determine if focus groups are needed. The sub- 
committee put forth the question of a student climate survey. They will discuss and report back to 
the larger group. 
No other reports were available. 



	
	

	

	
	

4. Timeline 
The Chair went over the timeline: 
September: Climate Survey 
October: First Draft of Subcommittee Recommendations (Best Practices) 
November: Climate Survey Results Returned/Analyze Data (Climate/HR) 

Discussion of Best Practices from Subcommittees 
December: Finalization of Climate Analysis—Determine if Focus Groups Needed 
January: Focus Groups (if needed) 

Big Discussion (all subcommittee findings)-How to Move Forward 
February: Subcommittee Chairs prepare reports (narrative, recommendations, and budget) 
March: Compilation of Report and Final Review 

Submit Report to President 
April: President and Provost meet with Task Force 
	

5. Next meeting 
The next meeting will be held on October 15, 2015, unless otherwise noted. 
The meeting was adjourned at 5:30 pm. 
	

Task Force on Race and Race Relations 
James Blair Library 

October 15, 2015 3:30 pm 
AGENDA 

	
1. Introduction of New Member 
2. Review Web Submissions 
3. Committee Report Outs 

a. Timeline for Committee for October, November, December 
b. 3-5 Draft Recommendations 

4. Open Discussion 
	
Next meeting is November 12th at 3:30 pm in York Room 

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
Chair: Fanchon Glover 

Task Force on Race & Race Relations 
Meeting Minutes 
October 15, 2015 

James Blair Library 

Attendees: Jody Allen, Kendrick Ashton (via phone), Jodi Fisler, Mark Forsyth, Matthew Freeman, 
Earl Granger, Artisia Green, Diana Hernandez, Laura Heymann, Vernon Hurte, Ebony Lambert, 
Pamela Mason, Seth Opoku-Yeboah, James Padilioni, Francis Tanglao-Aguas, Robert Trent 
Vinson, Lydia Whitaker, Sandra Patrinicola. 



	
	

	

1. Introduction of New Member 
The Chair introduced Mark Forsyth as a new member of the Task Force and as a representative of 
the Faculty Assembly. Mark Forsyth will serve on the sub-committee Education and Prevention, 
which is chaired by James Padilioni. 

2. Review of Web Submissions 
The Chair explained that three web-submissions were submitted since the last meeting, which were 
forwarded to Task Force members at once. Unfortunately no contact information was given with 
each submission. 
Subcommittees agreed to address and investigate on the issues raised through web submissions. 
Members understood that web submissions are made anonymously because of fear of 
consequences, however they regretted the fact as they are not able to address issues directly with 
the persons submitting. Members emphasized that the Task Force is a safe place in which 
information is handled confidentially. 

3. Committee Report Outs 
The subcommittees reported that they have been meeting on a regular basis and that members are 
in the process of establishing a comprehensive plan on how to include the community in the 
conversation, and finding ways to address the issues at hand. Sub-committee reports will be 
available through Blackboard. 

4. Open Discussion 
Discussion ranged from concerns regarding web submission to planning next steps to include the 
community in the conversation. 

	
	
	

5. Next meeting is November at 3:30 pm in York Room 
	

	
The meeting was adjourned at 5:30 pm 
	

Task Force on Race and Race Relations 
York Room 

November 12, 2015 3:30 pm 
AGENDA 

	
1. Web Submissions 
2. Review of Community Forums 

Grad/ Professional Students 
Faculty 
Student 

3. Draft Recommendation 
4. Climate Survey Results 
5. December/ January Meetings 



	
	

	

Task Force on Race and Race Relations 
Meeting Minutes 

November 12, 2015 
York Room 

	
Chair: Fanchon Glover 
Attendees: Jody Allen, Kendrick Ashton (via phone), Deb Cheesebro, Jodi Fisler, Mark Forsyth, 
Earl Granger, Artisia Green, Diana Hernandez, Laura Heymann, Pamela Mason, Seth Opoku- 
Yeboah, James Padilioni, John Riofrio, Francis Tanglao-Aguas, Robert Trent Vinson, Lydia 
Whitaker, Sandra Patrinicola. 
	

1. Web Submissions 
Web submissions that have been received since the last meeting were read out loud. 
	

2. Review of Timeline 
September: Climate Survey 
October: First Draft of Sub-Committee recommendations (Best Practices) 
November: Climate Survey results returned/ analyze Data (Climate/ HR) 
December: Finalization of Climate Analysis – Determine if Focus Groups are needed 
January: Focus Groups (if needed)/ Big Discussion (all subcommittee findings) 

How to move forward 
February: Subcommittee Chairs prepare reports (narrative, recommendations/ budget) 
March: Compilation of report and final review 
April: President and Provost meet with Task Force 
	

3. Review of Community Fora 
Jody Allen reviewed recent community fora: 
Professional/ Graduate Student Forum, November 9, 2015 12:50 pm, Law School Room 127: 

• 10 to 12 students 
• Very Powerful comments 
• President and Dean of the Law School were present 

	

	
Faculty Forum, November 9, 2015, 4:30 pm, 201 Blow Hall: 

• 60 faculty and administrators 
• Very powerful comments from the tenured faculty 
• President and Provost were in attendance 

	

	
Student Forum, November 11, 2015, 7:00 pm, Tidewater A 

• 70+ students 
• Very powerful comments 
• Provost, two board members, Delegate Mason, Dean of Law School, faculty, and 

administrators were in attendance 



	
	

	

Common Themes: 
• Diversify faculty 
• Mandatory sensitivity and competency training for faculty 
• Mandatory sensitivity and competency training for students 
• Bystander training 
• Safe Zones for minority students 
• Public symbols of the College 
• Mental health 
• Update current curriculum 
• Financial support for all of the above 

	

	
4. Upcoming Community Fora 

	
Student Forum: 
A second student forum is scheduled for Tuesday, November 17, 2015 from 7:00 to 9:00 pm in 
Blow 201 and the President will be in attendance. 
Members should let the chair know if they would serve as group facilitators. 
Staff Forum: 
There were concerns expressed over the time allotted for the Staff Forum. The chair is contacting 
John Poma and Sam Jones to alter the schedule so that staff are not penalized for the transit time to 
get to and from the forum: 11:00 to 12:30 pm plus transit time. 
Refreshments will be served. 
All of the new information regarding the staff forum will be communicated via the WM Digest, 
Staff@wm.edu, and contacting specific supervisors. 
Staff forum was moved to Tidewater A/B in order to accommodate the potential number of 
attendees. There are approximately 1000 staff members and there is the potential for 100 to 300 
attendees. 
The Climate Committee discussed the format of the staff forum, considering that with a very large 
group, breakout sessions might not be feasible. 
Graduate/ Professional Forum at VIMS: 
James Padilioni has scheduled a Graduate/ Professional student forum at VIMS for November 18, 
2015 at 3:30 pm. 
	

5. Draft Recommendations 
It was decided that the Task Force should share a statement with the campus community regarding 
what we have heard from the fora and include a list of areas of focus that will be central to our 
recommendations. It was determined that the statement would go out to the campus in January.  
Rio volunteered to draft the statement and is asking each sub-committee to come to the December 
meeting prepared to share the 1-2 items that would be included in the “areas of focus” bullet point 
section. 

6. Climate Survey Results 
The Employee Climate survey had 70 percent response rate. John Poma should have results to us 
by the end of next week. 



	
	

	

	
	

7. The next meeting is December 17, at 3:30 pm in Blow Board Room. 
The meeting was adjourned at 5:15 pm. 

	
	
	

Task Force on Race and Race Relations 
York Room 

December 17, 2015 3:30 pm 
AGENDA 

	
1. Web Submissions 
2. Campus Fora Debrief 
3. For the Bold Campaign – Diversity 
4. Initial Recommendations “Low Hanging Fruit” 
5. Statement to the Community 

• Sub-Committee Initial Recommendations 
6. Final Report 
7. Closing Thoughts 

	
Task Force on Race and Race Relations 

Meeting Minutes 
December 17, 2015 
Blow Board Room 

	
Chair: Fanchon Glover 
Attendees: Jody Allen, Kendrick Ashton (via phone), Jodi Fisler, Mark Forsyth, Matthew Freeman, 
Earl Granger, Artisia Green, Laura Heymann, Vernon Hurte, James Padilioni, John Riofrio,   
Francis Tanglao-Aguas, Robert Trent Vinson, Lydia Whitaker, Sandra Patrinicola. 
	

1. Web Submissions 
Web submission that have been received since the last meeting were read out loud. Members 
discussed entries. 
	

2. Campus Fora Debrief 
Discussion ranged from how to engage students, to focusing on equipping faculty to lead tough 
conversations, to offering training opportunities and spaces for conversations for faculty, staff, and 
students. 

3. For the Bold Campaign – Diversity 
Earl Granger explained to members the details of the fundraising campaign “For the Bold”, and 
offered suggestions on how funds could be used to support the Task Force’s recommendations. 

4. Statement to the Community 
Members followed up on the Statement to the Community which has been drafted. The Statement 
will be released to the public in January. 



	
	

	

	
	

5. Final Report 
The Chair emphasized that a framework of format has been given to the members in order to draft 
the final report. She asked that members start putting recommendations and findings into this 
format. 

6. Closing Thoughts 
The meeting was adjourned at 5:34 pm. 

	

	
Task Force on Race and Race Relations 

York Room 
February 18, 2016 3:30 pm 

AGENDA 
	

1. Opening Overview 	
2. Employee Survey John Poma and Jeremy Martin 
3. Sub-Committee Reports 	
4. Break Outs 	
5. Final Report Outline 	
6. Next meetings: March 17, 3:30 pm, Blow Board Room 
	 	 April 4, 3:30 pm, James Room 

	
	

Task Force on Race and Race Relations 
Meeting Minutes 

February 18, 2016 
Sadler Center – York Room 

	
Chair: Fanchon Glover 
Attendees: Jody Allen, Mark Forsyth, Matthew Freeman, Earl Granger (via phone), Laura 
Heymann, Vernon Hurte, Ebony Lambert, Pamela Mason, James Padilioni, John Riofrio, Pallavi 
Rudraraju, Francis Tanglao-Aguas, Sandra Patrinicola. 
Guests: Jeremy Martin, John Poma, Yohance Whitaker. 
	

1. Opening Overview 
Chon called the meeting to order at 3:30 pm. She reminded members of the upcoming two 
meetings: 
March: Thursday, March 17, 3:30 pm at Blow Board Room (Review of Final Report before it goes 
to President) 
April: Thursday, April 4, 3:30 pm at James Room (Meeting with president and provost) 
The Chair introduced guests Jeremy Martin (Assistant to the President and Provost), John Poma 
(Chief Human Resource Officer) and Yohance Whitaker (Student Assembly). 



	
	

	

2. Employee Survey 
John Poma and Jeremy Martin gave background information on the Campus Climate Survey. 

• Unlike previous surveys this survey included faculty 
• An outside vendor (Gelfond Group) was used: Vendor is specialized in its field, survey is 

highly anonymous. The hope was to get participation rates up from previous years, where 
participation was low. 

• Survey was emailed to over 2700 employees, the response rate was 71 percent. 
Details on answer options, types of question and responses were given. 
Favorable and unfavorable responses of African Americans participants were shown separately, 
and it was concluded that there are issues on campus that must be addressed. 
It was stated that Human Resources next step will be an executive summary to the William & 
Mary community. The summary will be of general nature and will be released in about 2-3 weeks. 
Members were encouraged to call and reach out to John and Jeremy for questions, comments, 
concerns. 
The Chair thanked Jeremy and John. 
	

3. Break Outs 
The Chair introduced the Student Body President Yohance Whitaker and it was explained that the 
Student Assembly is in the process of putting forth resolutions/ recommendations that will be 
similar to ours: 
1. Increasing size for the Center of Student Diversity to allow more students to be served 
2. Diverse symbolism in form of statues/memorials on campus 
3. A more diverse faculty 
4. Proposal to expand COLL to include diversity-related courses 
The process of how the Student Assembly will go forth with their resolutions was explained by 
Yohance. 
The Chair wanted to ensure that the Task Force’s recommendations were aligned with the Student 
Assembly’s resolution. The Student Assembly resolutions will be endorsed by the Task Force. 
The Chair thanked Yohance. 
	

4.  Closing 
The Chair thanked everyone for attending. 
The meeting was adjourned at 5:15 pm. 
	

Task Force on Race and Race Relations 
Meeting Minutes 
March 17, 2016 

Blow Board Room 
	
	
Chair: Fanchon Glover 

	
Attendees: Jody Allen, Deb Cheesebro, Mark Forsyth, Matthew Freeman, Earl Granger, Artisia 
Green, Diane Hernandez, Laura Heymann, Vernon Hurte, Ebony Lambert, Francis Tanglao-Aguas, 
Pallavi Rudraraju, Lydia Whitaker, Sandra Patrinicola. 

	

Guest: Tatia Granger 



	
	

	

1. Opening Overview 
Chon called the meeting to order at 3:33 pm. She welcomed everyone and introduced 
Ombudsperson Tatia Granger. 

	

2. Presentation Tatia Granger: 
• History of Ombudsperson 
• Roles, Responsibilities and Processes 
• Types of Ombudspersons – Tatia is an Organizational Ombudsperson operating according 

to the tenets of independence, informality, neutrality, and confidentiality. 
• Tasks and Skills of the Ombudsperson 
• When to See the Ombudsperson 

Tatia emphasized that visiting the Ombudsperson is another option for people who seek help, but 
who do not look for a formal process. 

	
3. Finalization of Report: 

The Chair walked members through the latest draft of the final report. Details throughout the report 
were discussed and small changes were made. 

	

4. Closing: 
The President will receive the final report on March 28, 2016. 

	
The final Task Force meeting will be held on April 4 at 3:30 pm in Sadler Center – James Room. 

The Chair thanked everyone for attending. 

The meeting was adjourned at 5:25 pm. 
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

 



	
	

	

Appendix F. Call to Community Action 
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

A Call to Community Action: A Request for 

Administrative Response to Racial Bias Instances 
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

This call to community action comes to you as a result of a collaborative effort 
between members of the student body and was written by Taylor A. Mack and 
Brittney P. Harrington. They can be reached at tamack@email.wm.edu and 
bpharrington@email.wm.edu. 



	
	

	

INTRODUCTION: The Call for Action 
	
As students of the College of William and Mary we are told that the purpose of the Board of 
Visitors is to advise President Reveley on matters that affect the welfare of the university. 
Additionally, as students we acknowledge the responsibilities the Board of Visitors, President, 
Vice President, and Deans of Students have in protecting the welfare of the university. As 
concerned William and Mary students seeking to eradicate systems of oppression, we are 
reaching out to the Board of Visitors as well as vital decision-making administrators in an effort 
to collectively work toward creating a safe campus environment for all students on and off 
campus. There have been several instances of overt racism that have occurred during the 2014- 
2015 calendar year involving and deeply affecting William and Mary students. Regretfully, we 
have noticed administrative hesitation to respond. We are compelled to express to the 
administration as well as other key players that help run this institution that the College of 
William and Mary must step forward and make the necessary investments to work to eradicate 
racism and other forms of oppression on campus. Administrative inaction is forcing some 
already-marginalized students to fend for themselves when facing bias, leaving affected students 
feeling psychologically, emotionally, and physically vulnerable and unable to focus purely on 
academics. 
	
We see where the administration can improve and seek to offer practical, immediate solutions to 
lead to the improvement of William and Mary’s racial climate. Our solutions stem from our 
belief that William and Mary’s racial climate is repairable, but we acknowledge that they are 
only a step along the way. We believe in order to make necessary progress members of the 
administration must change the way bias incidents are handled on and off campus. We recognize 
that discussing racism can be difficult for both the perpetrator and the victim. We also recognize 
that most instances of racism on William and Mary’s campus do not result from bad intent, but 
from ignorance, privilege, and immaturity. As concerned students, we have noticed the ways in 
which members of the administration have prioritized the comfort of perpetrators of bias over 
support for victims of it. An example of this is the administrative hesitation to name instances of 
racism as racist and perpetrators of bias (i.e. Sigma Chi fraternity, Sigma Pi fraternity, and  
Kappa Alpha Theta sorority) being able to choose whether their bias has consequences. 
Recognizing that using the word racism can be uncomfortable, we also acknowledge that truly 
progressive conversations cannot happen when our language is dictated by fear of discomfort.  
All instances of bias should be used as a teaching moment – for that to happen, perpetrators must 
be made aware of what they did wrong in a truthful way. 
	
We understand that unless one has experienced bias incidents or micro aggressions it is hard to 
grasp how damaging they are. To help leaders in our community understand this better we have 
attached letters from current students and alumni explaining times they have experienced racism, 
witnessed racism, and why campus leaders must step forward. Below you will also see policy 
recommendations that can provide an immediate response to bias while we work toward 
collective cultural change among students and administrators. 
	
The time to act is always now. 



	
	

	

	
SOLUTION 1: ZERO TOLERANCE 
	
A zero tolerance policy is a policy that prescribes a mandatory course of action for specific 
behaviors or actions. The purpose of such a policy is twofold. It sends a message to a community 
that certain behaviors are not, under any circumstances, tolerated. It also provides an institutional 
answer to the “what do we do now?” question that is often asked after a bias incident takes place 
that is not a prosecutable hate crime. When bias incidents occur and there is no institutionalized 
way to handle them, the result is a scramble from administrators to respond and minimal 
accountability from the offending party. In the College of William and Mary’s Mission 
Statement, the following paraphrased goals are among those listed as being necessary to fulfill 
the College’s promise: “attract outstanding students from diverse backgrounds,” “prepare 
students for… public leadership,” “instill in students an appreciation for the human condition, a 
concern for the public well-being,” and “address specific problems confronting the 
Commonwealth of Virginia, the nation, and the world.” William and Mary’s increasingly diverse 
student body is commendable, however to support the growing number of minority students on 
campus, the College must enact policies to protect them from bias and hold those responsible for 
bias incidents accountable. If the College truly seeks to prepare students to lead and address 
problems confronting our state and world, it has a responsibility to interrupt patterns of 
oppression and displays of bias in its community. 
	
The proposed William and Mary Bias Zero Tolerance Policy would classify bias incidents as a 
student conduct violation to be dealt with through the already-established student conduct 
process. When a party is accused of a bias incident, they will go through the student conduct 
process. Recognizing that people are accused of bias who did not commit an act of bias, accused 
parties will be able to appeal to Franchon Glover, Chief Diversity Officer and chair of the Task 
Force on Race and Race Relations, to explain why the conflict did not arise from bias. If there is 
not a preponderance of evidence showing that a bias incident did not occur, the matter will be 
resolved through the student conduct process. The student conduct process can be reviewed in a 
flow chart attached to the end of this document, or in more detail at this website: 
http://www.wm.edu/offices/deanofstudents/services/studentconduct/honorcodeandstudentconduc 
t/studentconduct/process/index.php 

	

In William and Mary’s published information on the student conduct process you will see that 
more likely than not, a student conduct violation will result in a warning, community service, or 
education on the offense. The goal of the William and Mary Bias Zero Tolerance Policy is not to 
punitively punish students who commit acts of bias out of ignorance and innocent intent. The 
goal is to ensure students know that bias incidents are a violation of student conduct expectations 
that are in place to ensure a safe campus for all students. The secondary goal is to hold students 
accountable for the impact of their actions and provide the education necessary to ensure a 
similar incident does not happen again. 
	
Because this policy proposes that bias incidents are added to behaviors that are considered 
student conduct violations and that reports of bias go through the long-established student 
conduct process, this policy is an immediate step administration can take to relay that it takes 
bias incidents seriously. 



	
	

	

SOLUTION #2: BIAS RESPONSE TEAM 
	
The College launched its first Bias Incident Reporting System in the fall of 2007. The system 
allowed students to report “any hostile behavior that is directed at a member of the William and 
Mary community because of a person’s race, sex (including pregnancy), age, color, disability, 
national or ethnic origin, political affiliation, religion, sexual orientation, or veteran status.” This 
system was eliminated in 2010, and the current College bias definition is “a negative opinion or 
attitude toward a group of persons based on their race, gender or gender identity, religion, sexual 
orientation, ethnicity/national origin, or disability.” Bias incidents, identity-motivated actions  
that are a step below hate crimes, are not criminal offenses. For victims of bias, perpetrator 
accountability and education are a significant part of the healing process. However, they are not 
the only part. Whether a perpetrator of bias is found guilty or not, a victim who is hurt deserves 
to have access to support from community members trained to know what bias looks like and 
how to prevent it. 
	
A Bias Response Team (BRT) is a team of community members who respond to incidents of 
bias by supporting students who are targets of or witness bias incidents, refer students to 
available campus resources, promote dialogue and facilitate mediation between parties, and 
advocate for new or amended programs, initiatives, and policies that will promote a more 
inclusive campus community. 
	
A BRT acts as a first response team when dealing with reported bias incidents. Additionally, in 
working closely with appropriate administrators, students, faculty, task forces, and organizations, 
a BRT plays a key role in accessing perpetrators of bias not to punish them, but to educate them 
and ensure additional bias does not continue. A BRT is not a crisis intervention body, but a first 
line of support and information for community members who need care and direction in a time of 
hurt. When experiencing bias, additional and specialized support is necessary for victims who 
may be hesitant to report an incident because it is not a hate crime and they fear not being taken 
seriously. Having a BRT at William and Mary communicates a strong message. It tells our 
community that bias is a real problem that impacts people on campus and that the school takes it 
seriously. 
	
Many public Virginia institutions and other institutions ranked similarly to William and Mary 
have some kind of bias reporting system and/or response team. Vassar College, University of 
Chicago, Northwestern University, University of Richmond, George Mason University, 
University of Mary Washington, and many others all have such programs in place. William and 
Mary prides itself on being the first. In this regard, we are behind. The creation of a BRT to 
support students who experience bias, one of the more common ways oppression manifests on 
campus, will give students support they need and put the College on par with its peers. 
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Dear Administrators, 
	
My name is Erica West. I am an American Studies & Public Policy double major in the Class of 
2017. I proudly call Northern Virginia— specifically Alexandria, Virginia—my hometown. I am 
involved in more clubs, societies, organizations, groups and collectives on campus than I’d care 
to name. I have a strong support network of friends, acquaintances and associates here at  
William & Mary, and when I refer to this place to my friends back in Alexandria, I call it 
“home”. On paper, I am no different than most other students here at the College, except for two 
key facts: I am also an unapologetic queer black woman, and I am apart of a growing population 
of students strongly urging that the College take action on rectifying the racial climate here at 
William & Mary. 
	
When I arrived on campus Fall semester of 2013 as a bright eyed and eager freshman, I had very 
little knowledge on the concept of race. I didn't read critical race theory for fun, I knew maybe a 
handful more about black history than some of my non-black counterparts, and I was torn about 
whether or not affirmative action was still necessary in the “post-racial America” I in some ways 
believed I lived in. But what I did know was that over the course of that same freshmen Fall 
2013, I was told by a white counterpart that “black women were only pretty as long as they 
looked white”; it was non-too subtly suggested to me that I was at William & Mary *only* due  
to affirmative action, and not because I was debate captain of my state finalist high school debate 
team, in the top 5% of my graduating class, or in five different honor societies, among other 
accolades; and perhaps most disturbingly, peers in my own freshman hall were confused why I 
was offended after they told me of a “Colonial Bros and Navajos” (I’m sure the play on words is 
obvious here) mixer between a sorority and a fraternity. With the College’s problematic history 
involving Native Americans insofar as our own charter speaking to “proselytizing to the  
natives”, the lack of awareness, the disrespect, and the plain old ignorance in that particular case 
is disturbing to say the least. All of these unsettling racial motivated experiences occurred in just 
my first semester at the College. 
	
The most recent events with the fraternity and sorority racist mixers are just another checkmark 
on the growing list of racially motivated microaggressions that have permeated William & Mary 
since I arrived—from the incredibly negative outcry online by mostly Caucasian students post 
the Michael Brown verdict and the events that stemmed from it, to the regular amounts of  
disdain student activists on this campus endure just for speaking out on these issues—and I’m 
sure existed long before my academic class was even a thought. I recognize that a major part of 
the College’s donor base and active alumni are people who were involved in Greek life. I realize 
that Greek life in and of itself is not inherently bad—it fosters leadership, cultivates logistical 
acumen and in the best cases can provide a positive social outlet in an area that quite frankly can 
be lacking in that department (all the students here are painfully aware that Williamsburg, 
Virginia is not a major or even medium sized city). That said, the College must do better. It is 
misleading to boast on the William & Mary website at the start of each semester about our “most 
diverse applicant pool ever”, with the knowledge that the proper structures are not in place at the 
College to ensure that those students of color—should they be chosen to attend this prestigious 
institution —will be safe, comfortable and fully supported. People of color at this school are not 
just here to pad the statistics, ensure the College continues to receive federal funding and score 
touchdowns—we are living, breathing entities who deserve an environment that uplifts us and 



	
	

	

does not pander to the people and school sanctioned organizations that thoughtlessly tear us 
down. Getting in the door is hard enough—there are more than enough academic studies and 
overflowing prisons to back that up—without having to fight for respect when you actually enter 
the house. 
	
But this letter is not meant to be a spit in the eye of the College. It is meant to be an honest and 
constructive critique to ensure that this university can live up to what it often claims to be—One 
Tribe, and also be a leader in higher education on issues of race going forward. All of the 
requests made by the student collective are valid—one oppressed group’s narrative is not 
singular, but rather a cacophony of voices rose together for acknowledgement. Perhaps the most 
important request is the first—to call racism what it is. It is a loaded word. It is a scary word. It is 
an uncomfortable. But sugar coating the issues will not solve them, and will ensure that racial 
issues are a thorn in the side of the College for much longer than they need to be. 
	
At the end of the day, the administration must look at the bigger picture. America is diversifying, 
and rapidly. Already, institutions that we would like to consider our peers—most of the Ivies for 
instance—have lost a Caucasian/white majority in their student populations. As the years go on, 
the fact is more students of color will walk these hallowed grounds; will stand in academic 
buildings their forefathers built, but were denied access to, and will demand not just often self- 
selecting, and insular spaces for dialogue, but multiple seats at the table where people stop 
having conversations and start taking action. Address these issues now and the people in that 
future—those bright, overqualified students; those well off, successful alumni— will be more 
than willing to support this institution financially, physically, and politically. But continue 
neglecting these issues, continue sugar coating the truth, continue pandering to the current 
majority and neglecting the needs of the rest? William & Mary will be in deep water, and those 
waters span much deeper than endowments. 
	
In closing, I say: stay relevant. Engage in deep listening with the people who are banging on the 
door, and genuinely take to heart what we suggest. Do not be afraid to be dynamic. If the College 
of William & Mary is to remain a first class, world renowned, influential educational institution 
then it must behave like one—and that behavior does not entail the present mindset of “business 
as usual”. 

Sincerely, 

Erica West 
Class of 2017 



	
	

	

To Whom It May Concern, 
	

My name is Ebony Lambert. I am a junior here at the college, a psychology and Africana 
Studies double major with career goals and research interests that lie at the intersection of 
psychology and education. I hail from Petersburg, Virginia—an area that differs greatly from 
Williamsburg—though I was raised in the Southside of Richmond, Virginia. I am one of three 
children, and my parents were nothing if not devoted to us. My mother is a janitor, my father a 
warehouse manager. 

I attended public schools from kindergarten through my senior year in high school, and I 
graduated from high school at the top of my class. I did not attend the best schools during my K- 
12 career, but I always worked to ensure that I was making the most of my education. I  
graduated from my high school with a 4.2 GPA. I am and have always been, for all intents and 
purposes, a good student. I have always worked hard, but I work especially hard here, and for the 
most part I’ve enjoyed receiving my education at this institution. 

I say all of this to establish credibility, and an identity for myself. I want to make sure 
that my narrative speaks to you with a vibrancy that words on paper usually cannot convey—I 
was an English major, you see, in a past life. 
	

Let me start my narrative by saying that, for the most part, I feel physically safe on 
campus. I am a young Black woman from Petersburg, Virginia—an area that differs greatly from 
Williamsburg—so I know what it means to be uncomfortable in my environment. I do not feel 
that way here, at least not in a physical sense. 

But I want to make sure that it is understood that I do feel threatened in other ways. As 
I’ve said before, I am a young Black woman who was raised by good people in bad 
neighborhoods. I am a minority at this institution in a multitude of ways—and I knew this would 
be so even before I arrived on this campus in the fall of 2012. And even though I moved in with 
transfer papers ready to be signed and dated if I felt the slightest bit uncomfortable in my college 
environment, I never really expected to be reminded of my status as a minority and the stigma 
that carries virtually every day. 

For me personally, the rose colored glasses through which I first viewed the college 
disappeared with time as my denial dissipated, the way many coping mechanisms do. I had not 
been here two months when several drunken White students yelled the word “nigger” out of the 
window of their SUV at my friends and I as we walked back from a party at 1:00am on a 
Saturday night. (I use plain speech here as time has not diminished my memory of the incident or 
the devaluation that was laced in the word—I do not believe that it is my place to do so here 
either.) It was not even a full week later when a friend of mine, another young Black woman,  
was called a “jiggaboo” while standing at the bus stop. But as pained as we were, we tried to 
ignore these incidents. Focused on our work, stuck together in our—profoundly diverse—friend 
group and ignored the outside world. But ignoring ignorance and bigotry does not make it any 
less likely to find you. My freshman year flew by in a blur of intense course loads, amazing 
friendships and memories, and microaggressions. It is hard, unbelievably so, to try to maintain a 
balanced, healthy life when you are constantly battling threats you do not understand, that almost 
always take you by surprise. Bigotry wears many faces, however, so I was constantly affronted 
by people I counted as friends. People I had dinner with everyday tried to pet my afro as if I were 
an animal, told me I was not really Black if I could not sing, sat in classes with me and argued 



	
	

	

that slavery had, in fact, enhanced Black life in American society. But this was freshman year, I 
thought, and people would learn. Things would get better. 

And in some ways they did. Sophomore year I came back more dedicated to my work 
and my, now very small, friend group in ways I’d never imagined I could be. I didn’t have time 
to notice a racial climate on campus—how could I do so when I was working so hard to prove 
that I could make it here, when I had fallen head over heels in love with my GPA? I had tunnel 
vision so narrow I could barely see my face staring back at me in the mirror—most often, all I 
could see were my dreams of the future. 

But junior year I came back after doing a fellowship at a university in Ohio, and I was too 
tired to be in such a consuming relationship with my grades. My family was going through major 
changes, my mother was sick, I had two jobs, and all the hard work I’d done meant nothing to 
me in light of all the work that was to come. I was no longer the same person I had been either 
my freshman or sophomore years—I was an infinitely more intelligent, albeit more assertive, 
young Black woman who had worked hard all her life, watched her parents work hard all their 
lives, and now was too tired to believe in the goals she had set for herself in the beginning of her 
college career. And given that we started this school year off in the thick of the Mike Brown 
story, I was angry—but I tried not to bring that with me. Because the negative experiences I had 
had my freshman year here had been outweighed by the rosy glimpses I had gotten of campus 
during my sophomore year. And so I came back tired…but relatively peaceful. Complacent. 

That is until the conversations started. I do not think White Americans, due to our 
country's history, have ever really truly had to face the reality that their lives, their very 
existences, seem to hold a higher level of societal value than the lives of Black Americans. This 
is a truth, a reality that I and my two brothers and my five nieces and nephews grapple with 
every day. But if you have not had to face the animosity that stems from having your entire race 
be viewed as problems, as bothers, as headaches, well before they are humans well then, there 
are certain things you can’t really understand. You can sympathize, surely, but you will have 
great difficulty empathizing and people of color understand this, I think, on some level. What we 
do not understand is how quickly people jump to justify the rash actions of people who work to 
criminalize, degrade, and destroy the lives of Black and brown people on a daily basis. 

So when people began to, rather loudly, discuss the fact that Mike Brown deserved to die 
lying in the street for 4 ½ hours, my patience began to dwindle. And it continued to do so when 
Tamar Rice, a 12 year old Black boy, was shot as well as when the Eric Garner decision was 
returned and White students just kept saying that criminals deserved whatever force was used 
against them, and that they didn’t understand why Black folk were being so sensitive when they 
gunned each other down in the streets anyway. Combined with social media posts that further 
devalued and poked fun at the Black existence (“Guess what’s not faster than a speeding bullet? 
Mike Brown.”), and professors commending me for how ‘articulate’ and professional they found 
me to be, the semester was a rough one, to the say the least. Every day my mother called me to 
see how I was doing. And every day I spoke to her of the intensity of my desire to withdraw, to 
transfer. I did not come to school, I often told her, to educate White students about how not to be 
racist, nor to plead with them to value me and my people. I came to be my best thing, as one of 
my favorite poets says, to learn and to value life and love in a way that only education can 
awaken in you. My mother, angel that she is, understood this. But she encouraged me to stay and 
finish out the little time I had left—it was a close thing. I honestly almost did not make it. 

Fast forward to this semester. To racist parties and vandalism and a silent administration 
with a very, very vocal student body. We as students, all of us on both sides of this issue, are 



	
	

	

tired. Political correctness is a very visceral pain in our ass and we, none of us, have the time or 
the energy to dance around societal, cultural, and political issues that exist well beyond campus 
limits. Discussions need to be had, mandated. Action must be taken, and swiftly. For we can no 
longer allow our complacency to prevent us from acknowledging the fact that, contrary to what 
some may believe on this campus, in this city, in our society, and in the world, BLACK LIVES 
MATTER. They have value. They are beautiful and they are meaningful and they are important 
and THEY HAVE VALUE. If you take nothing else from this letter, please hear me—a young 
Black female—saying that I will not rest until it is apparent that you and your administration and 
your students and your donors and your faculty and staff believe in the value of Black lives as 
well. 

I share my story here, relay this information, to make sure that my reality, and that of the 
other Black Americans on this campus, is respected and validated. It is a constant struggle for 
students of color to find peace and inclusion on a predominantly White campus, but that struggle 
is made even more difficult when we are not even sure if the people with power on campus value 
our existence on a fundamental level, let alone our presence at their institution. I have seen the 
list of requests made by Taylor Mack and Brittney Harrington and I ask, as a concerned student 
of color, that you incorporate them into your current policies and procedures regarding racial 
issues. For when the rights of any student are violated, we must act as a community to ensure  
that justice is restored, and that the students know that they are valuable members of this 
community. To do anything less would not only deviant from the TWAMP norm, but also the 
value system and morals upon which—as many, both past and present, seem to have 
conveniently forget—this nation was founded. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Best, 
Ebony A. Lambert 



	
	

	

Today Saipriya Rangavajhula died. She is the third suicide in the past year. The fourth 
since my sophomore year. She was Asian, just like me. Just like Steven Tran. When I first heard 
the news I was angry at our school for failing yet another student. One thing that always stood 
out to me during the mental health campaigns at our school was that they were so white. We 
really need to address the stigma across cultures because when 2/3 of the suicides are Asians 
there is an obvious problem there. There is a problem that isn’t addressed by the SA and AMP’s 
efforts towards stopping the stigma. I remember my experiences with the counseling office. (To 
begin with, they are severely understaffed. It’s ridiculous that we can’t get face-to-face help after 
5 and that we can only schedule appointments two weeks away.) I felt so out of place and 
unwelcomed there. In Chinese culture, mental illness is not thing. My parents love me but they 
literally do not think mental illness is real. We’re told to work harder, to focus on our studies, 
and our messy lives will straighten out. Going to the counseling office felt like betraying my 
culture and admitting defeat. It felt like I whitewashed myself and as a punishment I became 
weak. I remember going to a meditation mindfulness session. I was in a room full of white 
people listening to a white guru tell me about my Buddhist culture. It felt ridiculous. I felt fake. 
As a person of color, when I see over and over again that the image thrown at me in relation to 
depression is a white person, it tricks me into believing that I am immune from it. The image of 
depression in my mind is a white girl, occasionally a white boy. It is never an Asian face. As a 
consequence, when there is a depressed Asian we don’t pick up the signs because we aren’t 
expecting it. This needs to change! We need to address the stigma across cultures. Depressed 
Asians, Blacks, Hispanics- they exist and we’re failing them. That’s why the first emotion I felt 
was anger. Now… I don’t know. My friends are crying and I want to be there for them. I’m not 
going to tell them these thoughts. They’re hurting more than me. But I just want you to know 
because you can do something about it. Fund the counselling center and make us talk about 
mental health. Make it so all the different groups on campus talk about mental health. We can’t 
stop the stigma until we change the image. 
	
Dear Board of Visitors, 

There is no good way to begin this letter. I have a lot of emotions that are all jumbled up 
in a mess. I’m a female Asian American student who’s been involved in the Asian culture clubs 
as well as AMP. As an Asian-American student, I don’t experience racism like the black, latino, 
or muslim students here do. For them it’s ignorant but loud and popular posts on yikyak (and 
facebook) aggressively denouncing their humanity. For me it was always a feeling in my gut that 
something felt wrong. I had white friends. I had Asian friends. But they were separate. I felt that 
with my white friends I could talk about music and we shared the same sense of humor and yet I 
still felt at home with my Asian circle even though I knew that besides our heritage, we had 
nothing in common. Balancing between the two was tiring. I know I deserve better than having 
to constantly choose between expressing my interests and embracing my cultural background 
especially since I had everything in high school. In high school, the non-Asians knew about the 
basics of our culture. They were eager to eat kimchi and hotpot with us. We Asians felt 
comfortable enough that we didn’t have to aggressively bunch up in our own safe space. I’ve 
since read up more about the history of race in the US but even to freshmen me it was very 
apparent that the racial climate at William and Mary was bad. 
FRATERNITIES 

It is obvious that there is something wrong in the fraternities and it’s very frustrating to 
see that Greek life seemingly gets away with everything. As a woman I still remember vividly 



	
	

	

the Sigma Chi letter and the feather-tickle-on-the-wrist punishment that followed. The 
administration didn’t take away their house- the members themselves were too embarrassed to 
live in it. My best friend had boyfriends in various frats so I’ve heard stories. The vice president 
felt comfortable enough with his frat that he hit his girlfriend in front of all of them during a 
formal. Another official was suspended from the school because he raped multiple girls. For 
hazing, the pledges had to say “whale” every time a fat girl walked into the room. This year  
some rushes felt comfortable enough to call every woman who walked in the house a “slut.” I 
remember when my friend broke up with one of her fratboys, we went back to the party and I  
will always remember these words- “who is it?” “It’s just ----- and her fat friend.” It was late so I 
called my friend in California and cried to her on the phone for 4 hours. The sun came up and 
then I called my mom and cried on the phone for another 2 hours. I remember two weeks later at 
an AMP event where I was getting one of the free snacks another fratboy from a completely 
different frat looks at me and asks, “Oh is that all? Or are you going to eat more?” I had just  
spent the summer losing my freshman 15 and I was feeling pretty good about myself. I had never 
in my whole 20 years of living been flat out called fat. The last person to say I was chubby was a 
14 year old when I was 14 years old. And here I was, a semester after the Sigma Chi emails, after 
the rape investigations, crying to my mother because although I knew in my head that I was so 
much more than solely my body, I felt that I was a nameless accessory and the only way I could 
receive worth was to be skinny and thus fuckable. This is unrelated to race, yet completely 
related to the school climate. There is a group on campus that fundamentally does not care for  
the humanity of others. After that disgusting letter the school gave them a “tsk tsk, child”. Of 
course they learn nothing. Of course they’re going to think that they can get away with anything. 
Of course they’re going to throw racist parties. They don’t think women are fully people. Of 
course they don’t think Blacks and Asians are fully people. 

When I first heard about the parties, I felt like it was sort of my duty to spread the 
information to the Asians. Interestingly though, none of them were surprised. Apparently PiKA 
has been throwing ‘Vietnam’ parties for a while. I also remember another frat hosting a 
Communist themed mixer, which can go many directions. It’s interesting how that party 
managed to fly under the radar without too much of a backlash. I think it’s because of the irony 
that on the same weekend of the parties, AMP was screening Dear White People, a movie that 
describes what happens when a group at a predominately white institution hosted a racist party. 
A lot of students walked out of that movie feeling good that at least our school wasn’t bad 
enough for that to happen until the next morning when news about our very own racist party 
spreads. 

I feel really bad for the men of color in fraternities. Some seem to think that if they 
aggressively hate everyone else that it would make them whiter. Some are very insecure. A lot 
are very cool. A lot aren’t actually very involved in their fraternity anymore. I know a Chinese 
international student. Let’s name him Lenny. Well, everyone in the frat calls him Renny. At this 
point he goes by Renny on his Instagram handle. I always felt like it was so heinous since 
English is his THIRD language and he speaks it flawlessly and yet this antiquated mal-informed 
pre-WW2 Japanese/Chinese confused “Oh Asians can’t tell their R’s from their L’s” joke 
persists. There was once a fratboy who tried the same shenanigans with me. My friends were 
there but said nothing. How can you say nothing to that blatant racism? I ended up writing a two- 
page “letter” about it in my creative writing class. I know three men of color that think black 
women are dirty and ugly and that the only girls that anyone should date are white girls. I know a 
few guys that, like freshman me, have a group of Asian friends and a group of White friends. 



	
	

	

	

AMP 
	
	
AMP itself is not bad. However, it is evident in looking at the respective budgets for 

AMP and SA and CSD that our administration really does not care for the cultural clubs. Being 
on both a culture club and AMP, I know that there is tension between the two organizations. It’s 
a very one-sided conflict. AMP is a giant that blindly and thoughtlessly steps over the rest of the 
clubs. They get the best time-slot for reserving rooms for events. They ferociously book all of 
Sadler every other weekend. AMP literally competes with itself when it comes to events. The 
remaining cultural organizations now have to fight over each other for the open slot in 
commonwealth for their only cultural event of the semester. AMP is the reason SASA had to 
host expressions on a Thursday this year. Seniors couldn’t have their parents watch their last 
show ever because AMP reserved commonwealth for every other Friday and Saturday. 

They also get significantly more money than the cultural organizations. I remember 
SASA makes all its members pay $12 and sold tickets for $12 in order to pay for the catering to 
their sole event of the semester. Meanwhile, AMP spends a few thousand dollars on passport 
prizes for each event. The next AMP event we’re planning has $500 sectioned off for prizes 
alone. I understand the need for drinking alternative events, but it’s almost insulting to say that 
we care this little about cultural diversity. The CSD has flaws. It’s understaffed and underfunded. 
Then again, it feels like the CSD doesn’t fit into the school’s values until it’s sent to handle some 
scandal. When cultural showcases cost money, it’s difficult to encourage people outside of that 
culture to participate. Dancing and food are the easiest ways to start learning more about another 
person’s culture. When there’s a monetary deterrent to attending the most basic, shallow, easily 
accessible part of someone’s culture, how can we as a greater WM community be expected to 
come together for anything deeper? 
OTHER THINGS 

I guess there are other things here and there. In the Computer Science department it is 
always awkward how much hate the Chinese Computer Science professors get. We know they’re 
only getting criticized for their accents. However, the professor with the thick German accent  
and the professor with the thick Greek accent gets none of this criticism. The Chinese students  
all recognize the racism but we don’t talk about it with the other students. 

I also remember going to the Road to Richmond interest meeting the day after the racist 
parties where President Reveley was talking about how a lot of the departments were getting 
moved out. He started listing all the departments in the building and saying whether or not they 
were getting moved. He forgot the last two. They were Africana studies and Gender Sexuality 
Women’s Studies. It’s hard to feel like the administration cares about us sometimes. 
	
REQUESTS- 
-Something needs to be done about the frats. In order to rush there needs to be some sort of 
workshop on treating people like people. There needs to be yearly workshops to refresh them on 
treating people like people. They need to be more strictly monitored. They also need to actually 
be punished when things like this happen. 
-Apologize for those parties 
-Fund the CSD (center for student diversity) 
-Fund the cultural clubs 
-Set up some system to allow free cultural events with free food to encourage people to learn 
more about other people at the university. 



	
	

	

-Hire professors that come from more diverse backgrounds. Hire more Asian-American 
professors. 
-Create an Asian American studies major to create an institutional space to learn about issues 
facing Asian-Americans. The course and teachers are already set up. This literally just needs to 
become a department. 
-Hire more staff for the counseling center. Hire a more diverse staff. 
-Work with Asian American student leaders to try to address the issue of mental health in our 
community. 
	
Thanks for your time. 



	
	

	

Board of Visitors: 
	
Here at William and Mary we have several mottos including "One Tribe, One 
Family" and "Those who come here belong here" As a member of the William and 
Mary community, I have grown to put my faith in these mottos truly feeling as 
though I've found a home away from home. Unfortunately, my perception of the 
William and Mary community was tarnished due to recent racist actions by 
William and Mary students. I am writing this letter to call attention to these 
inappropriate actions and to request that there be consequences to prevent 
discriminatory and offensive acts from happening in our community in the future. 
Additionally, I am asking that, after being made aware of racist events on campus, 
the administration respond to these campus events in a timely manner. I sincerely 
hope that action can be taken to ensure that members of the community do not feel 
unrightfully alienated and to uphold our value in community. 
	
Thank you, 

Ashley Jones 



	
	

	

February 1st, 2015 
	
President Reveley, 
	

I came to this institution to learn and I continue to be here for that purpose. As per the 
liberal arts model, I believe in a holistic education. This means more than fulfilling GERs. It 
means that we, as students, learn everywhere we go and with everything we do. What are we 
meant to learn from the administration’s inaction? It teaches us only that racist actions and 
attitudes are permissible. 

Ever since the article addressing Greek parties was published, I have been hearing 
solipsistic and ignorant comments across campus. Ranging from “what’s the big deal?” to “now 
we can’t throw a Mexican party because it’s ‘racist’”, these comments signal the deep lack of 
understanding and compassion permeating our campus. 

The administration must lead by example. Polite public statements are not enough. 
Policies regarding consequences for racist behavior must be formulated and strictly enforced. 
Moreover, addressing the issue of ignorance with obligatory programming is essential. 

As an ally for and a member of a number of underprivileged groups, I am constantly 
struggling to be seen by the school and my peers. Just as an example, during my freshman year, 
my cultural identity was met with “I didn’t know Latinas were smart enough to get into William 
& Mary”. While activism and self-advocacy has been extremely valuable to me, I am not here 
primarily to teach, but to learn. The administration is responsible for providing a welcoming 
educational space. To achieve this, you must teach by example. 

Juliana Santanna, Class of 2017 



	
	

	

DeLauren Davis 
307 Edgewood Rd. 

Portsmouth, VA 23701 
	
	
	
To The Administration of the College of William and Mary: 

February 3, 2015 

	
I am a black female student of the Class of 2018 at the College. While I am honored and 
appreciate the education that my dream college is providing for me, I cannot neglect the racial 
climate that is accustomed to the College. There has been no instance where I’ve encountered 
direct racism, however I am a firm believer in the phrase, “What’s done in the dark comes to the 
light.” By this, I am referring to comments posted on the app known as Yik Yak. This app is for, 
but not limited to, college and university students, and is only accessible to academic institutions 
by geographic location; thus William and Mary students would be the main contributors to the 
William and Mary page on the app because they are the highest population on the main 
geographic campus. On Yik Yak, anyone within close parameters of the College can post 
anonymously about whatever they’d like. 
	
Dating back to Thursday, December 4th, 2014 at 9 p.m., a DIE-IN was organized through student 
initiative to spread awareness about police brutality and racial injustices following the highly 
anticipated verdict on the Michael Brown case. This DIE-IN was a form of peaceful protesting, 
in which William and Mary students (of all colors) were invited to march into the Earl Gregg 
Swem Library’s first floor and lay on the ground silently. The 4.5 minutes that students laid on 
the ground represented the 4.5 hours that Michael Brown’s body laid on the ground after he was 
murdered. Directly after the DIE-IN took place, Yik Yak was literally booming with activity. 
There were many comments that referred to the protestors as “stupid” and “unintelligent” 
because they felt that evidence was the ruling factor in the case and that race played no part in 
the death of Michael Brown. 
	
Referring back to the phrase I quoted earlier, what hurt me the most in this scenario was initially 
shocking. The very fact that I had never felt direct racism on campus made me realize that I was 
being naive to what was right in front of me -- microaggression. My fellow peers utilized a mask 
through Yik Yak to hide behind and express their true feelings; all of which enraged me and 
most of all filled me with despondency. A struggle of mine after seeing these harsh and racist 
comments that degraded the black community, was understanding the other side of the spectrum. 
I asked myself over and over again, “Why do people still think this way?” Why do people really 
believe that I am incapable of what they can achieve, and that the only manner of my acceptance 
into a prestigious institution was due to a color slate that needed to be filled? In times like these, 
emotions run vigorously and all we can do is try to educate and spread our feelings rationally 
with responding to these comments. However, after you see a splurge of racism on your 
college’s feeding page, the easiest way to disconnect is to exit the app and move on in a 
desensitized manner because it’s nothing new. There has always been racism, and there will 
always be racism. I just ask for action and support so that people understand that racism is not 
tolerable anymore. 



	
	

	

On December 4th I realized that this world was not as progressive in the way I had imagined it to 
be. The emphasis on cultural diversity that once attracted me to the College of William and Mary 
was present, but not thoroughly appreciated by all. It’s funny how these events occur and can 
momentarily make us feel hopeless, which is something no human being should have to suffer 
through. I wish that my peers of white race and privilege could truly understand the struggle of 
living a double-conscious life. I’ve been raised with the lesson that being exceptional is my only 
option for success as a black woman. I have to work twice as hard to get half of what is given by 
society to people with the white privilege. I hope that the administration of William and Mary 
reacts more quickly to instances of racial controversy on campus, because when this does not 
take place it sends out a message to the student body that talking about racism is not important. I 
can see in the light and very clearly that race is a recurring issue that is hidden in the dark and 
consistently neglected. 
	
Sincerely, 
	
DeLauren Davis 
	
DeLauren Davis 
Class of 2018 
The College of William and Mary 



	
	

	

To Whom It May Concern, 
	

My name is Keaun Barrett, a junior at the college and a Government major. My 
experience at the College of William & Mary has been one with many ups and downs. I love the 
institution, but from time to time have experienced micro aggressions and subtle instances of 
racially motivated acts. It is my duty as an African American male on this historic campus to 
make those instances known and voice my concerns of racial intolerance. 

During my freshman year, a couple of my friends and I were walking at night back to our 
dorms. A white truck drove by us and yelled the word, “Niggas!” We were all shocked and 
utterly disrespected by the blatant act of racism on the campus we call home. The intensity of the 
word and the history the word carries with it were evident at that moment and remains to this 
day. 

More recently I have been subject to subtle acts of racism when questioned about my 
work ethic and achievements at the college. I work at a Starbucks off campus and time and time 
again I get expressions of disbelief when I say I attend William & Mary. My colleagues come to 
this Starbucks often including some of my professors. A Caucasian female student responded 
with, “Congratulations,” when I told her I was currently attending William & Mary. She is a peer 
of mine at the College so why was such a response warranted? I perceived it as a failure to 
acknowledge my own accomplishments at the College and the obstacles I had to bypass to get 
there. Her facial expression told a story of shock and disbelief, which is often the response I get 
from others that do not know me. I have even been asked if I was jokingly, “slave labor” by a 
professor because of my work ethic at Starbucks. Have then been asked why I did not get a “real 
job” like my fellow colleagues during the summer. My work ethic to support and aid my family 
is no laughing matter and it was perceived as such during these inquiries. These are daily issues 
that I must face as a man of color and of a lower socioeconomic status than most of my peers. 
This does not mean that I want those issues to be rubbed in my face by members of my college 
community. 

As a strong presence in the African American community on campus, I want as my peers 
do to be understood and acknowledged as like human beings with a common goal. This is not a 
difficult request to have or strive toward. I hope that change is on the horizon for William & 
Mary, because I would hate to see it let racially motivated stigmas and actions deter more people 
of color from attending. 
	
Thank you, 
Keaun Barrett 



	
	

	

I am proud to call myself Mixed. As the son of an immigrant father from Morocco, I spent a 
large portion of my childhood assimilating into American culture. At first, my assimilation was 
out of necessity— it’s hard to make friends at Kindergarten when you’re speaking a jumble of 
English, French, and Arabic. But as I grew older, assimilation became about survival. I grew up 
in a country consumed with post-9/11 Islamophobia, and my tan skin, curly hair, and Arab 
middle name marked me as a target. I saw my father, an accomplished chef and well-known 
supporter of the DC area Moroccan community, get cursed at, demoted at work, and harassed by 
law enforcement and citizens alike. His crime? He dared to coexist in the same space. 

	

Entering college, I came to understand how baffling I would be for many of my classmates. I 
didn't fit neatly into the social construct that is race; therefore, I was treated as a threat, a 
challenge, or a mysterious anomaly to be dissected, piece-by-piece, tearing apart the inherent 
ambiguity that comes with being Mixed. I may have expected these reactions, but that certainly 
didn’t make them any easier. 

	

When discussing my experience with racism at W&M, there are countless stories I could share. I 
could talk about the hundreds of introductions that were followed up with the question “So, 
where are you FROM?” They would often get angry if I answered “NoVA,” as if I owed them an 
explanation for my perceived otherness. “No, where are you REALLY from?” I could talk about 
the worried glances that were thrown my way when I forgot to shave. I could discuss the casual 
use of racial slurs I often overheard on my way to class. While I wish these were examples of 
isolated incidents, these were daily occurrences. 

	

Though a couple years have passed, one such experience remains particularly vivid in my mind. 
My professor and I were chatting after class at the Mason School of Business. It was the end of 
the semester, and I had developed a friendly rapport with him. During the conversation, I 
mentioned briefly my heritage and how I didn’t identify as white. He stopped me, looked me up 
and down, and with a disapproving look on his face he told me, “You need to stop saying that. 
You’re white, look at you.” This educated white middle-aged male professor at a prestigious 
university just decided he knew who I was, where I came from, what I felt, and what I was 
allowed to be in one glance and two short statements. I wanted to scream at him. I wanted to sit 
him down and explain intersectionality and passing privilege, systematic racism and how I 
benefit from his perception of my race. I wanted to outline in detail the times when I wasn’t 
perceived as white, the anxiety and fear that come from never knowing how others will perceive 
you. I wanted him to experience being the Other for once. 

	

Luckily, I learned a few things at W&M. The most important thing I learned was that I don’t 
need to justify my existence as a Mixed person to anybody. It has never been and never will be 
my responsibility to do so. His comments and actions speak to his ignorance, not the validity of 
my lived experiences— and certainly not the authenticity of my identity. So I simply smiled, 
shook my head, and said, “Goodbye, professor." 

	

Adam Labriny, 2013 



	
	

	

Letter of Testimony 
	
	
To whom it may concern: 
	
This letter is to attest to direct racial prejudice and micro aggressions I have seen on this historic 
campus. It is already sad enough that events of this semester and last, such as 7th Grade Sketch 
Comedy’s “Tigger’s in Paris,” Sigma Pi and Kappa Alpha Theta’s “Gangsters and Golfers” 
mixer, and racist responses following #BlackLivesMatter events on campus have even occurred. 
However, these large events are not the only signs and warning flags of racism in the college 
community. I have a personal experience that occurred only this past weekend and it reminded 
me of how many smaller scale things go on that no one really hears about. This past Saturday 
evening, I was in the elevator of my dorm, Jamestown North, with my boyfriend, who is also an 
African American, and we were traveling up to my third floor dorm room. When we get to the 
third floor and the door opens, there is a group of Asian descent people, approximately 5 males 
and 1 female. Immediately one of the gentleman storms away in disgust, saying, “Oh no! I am 
not getting on there with them, not those people”. I froze in shock trying to grasp what I just 
heard with my own two ears. Then, the only female of group shouts after the frustrated 
gentleman once my boyfriend and I exit the elevator, “Hey “Bob” look, they are getting off, we 
do not have be close to them, come back please”. “Bob” then runs past us and says “oh okay, 
good!” and proceeds to board the elevator. Needless to say, I was quite frustrated and astonished. 
I never had the thought in my mind being the year of 2015 that someone would refuse to ride the 
same elevator as I or anyone who looks like me. 
I expected a much better sense of community when I chose to get my higher education at 
William and Mary and now am fairly disappointed. Because I do not want to spend any more 
time on this problem, I am voicing my opinion now so that actions can start to take place with 
the right people involved. 
	
Candidly, Vanessa Gray 



	
	

	

For some black students, just moments after stepping onto the brick walkways of The College, 
they are inundated with an overwhelming sense of otherness and invisibility. For others, they 
bear the burden of being one of a hand full of black students in their classroom unwillingly 
chosen to be the spokesperson of an entire race. In order for W&M to fulfill its ideals we have 
work to do. 
	
On November 17, 2006 the William and Mary Board of Visitors approved a statement of 
diversity. “We are committed to establishing justice.” Is justice admitting underrepresented 
students without having the infrastructure to ensure their success and timely graduation? As a 
student I have seen many of my black peers leave. I never knew why so many left, but as an 
alumnus I would like to see The College enhance the resources and support systems to increase 
retention and graduation rates of black students. It is not enough to solely provide access to a 
certain number or percentage of a population. Admission to The College must be complemented 
with proper resources and equal access to those resources. 
	
“The College of William & Mary strives to be a place where people of all backgrounds feel at 
home[.]” There has been countless incidents where students are moved to rally for birth rights, 
then they are terrorized in their HOME for doing. The College must provide all students with 
adequate diversity and cultural competence training. An online training should be required for 
class registration each semester for students. For clubs/organizations every member must attend 
a diversity/ cultural competence training before the organization can hold an event. In addition, 
before a student volunteers in the community the student should also undergo this training. In 
addition, volunteering students should also be required to have a community studies training to 
better understand the deep history/memory between The College and surrounding community 
before entering it to serve. 
	
“[W]here diversity is actively embraced [.]” Often The College proudly displays “the most 
diverse class yet” in the media, however the percentage of black faculty/staff in each department 
does not mirror the student body’s diversity. In order to create an authentic environment of 
inclusiveness at The College of William and Mary we must value diversity. For me this means 
ensuring that black faculty appointment within various departments is increased. It is important 
for students to see their truth reflected in their faculty. I am truly blessed to have encountered 
many phenomenal professors, mentors, and friends during my time at William and Mary. I hope 
that the aforementioned recommendations can enhance the experiences of new generations of 
students to come. 
	
Kindest Regards, 
J Carter 
Class of 2012 
	
Reference: Statement on Diversity. (2006, November 17). Retrieved February 2, 2015, from 
http://www.wm.edu/about/wmdifference/diversity-at-wm/diversity-statement/index.php 



	
	

	

Hello, 
	
My name is Mahdi Blaine and I am the President of the Middle Eastern Student Association and 
the Social Chair of the Muslim Student Association. As a president of a cultural club, I feel that 
we have a lot of disadvantages compared to larger organizations such as AMP. SD/cultural clubs 
get very little funding in comparison to AMP and SA & AMP gets priority in booking rooms, 
which makes it hard to believe that the school makes cultural diversity a priority. Most cultural 
clubs have showcases that take place in commonwealth auditorium in Sadler and it is a pain to 
schedule them to due various double booking being done by AMP. Personally I feel that when It 
comes to these showcases, they should be sponsored by the Sadler Center or CSD. 
	
I also feel diversity at this school is very watered down by many people. I have heard on multiple 
occasions that diversity is more than race and ethnicity. While I totally agree with this, people 
then say diversity means like a person's favorite ice cream or their favorite pizza toppings. I think 
that is very disrespectful and dumbing down of what diversity actually means. 
	
As cultural clubs, we like to complain about how we are the victims to this bias system, but 
honestly there is a lot we need to work on too. There is barely a sense of community among 
cultural clubs and people barely go to one another's events. We also have many problems when it 
comes to having actual substantial events that address issues in the regions or cultures that these 
clubs claim to represent. While there are many problems that are external, we need to remember 
that there are internal problems with cultural clubs. 
	
Best, 
Mahdi Blaine 



	
	

	

To the College of William and Mary Community Members: 
	
First and foremost, racism is still an issue that plagues this campus. Whether it is in the form of 
party themes, conversation, or dirty looks. It is still present and it still hurts. The students of 
William and Mary talk heavily about how diverse and welcoming they are and yet, myself as 
well as others have never once felt welcome at this institution. Something needs to change. 
	
The letter that this is attached to outlines a list of solutions that could put William and Mary on 
the path of acceptance, respect, and racial progress amongst the students. It is up to you, The 
Administration, to heed these solutions and bring them into fruition because the students can 
only do so much. 
	
As one of the African American students on this campus, I have faced a number of trials because 
of my skin tone. In my freshmen year, I was stopped by the police and questioned because I “fit 
the profile”. I had the misfortune to “attend” a “brown bag” party early in my college career. A 
“brown bag” party means that if your skin is darker than the bag you aren’t allowed inside. One 
time, while going to order food at one of the tribe square restaurants the owner told me, “You 
need to go stand in the colored line,” he claimed to have been joking, but it wasn’t a joke to me. 
This is unacceptable. I chose to come to William and Mary because of how welcoming and 
understanding the students appeared to be at the time. 
	
I implore you, The Administration, to seriously look at the solutions proposed. When you make 
your decision, I hope you look to these letters for guidance. 

	
	
	
Truly, 

CS 



	
	

	

February 3, 2015 
	
	
	
President Taylor Reveley 
Board of Visitors 
The College of William and Mary 
Williamsburg, Virginia 23188 

	
	
	
Dear President Reveley and Board of Visitors, 

	
	
	
The College of William and Mary is included on the short list of prestigious universities in our 
country. Despite the rigorous educational standards that are well respected by educators, 
employers and the general society, there is a notable undercurrent of racism and cultural 
insensitivity that is permitted within the confines of the College. As a leading educational 
institution, it is imperative that the College institute a zero tolerance policy regarding incidences 
of racism to secure the safety of the student body, and create an environment of accountability 
for those that wish to act in a racist manner. 
	
Although the College has governed student behavior through its “self-determination” and “honor 
code” policies, discrimination cannot be governed or eradicated in this manner; thus, instituting a 
zero tolerance policy means treating incidences of racism in the same way that the College 
addresses under age drinking and other student conduct violations. In these cases, the Dean of 
Student Conduct is notified and mandatory meetings between the student and the administration 
are required. These solutions are tailored to the specific occurrence. This stronger policy of 
accountability can strengthen the code of student conduct, thereby sending a clear message that 
racist behavior or cultural insensitivity activities will not be tolerated at the College. 
	
As an alumni with direct familial ties to several other alumni and a parent of a senior at the 
College, I am closely aware of many incidents of racism that have involved various Greek 
organizations on the campus during my tenure and during the years that my child has been a 
student. Some recent events that have raised concern include: the 7th Grade Sketch Comedy’s 
“Tigger’s in Paris”, “Sigma Pi and Kappa Alpha Theta’s “Gangsters and Golfers” mixer; and 
racist responses that followed the BlackLivesMatter event. I am also aware of how the College 
handled an incident in 2014 involving my child when it was reported that an unknown student 
wrote a racial epithet twice on their dormitory bulletin board. Despite the passage of almost 
three decades, these occurrences are still prevalent on campus and the official response appears 
to be the same. 
	
Until recently, I have remained silent, hoping that my alma mater would see the value of a 
diverse student body. The College needs to inform the student body that they will not condone 
student participation and engagement with racist or culturally insensitive parties/events that 
occur both on campus and off campus. In addition to the creation of stronger policies, the 
College should consider engaging in mandatory education and programs to change the culture of 



	
	

	

the campus body to ensure that all students feel welcomed and safe that are not optional when 
instances of racism occur at the College. 
	
This issue goes beyond student safety. For the College now has the possibility of being labeled 
as a racially insensitive institution, which threatens its reputation and recruitment efforts. There 
is great risk to the College should the administration not develop a more structured response to 
racist acts committed by students or campus organizations. The recent incidents of 
racism/cultural insensitivity are not isolated. They were present over three decades ago and they 
remain the same because organizations and students continue to think it is acceptable behavior. 
Students suffer few consequences, if any, either socially, personally, or institutionally. Behavior 
can be altered by new policies but it cannot be very effective without a shift in mindset and 
accountability. Therefore, College administrative members must work to change their own 
mindsets of racism and use intentional, correct language with the student body and the offender 
when instances of both overt and covert racism occur on or off campus. 
	
Many peer Colleges have been called to similar action and rather than wait for a Title IX suit, 
they have proactively created policies and formed nurturing environments that demonstrate a 
commitment to protecting the diverse student body. The fact that these racist and culturally 
insensitive activities are still present at William and Mary is troubling and should be at the top of 
any agenda going forward. 
	
I am calling on the Board of Visitors to guide all administrators at the College of William and 
Mary toward a more stringent discrimination policy that protects marginalized students and does 
not undermine their emotional or physical state. Each student of diversity deserves to live safely 
within the campus community. 
	
If the College intends on increasing its diversity, the College must first create the appropriate 
environment and implement the necessary resources for its growing diverse population. 
Reputational risk to the College is looming in the background if stronger action is not taken by 
this administration. It is expected by census data that the demographics of our population will 
drastically change by 2050. With the expected increase of diversity in our national population, 
William and Mary will have the opportunity to be the College of choice, but may fall short based 
on its policies that directly impact students of diversity. 
	
As a community, we should remember that students of diversity do not have to enroll at our 
institution; there are other colleges that can create a more inviting diverse student experience. 
	
As we honor Black history month, the College should be reminded of its troubled history as it 
relates to diversity and use this moment to make systemic changes in policy. The time to act is 
now. I hope that the College will live up to its long-standing code of integrity and honor. On 
behalf of so many students that hold a degree from William and Mary, we are counting on you to 
act with courage and take the lead in changing the mindset of misguided students. We have 
racism in our country but it would be wonderful if, as the second oldest College in the country, 
we can lead the direction for our future society. This means moving away merely from tolerating 
differences but making the cultural shift of embracing such difference. 



	
	

	

I look forward to hearing more on the steps that the College plans to take to address these issues. 
	

Sincerely, 

Cheryle Mack 
5139 Amberly Road 
Virginia Beach, VA 23462 



	
	

	

Dear President Reveley and Board of Visitors: 
	

I was sad to read in the Flat Hat that students are still showing such an overt lack of sensitivity 
when it comes to race and stereotyping at William and Mary. In this case, it deals with Fraternal 
organizations choosing the themes of their parties. I am Class of 1990, and it seems that racial 
sensitivity has not improved much in 25 years.  Although the parties were held off campus and 
perhaps William and Mary students participating in these events don't see a victim, but the mere 
fact that stereotyping and pejorative traditions are continuing, makes everyone involved a  
victim. Perhaps the Pan-Hellenic Council should hold a forum on stereotyping and diversity to 
emphasize the importance of an anti-racial culture. It is not enough not to be racist; we must 
speak out when others are participating in what can be construed as racist behavior to create a 
more empathetic environment, free of judgement and assumptions. How will others view our 
College after reading this article? As an educator and facilitator of Candid Conversations about 
Race in my school district, how can I feel comfortable encouraging my students to attend 
William and Mary? Please consider taking action in this matter. Thank you in advance for your 
time. 

	
	
	
Tina Carter Garfield 
Spanish Teacher 
Princess Anne High School 



	
	

	

February 1, 2015 
	
The Board of Visitors and Administration 
The College of William and Mary 
	
To Whom It May Concern: 
	
Few will dispute that the experiences one endures, shapes the person we become. Many too 
would agree that we send our teens to college with high hopes for the transition into adulthood 
that will inevitably take place. As a 1996 graduate of The College, and parent of a junior in high 
school soon to attend college, I am disturbed by the recent racial events at William and Mary, 
and am in full support of policy implementation to be designed that makes sure racial incidents 
are discouraged and admonished swiftly. 
	
Now, far removed from my days on campus, I look back at my college experience appreciating 
the academic rigor that propelled me into my career, but also dissatisfied with the social life I 
experienced during my four years. I have no horror stories to report, just a lingering feeling of 
not being part of the social life on campus. It was August 1992 and I, an African-American girl 
from NY arrived at William and Mary. For me, it was culture shock- the South, but also the 
separation I observed and experienced of two separate worlds – the “Black” students and the 
“White” students. I felt strongly in the minority, and no effort was made to include me. That 
was two decades ago, a reminder of how things were, or are? 
	
Please understand that there is a difference between excluding people based on race, and not 
being inclusive. I would argue that the latter was and is a problem at William and Mary. I think 
it’s fair to say that students of color don’t feel included with the mainstream campus. All the 
more reason they would be offended by racial stereotyped theme parties that are attended by or 
given by students at the school. 
	
In response to the recent events on campus, I think it prudent and simply the right thing to do to 
implement a no tolerance policy for actions that are racially motivated. Secondly, it is about 
time that large efforts are made to include and foster relationships with minority students on 
campus. 
	
With William and Mary’s long history, we should continue to blaze a trail in education and 
producing some of the best young adults in the country. That can’t be done if a blind eye is 
turned towards any discriminatory or racially motivated behavior. We must take two steps 
forward, not backwards. 

Sincerely, 

Tracee Jones 
Graduate 1996 



	
	

	

Dear William & Mary Board of Visitors and Administration, 
I am writing to you to address the issue of race at the College of William & Mary. To be 

clear – I am white, so I have not experienced racism directed towards me. However, I have many 
friends of many different ethnicities, and so have heard about instances of racism being directed 
towards them, from the general public in Williamsburg and William & Mary to students and 
faculty of William & Mary. This includes things like the n word being shouted at some of my 
black friends through car windows, being profiled by police and being called things such as 
“brown boy”, to simply feeling treated as an Other and unwelcomed. 

I am disappointed in the administration’s response to events such as mixers with themes 
that promoted the use of racial stereotypes and where costumes that evoked racial stereotypes 
occurred. The administration responded nearly a week after the events occurred. While I 
understand that it takes time to investigate and respond to such matters, the administration being 
quiet when events such as these occurs does no one any favors. Even if the administration is 
working on investigating such events behind closed doors, it matters that the administration says 
something immediately after such events occur. 

Most of the responses to such events have included encouraging dialog and engaging 
with each other in a civil manner, yet incidents such as these continue to occur. I’ve seen many 
great events, especially ones occurring this January, surrounding the issue of race that have 
encouraged dialog and I hope to see those continued. However, I feel that many people who 
participate in events like these racist mixers are not people who go to these events because they 
don’t care. I would like to see more effort by the administrator to involve students who do not 
usually attend such events and dialogs to get involved. I would like to see a diversity requirement 
added to the curriculum and have multiple opportunities available for students to engage in 
diversity in a way that they normally wouldn’t. 

Additionally, I am disappointed by the lack of racial diversity of the faculty of William & 
Mary. According to statistics published in the Flat Hat some time ago, 80% of William & Mary 
professors are white. I would like to see the same efforts directed at diversifying our student 
population directed towards our faculty. Professors of various ethnicities, nationalities, sexual 
orientations and gender identities all have different experiences and perspectives that are needed 
in William & Mary’s academic environment. 

Finally, I would like to see that William & Mary is as invested in the lives of its diverse 
students as they are using diversity as a marketing device. All of William & Mary’s students 
matter, and minority and diverse students deserve to have their voices heard and their lives 
respected in this institution. 
Sincerely, 
Noella Handley, Class of 2016 



	
	

	

Dear Board of Visitors, 
	
My name is Jessica Ehrhardt and I am currently a senior here at the College. I am writing to 
voice my concerns with recent events on campus and to explain my own personal experience 
related to racial insensitivity on campus. 

	
In response to recent racially triggering events on campus, I cannot emphasize how disappointed 
I am by the insensitivity of students who create and attend these events and how offended I am 
by the lack of response by administration. This behavior by students is unacceptable and should 
have consequences. I have yet to comprehend why issues of racism and discrimination keep 
occurring and I have right to expect that the administration has responsibility to change this. 

	

In my time at the college, I have experienced multiple accounts of racism, insensitivity, and 
division. Incidents have occurred in classroom, Greek Life, and different social settings. From 
these experiences, I have never been more aware and focused on my race. As a student from a 
diverse background, I am proud of everything that makes me a unique individual. However, 
there have been very few organization and groups here on campus that have positively supported 
me. I am very thankful for having a source like the Center for Student Diversity, who has 
students and staff that advocate and care to make sure students like me are heard and supported. 

	
As a William and Mary Scholar, the college has extended to me an academic award that is 
specific for students who are members of underrepresented groups who would contribute to 
campus diversity. In being highlighted as a scholar, I expected that my race, culture, and ethnic 
background would not get in the way of my academic and social experiences here on campus. 
However, for almost four academic years of my life, I never questioned my intelligence more 
based on my experiences of discrimination from student and the discouragement from certain 
faculty in my academic setting. 

	
From my experiences of discrimination here on campus, I cannot help to think, even as a second 
semester senior, whether I made the right choice coming to this college. I do believe that William 
and Mary has given me experiences that have changed my life and is a good school, however, we 
have a long way to go with having our full population to understand and have respect for  
students of different cultural, ethnic, sexual orientation, and racial backgrounds. Students should 
not have to think about unchangeable aspects of who there are when they are trying to advance 
themselves in earning an education. 

	
I think there needs to be a larger response and effort for our campus to have awareness of 
different backgrounds. Each person has their own unique, diverse background that they bring to 
the table. We should embrace each individual for who they are, we should be exciting to learn 
about different backgrounds, and we should be compliant. 

	
The college prides itself on acceptance and understanding. However, in the context of race and 
diversity, the overall population falls short. I hope you take the concerns of students on campus 
who are fighting for these issue as a priority. These concerns are serious and important, and 
deserve to have your full attention and response. 

	

Thank you for time, 

Jessica Ehrhardt 



	
	

	

To Whom it May Concern 
As I am sure the administration is already aware, a group of William and Mary students has 
come together to raise awareness about racism on and around campus and to call our community 
to action. It is my understanding that this group hopes to work together with both W&M 
administration and the Board of Visitors to create concrete plans and observable steps in 
combatting everyday microaggressions as well as broader cases of blatant and institutional 
racism. I am writing this letter to show my support of this student collective and its goals. I 
believe college administrators have the responsibility and the power to listen to, believe, and help 
their students when they express concerns, as we are now. 
In the past several months, we have witnessed problematic statements on W&M social media, 
backlash to the protests and shows of support for Michael Brown, personal online attacks of 
black students, and racist party themes whose criticism elicited even more harsh responses and 
misunderstanding from many students. I believe the College can take more direct stands against 
racism of these types in several forms: 

1. Attempt to raise awareness in the general student body about the racial history of William 
and Mary, including the College’s deep ties to slavery. While The Lemon Project works 
to educate students on our college’s history with racism and slavery, only individuals  
who already have some knowledge will attend their events. A more wholesome education 
should be directed at the rest of the student body and made more widely accessible. One 
way to start is by holding a vigil for the slaves who were associated with William and 
Mary to show respect and acknowledgement. 

2. Create mandatory workshops and trainings on cultural sensitivity and respecting diversity 
for members of Greek life, sports clubs, and other campus affiliated student groups. 

3. Publicly acknowledge events on campus in a timely manner, such as the Sigma Pi and 
Kappa Alpha Theta mixer as racist and unacceptable. As long as the College continues to 
make passive and broad statements about problematic events (i.e. the extremely sexist 
Sigma Chi email in Spring 2014), those problematic ideologies will continue to 
proliferate, create discomfort, and take root in the very fabric of our community. 

	
I have personally witnessed blatant racism on our campus, from a group of students verbally 
attacking another student solely for their race, to students anonymously making jokes about the 
tear-gassing of black individuals during protests. Racism is a problem. Administrators of 
William and Mary have much on their plates, but this cannot be ignored. I ask that you take our 
concerns seriously and strive to take steps away from what will hopefully someday be our racist 
past. 
	
Signed, 
Rachel Cook, a concerned student 



	
	

	

Dear College of William & Mary Administrators and Board of Visitors, 
	
I am a recent alumna of the College, and have been disheartened by recent events highlighting 
our campus’s problematic racial climate, and by the lack of a robust response to these events by 
William & Mary officials. I join many current students and fellow alumni in urging William & 
Mary administrators to explicitly acknowledge acts of racism on campus, to hold the students at 
fault responsible for their actions, and to make a commitment to promoting racial justice and 
diversity on campus. 
	
For example, last semester’s #BlackLivesMatter protest received backlash from the community, 
and already this semester several racially problematic events were held by campus organizations. 
It is the responsibility of the administration to acknowledge these events and form a response to 
these and other instances of racism on campus. In addition to responding promptly to instances  
of racism, William & Mary can make a commitment to racial justice and inclusivity by 
establishing workshops and dialogues related to racial issues for the campus community, by 
requiring trainings on inclusivity for student organizations, and by making a commitment to 
increasing the diversity of its faculty. 
	
It is important for William & Mary to increase trainings and dialogue around racial issues both 
because of its current racial climate, and because of its history. We are a university located in the 
middle of a town that celebrates our colonial history while glossing over the violence of slavery. 
Our college was built by enslaved Black people and actively attempted to Anglicize Native 
children, and yet we keep this history quiet while celebrating the life of a slave owner and 
touting him as a beacon of progressive education. In a similar fashion the College holds the 
requisite diversity sessions during orientation as if checking a box, while not engaging with 
issues of explicit and implicit racism on its campus. 
	
We talk a lot about the importance of diversity on our campus, but to what extent has this ideal 
been realized? I double majored at William & Mary, and yet both my departments were 
composed entirely of white faculty members. In fact, I only had one class taught by a non-white 
faculty member throughout my education. As the above letter points out, 80% of William & 
Mary faculty are white. While the spaces I passed through as a white student at William & Mary 
were welcoming to me, I cannot help but wonder whether certain sectors of the College – and 
maybe even the majority of it – feel like a hostile and unwelcome environment for Black 
students. The recent events on campus and the way they have impacted my Black friends at 
William & Mary seem to prove this theory. 
	
Even when explicitly racist events are not happening on campus, there is still a certain norm 
established on our campus – a norm that made a former professor in my freshman year feel 
secure standing in front of our class and telling a story about how she feels uncomfortable when 
an ‘ethnic looking’ person comes to her door, and even felt secure punctuating that story with a 
‘you know what I’m saying’ directed at the class. William & Mary may not have official policies 
that actively exclude and disrespect Black students, but it still manages to foster an environment 
where they do not feel welcome and where people feel comfortable expressing racist thoughts 
and ideas. By not actively acknowledging our legacy and our continued struggles with race, and 
by sweeping recent events under the rug, William & Mary allows this climate to flourish. 



	
	

	

	

I learned a lot about racial injustice during my time at William & Mary, but none of this learning 
occurred in the classroom or in official college sessions. I learned it from my friends, from social 
action groups, and from personal reading. In my opinion, William & Mary needs to do more to 
educate its students about how to acknowledge and combat racism. Especially at a place with 
such a dark historical legacy, it is a responsibility of the College to make sure that students do 
not pass through its walls without developing a critical attitude towards our campus and to the 
world outside, and becoming committed to combating the ugly parts of our past and our present. 
This is truly the most valuable learning experience the College can provide to its students, 
through the form of trainings, lectures, and an active commitment to teaching anti-oppression. 
Nothing could be more valuable. 

	
	
	
Sharon Hartzell 
B.S. Chemistry and Environmental Science, 2014 



	
	

	

To Whom It May Concern: 
	

We live in a country and time period where racist acts are often excused or downplayed. 
This is “post-racial” America, one where majority populations can make light of the harmful 
implications of historical violence by pointing at the racial progress made over the last 100 years. 
Though examples of this structural violence are prevalent throughout society, I was deeply 
saddened to hear about the continued presence of such a cancer growing unchecked on the 
campus of my beloved alma mater. 

The recent problematic themes represented by 7th Grade Sketch Comedy’s “Tiggers in 
Paris,” Sigma Pi and Kappa Alpha Theta’s “Gangsters and Golfers” mixer, and the racist 
responses following #BlackLivesMatter serve as a reminder of the need for intentional action 
taken on the part of the campus community to counter-act such racist acts. Though I appreciate 
President Reveley’s official statement to the student body, it is not enough for administration to 
acknowledge the need for campus conversation. A task force (as suggested by President 
Reveley) is needed, and we as students and alumni must see the actions and agenda of that task 
force made public. I fully support the suggestions outlined by Brittney Harrington and other 
students from this collective and ask that the Board of Visitors, President Reveley, Vice 
President Ginger Ambler, and other key decision consider carefully the path forward from these 
events. 

I envision a future at W&M where we lead the South in diversity measures, inclusivity on 
campus, cultural and racial sensitivity, and in creating a safe environment conducive of learning 
for all our students. This cannot be achieved without directed action including expert-led campus 
dialogues, increased sensitivity training for student leaders, and accountability for those students 
who break our campus code. 

Sincerely yours in Tribe Pride, 

Joanna Weeks 
B.S. Biology with Honors | College of William & Mary 2013 
M.D. Candidate | Columbia University College of Physicians and Surgeons 2018 



	
	

	

3 February 2015 
	
Dear Board of Visitors, 
	
I am writing to voice my concern of the racial climate on campus and my support of measures to 
address it. 
	
I transferred to William and Mary last fall as part of the class of 2016 and I already feel invested 
in this community. The friends I have made are long lasting and the experiences I am gaining 
will stay with me forever. I am proud to call William and Mary my alma mater. 
	
I am not proud, however, of how many of my friends have been directly affected by the 
unsatisfactory racial climate we have on this campus. Though I am Hispanic, I do not consider 
myself a person of color and have not personally been a recipient of racism. Even so, the fact 
that my friends have been makes me uncomfortable because I am a firm believer that if even just 
one person in a community is affected, then it affects us all. 
	
Many in the student body feel that the school administration skirts around this issue of race and 
refuses to directly address it. I would like to see us proven wrong. I would like to see bolder 
action by our beloved school in addressing the issues that the student body holds dear. 
	
Please know that a student body geared for positive change stands ready to support your 
courageous action and guidance. 
	
Sincerely, 
C. Brontë de Cárdenas 



	
	

	

February 3, 2015 
	
To Whom It May Concern at the College --- 
	

As a cis-gender white female, I will not pretend as though I have personally experienced 
racism at William and Mary. My voice should not be the primary or even a central voice on the 
Black experience at the College. That being said, I still feel as though I have something to 
contribute to this discussion. 

Last semester I was a part of Bettina Judd’s “Black Gender” class. The course was cross- 
listed under Africana Studies and Gender, Sexuality, and Women’s Studies, which is my major. 
This was the first time I have ever taken a class focused specifically on the present-day 
experiences of Black people in the United State and in my community. It was also the first time 
that I was a minority in an academic setting. The class drew heavily on student experience and 
discussion as well as academic and literary analysis. I had the opportunity to hear directly from 
my Black peers about their own experiences with racism and sexism at the College. I was out of 
my comfort zone and forced to directly confront the ways that racism pervades the daily lives of 
Black students at William and Mary. It was eye opening. 

Since  that  course,  I  have  attended  events  organized  by  both  students  and  the 
administration focused on racism at the College and in America. The majority attendees at these 
events are students engaged in activism and/or have already been thinking a lot about these 
issues. For instance, at the recent “Confronting Racism at William and Mary: A Restorative 
Justice Approach” event that was held by the Center for Student Diversity, I felt as though the 
material covered, while helpful, was repeat information for the majority of participants in the 
session. These attendees were already incredibly informed about the diversity issues on this 
campus. These events host important conversations that need to be held but the students who 
need to hear these voices are not the ones in attendance. 

I believe there are ways to reach these students and influence them to consider racism, 
sexism, classism, able-ism, etc. I have always valued the scope of a liberal arts education that the 
College offers and I believe that there should be a general education requirement that requires all 
students to take a course in American/Minority Issues – most likely fulfilled by courses within 
the American Studies, Africana Studies, or Gender, Sexuality, and Women’s Studies 
Departments. 

There is a difference in considering these issues for a few hours during orientation and 
confronting these issues on a weekly basis through academic reading, discussion, and analysis. I 
believe that these American Issues are a subject that deserves just as much, if not more attention, 
at a liberal arts college as the Performing Arts, Philosophy, Religion, etc. are given. I understand 
that there has been a re-structuring to the GER system at William and Mary. I also understand 
that some of these courses are included as options to take to fulfill the GER Requirements – but 
they can easily and unknowingly be avoided by a student who feels these American Issues do not 
affect him or her. I believe that while this would be requirement, the concept of a general 
requirement still offers a student a choice to take a class within on something that is interesting 
to him or her – or at least as interesting as my own experience of having to choose among the 
biological science courses for by GER 2. 

I believe William and Mary needs to continue this conversation and explore ideas and 
initiatives to experiment with ways we can alleviate the discrimination felt by our students and 
encourage  those  who  perpetuate  this  discrimination  to  consider  these  perspectives  and  the 



	
	

	

consequences of their actions. A required educational component that makes students consider 
these American Issues could have an impact. I do not feel it is unfounded within the next five to 
ten years to institute this sort of requirement and organize the staff necessary. 

I believe the attendees of racist-themed parties, the writers of racist/sexist Yik-Yak and 
Facebook remarks, etc. are mostly ignorant of the harm they are causing. I know my peers are 
intelligent and caring people; I would hope if truly challenged to confront racism and sexism in 
the United States and at the College there would be some change in their views and thinking 
about race, sex, and gender in America. 

Thank you for taking the time to read this letter. 

Sincerely, 
Zoë Mitchell 
Class of 2015 



	
	

	

To whom it may concern, 
	

I am writing this letter in support of the movement on campus for more racial awareness 
and sensitivity, something I believe is sorely needed. White students still regularly engage in 
oppression of people of color, whether it be through a racist party theme or small comments 
about affirmative action and who ‘deserves’ to be here. As a self-identifying white student, I try 
to stand against this kind of behavior when I see it happen, but when people who host these 
parties or make racially insensitive comments on social media against essential social activism 
for equality, I feel that there is not a larger body of authority to support me. I feel that this 
campus, and every single other campus around the country, needs to be much more proactive 
about identifying and remediating ingrained racist behavior. W&M does better than some in 
recognizing the history of slavery and oppression in Virginia, but I believe that acknowledgment 
needs to apply to today as well—racism is not over in America, and as long as we let things like 
this happen on our campus, amongst the future leaders of our country, we perpetuate harmful 
racial attitudes. I implore you to consider the requests laid out in the main letter of this 
movement. I believe every single one is necessary and would go a long way toward reaching the 
goals that you hope to achieve with your taskforce. Please take them into consideration. 

Sincerely yours, 

Maren Hunsberger 
W&M, Class of 2015 
One Tribe, One Family 



	
	

	

Dear Board of Visitors, 
	
I am writing in support of the attached letter. As a white student, I cannot say I have been 
directly affected by racism on campus. But I have watched as my friends of color have stood up 
again and again in support of racial justice and all too often, their efforts have been drowned out 
by apathy and ignorance. To have publically acknowledge their concerns as well-founded and to 
require student leaders to educate themselves on the ramifications and context of their actions 
would, in my opinion, go far. 
	
The most I can do is urge you to listen to the voices of others, and to know that they are not 
unsupported. 

Thanks for your dedication to this amazing school and for your time today. 

Best, 
Meghan Foley 
Class of 2016 







 

 

OFFICE OF THE PROVOST 
 

 

Diversity and Faculty Hiring Initiative 

 
William & Mary is strongly committed to excellence and opportunity.  An essential 

feature of our success in meeting this commitment is the diversity of our student body 

and faculty.  While our student body has become increasingly diverse in the past two 

decades, our faculty has not.  Responsive to the university’s strategic plan and the 

recommendations of the recent presidential Task Force on Race and Race Relations, the 

university is strengthening its commitment to expanding the racial diversity of our 

faculty.  The FY17 budget, approved by the Board of Visitors, includes funds to help 

expand the diversity of our faculty, dedicating $500,000 for this effort, and this amount 

will increase to $1,000,000 in FY18.  These funds are recurring base-line funds.    

Diversity is a shared goal and requires shared participation across the campus.  The 

purpose of these funds is to expand and complement our existing efforts (including the 

university’s Affirmative Action plans), not replace them.  The bulk of these funds will 

be used for two primary purposes:  faculty recruitment and salary support, as these are 

two of the most effective inflection points in accomplishing these objectives.   

• Successful recruitment involves outreach and widening the pool of candidates.  

Some grants will be available to deans to expand current faculty recruiting 

efforts.  Deans seeking such funds should submit a proposal, with budget, to the 

provost.   

• When a dean identifies a target of opportunity in the hiring process, that is a 

candidate whose background, experience and expertise would strengthen and 

diversify the composition of the faculty, the Provost’s Office will provide 

funding for supporting this hire if there is no current position available.  The 

typical formula for support would be:  100% in year 1; 75% in year 2; 50% in year 

3; and then 25% permanently, with the school responsible for the balance of the 

salary.  These funds might also be available to enhance funding in an existing 

position.  In short, the Provost’s Office will partner with schools to effect faculty 

hires that would not be possible under current budget constraints and the timing 

of faculty vacancies.  
 

Requests to participate in these programs should be submitted by the dean to the 

provost.  Decisions will be made on a case-by-case basis, with consideration given to 

competing demands and fund availability.    

 

October 18, 2016 
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William & Mary 2015 Employee Climate Survey

Valid
N

1. Considering your experience here as well as what you know of
other organizations, how would you rate William & Mary as a
place to work?

1953

6. Rate William & Mary on: Treating you with respect as an
individual 1917

75. I believe W&M cares about all employees and treats them
fairly. 1839

14. Rate William & Mary on: Being an ethical organization worthy
of public trust 1906

45. If I observed unethical behavior, I believe I could report it
without fear of direct or indirect reprisal. 1870

46. Misconduct - unethical conduct or violations of policy - is
usually not tolerated at W&M. 1859

28. W&M inspires me to do my best work. 1893

35. I would recommend W&M as a good place to work to a friend,
family member or colleague. 1901

76. Given your choice, how long are you likely to continue
working for William & Mary? 1504

34. I am proud to work for W&M. 1902

Question Text
Percent of Respondents

Total William & Mary

W&M As A Place To Work

69

71

58

66

71

67

71

76

72

87

25

20

24

24

15

21

17

16

20

9

6

8

18

10

14

12

12

8

8

4

NeutralFavorable Unfavorable
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William & Mary 2015 Employee Climate Survey
Total William & Mary

Valid
N

29. I have a good understanding of my job responsibilities. 1898

30. My job makes good use of my skills and abilities. 1891

61. My talents and abilities are well used in my current position. 1862

2. Present job provides:  An opportunity to experience a real
sense of personal accomplishment? 1928

3. Present job provides:  The authority to make decisions about
how to do your job? 1932

4. Present job provides:  A chance to have your ideas adopted
and put in to use? 1924

5. Present job provides:  A chance to learn new skills and
develop your talents? 1928

12. Rate William & Mary on: Your opportunity for advancement 1906

37. Advancement at W&M is based primarily on merit. 1876

Question Text
Percent of Respondents

My Job

92

80

79

65

68

58

60

31

35

5

11

9

25

22

26

25

36

36

3

9

12

10

10

16

15

32

29

NeutralFavorable Unfavorable
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William & Mary 2015 Employee Climate Survey
Total William & Mary

Valid
N

13. Rate William & Mary on: Providing training so you can do your
present job successfully 1899

19. Rate William & Mary on: Your job security 1898

15. Rate William & Mary on: The physical working conditions
where you work (workspace, lighting, ventilation,
heating/cooling, etc.)

1905

22. Rate William & Mary on: Having enough qualified people to do
the work in your department 1898

23. Rate William & Mary on: Having the resources (tools,
equipment, supplies) to perform your job effectively 1905

38. The amount of stress on my job is a real problem. * 1877

65. The amount of work I am expected to do is reasonable. 1860

63. The work duties and work load are distributed fairly within my
department. 1852

33. W&M is sensitive to the relationship between my work life and
my personal life. 1880

* Disagree is the favorable rating for this item.

Question Text
Percent of Respondents

My Job (cont'd)

48

67

56

46

58

43

66

53

61

36

27

26

30

30

23

16

19

24

16

6

18

24

12

34

18

27

15

NeutralFavorable Unfavorable
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William & Mary 2015 Employee Climate Survey
Total William & Mary

Valid
N

21. Rate William & Mary on: Providing flexible work arrangements
where possible 1893

70. People within my department or office collaborate with each
other and work as a team. 1840

68. Communication and cooperation between my department or
office and others and other departments at W&M is effective. 1854

71. When I am working with another W&M department, I find that
department or office responsive to my needs. 1826

18. Rate William & Mary on: Cooperation between the
Administration and Faculty 1862

67. My ideas and opinions are encouraged and valued by others in
my department. 1860

72. I am challenged to think of ways to improve the way we do
business. 1821

Question Text
Percent of Respondents

My Job (cont'd)

69

73

58

62

43

73

56

25

15

26

29

43

17

24

7

13

16

9

14

10

20

NeutralFavorable Unfavorable
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William & Mary 2015 Employee Climate Survey
Total William & Mary

Valid
N

10. Rate William & Mary on: Your pay 1914

11. Rate William & Mary on: Your benefits 1901

73. I believe I am fairly compensated for the work I do. 1841

My Pay & Benefits

Question Text
Percent of Respondents

30

61

41

37

30

22

33

9

37

NeutralFavorable Unfavorable
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William & Mary 2015 Employee Climate Survey
Total William & Mary

Valid
N

7. Rate William & Mary on: Providing you with a person you
report to whom you respect 1908

51. Rate the person you report to on: Treating you with respect 1873

52. Rate the person you report to on: Responding to your
problems, ideas, suggestions and complaints 1872

53. Rate the person you report to on: Dealing fairly with the
people he/she manages - playing no favorites 1863

54. Rate the person you report to on: Letting you know what's
expected of you in your job 1867

55. Rate the person you report to on: Letting you know what kind
of job you are doing 1864

56. Rate the person you report to on: Being familiar with W&M
policies and procedures 1866

57. Rate the person you report to on: Coaching you in your career
development 1848

58. Rate the person you report to on: Encouraging your
suggestions for improvement 1854

My Supervisor

Question Text
Percent of Respondents

73

80

71

68

73

69

77

50

63

17

12

18

17

18

21

17

27

22

10

7

10

15

9

9

7

23

15

NeutralFavorable Unfavorable
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William & Mary 2015 Employee Climate Survey
Total William & Mary

Valid
N

60. How long has it been since the person you report to discussed
and evaluated how well you are doing in your job? 1863

1. Within the past 6 months 1863

2. More than 6 months, up to 1 year 1863

3. More than 1 year, up to 2 years 1863

4. More than 2 years 1863

5. Never 1863

6. I do not remember 1863

Percent of Respondents Selecting Each CategoryQuestion Text

My Supervisor (Cont'd)

57

26

3

2

8

4
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William & Mary 2015 Employee Climate Survey
Total William & Mary

Valid
N

60a. Regarding your most recent performance review, how
accurately do you feel your performance was evaluated? 1579

60b. How effective was this review in letting you know where you
stand and how you can improve your performance? 1570

66. The person I report to has a good working relationship with
his/her employees. 1859

69. I am provided with opportunities to participate in the goal
setting and decision-making process in my department or
office.

1837

Question Text
Percent of Respondents

My Supervisor (Cont'd)

84

82

77

66

9

13

15

7

18

10

19

NeutralFavorable Unfavorable
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William & Mary 2015 Employee Climate Survey
Total William & Mary

Valid
N

74. I believe that W&M is a well-managed institution. 1837

8. Rate William & Mary on: Listening to your problems,
suggestions, ideas and concerns 1906

9. Rate William & Mary on: Responding to your problems,
suggestions, ideas and concerns 1905

16. Rate William & Mary on: Taking employee interests into
account when making important decisions 1892

17. Rate William & Mary on: Applying policies and procedures the
same way to all employees 1889

20. Rate William & Mary on: Keeping bureaucracy at W&M at
reasonable levels 1886

64. The current organizational structure of my department
provides for clear direction and decision making. 1852

25. Overall, how well are you being kept informed about what's
going on at William & Mary? 1906

Question Text
Percent of Respondents

Quality of Management

55

59

49

44

42

29

59

81

26

28

33

37

34

42

20

19

13

17

19

24

29

21

19

NeutralFavorable Unfavorable
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William & Mary 2015 Employee Climate Survey
Total William & Mary

Valid
N

26. Through which of the following sources do you currently get
your most useful information about what's going on at William
& Mary?

1955

1. Through the "grapevine" - by speaking with other employees 1955

2. The person you report to 1955

3. E-mails distributed by HR and/or the Admin. to all (or a large
group of) employees 1955

4. University Web sites 1955

5. W&M Digest 1955

6. Departmental or office meetings 1955

7. University-wide meetings with the Administration 1955

8. Reading about it in local newspapers 1955

9. Other 1955

Percent of Respondents Selecting Each CategoryQuestion Text

Quality of Management (Cont'd)

56

43

63

27

69

45

10

11

3
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William & Mary 2015 Employee Climate Survey
Total William & Mary

Valid
N

27. Assuming you had the choice, how would you prefer to
receive your most useful information about what's going on at
William & Mary?

1955

1. Through the "grapevine" - by speaking with other employees 1955

2. The person you report to 1955

3. E-mails distributed by HR and/or the Admin. to all (or a large
group of) employees 1955

4. University Web sites 1955

5. W&M Digest 1955

6. Departmental or office meetings 1955

7. University-wide meetings with the Administration 1955

8. Reading about it in local newspapers 1955

9. Other 1955

Percent of Respondents Selecting Each CategoryQuestion Text

Quality of Management (Cont'd)

13

47

63

24

51

50

18

2

2

0 20 40 60 80 100
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William & Mary 2015 Employee Climate Survey
Total William & Mary

Valid
N

62. I understand the mission and goals of my department. 1861

24. Rate William & Mary on: Creating an environment of openness
and trust 1899

32. Employees are reluctant to reveal problems or errors to
management above them. * 1880

31. W&M insists upon high-quality work. 1890

36. Poor performance is usually not tolerated at W&M. 1879

59. When things go well in your job, how often are your
contributions recognized? 1870

* Disagree is the favorable rating for this item.

Quality of Management (Cont'd)

Question Text
Percent of Respondents

89

49

32

75

36

49

7

33

31

16

30

34

4

17

37

9

33

17

NeutralFavorable Unfavorable
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William & Mary 2015 Employee Climate Survey
Total William & Mary

Valid
N

39. At W&M, employees are treated fairly without regard to gender,
sexual orientation or gender identity or expression. 1879

40. At W&M, employees are treated fairly without regard to age. 1879

41. At W&M, employees are treated fairly without regard to race,
color, or national origin. 1880

42. At W&M, employees are treated fairly without regard to
disability status, religion, or any other personal factor. 1877

43. W&M actively seeks to recruit and develop a diverse group of
employees. 1879

44. The values, experiences and viewpoints that a diverse group
of employees brings to the job are valued by W&M. 1866

47. I have a good understanding of what constitiutes
discrimination, sexual violence or harassment. 1876

48. If I observed, was made aware of, or was the victim of any
discrimination, sexual violence or harassment at W&M, I know
how to report it.

1875

49. If I observed, was made aware of, or was the victim of any
discrimination, sexual violence or harassment at W&M, I would
report it.

1872

Diversity

Question Text
Percent of Respondents

70

70

70

72

60

66

98

92

89

18

20

19

21

27

24

5

9

13

9

11

7

14

10

3

2

NeutralFavorable Unfavorable
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William & Mary 2015 Employee Climate Survey
Total William & Mary

Valid
N

50. I am confident that if I reported an incident of discrimination,
sexual violence or harassment at W&M, appropriate action
would be taken.

1873

Diversity (Cont'd)

Question Text
Percent of Respondents

69 22 10

NeutralFavorable Unfavorable
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  “OUR COLLECTIVE VOICES”  1 

Executive Summary  

This report addresses why employees in Facilities Management at the College of William and Mary ex-
pressed, in the 2015 Climate Survey, a noticeable concern with treatment in the workplace.  The Race and 
Race Relations Task Force researched the issue and initiated further external assistance to explore the root 
of those concerns which appeared elevated among African American employees in Housekeeping.  

Focus group attendees, comprising 88% of all employees represented at every level in Facilities Manage-
ment, revealed a consistent discontent with disrespectful behavior personally experienced and/or observed 
in the workplace.  Through focused discussion, participants visually described disrespectful behaviors as: 

• Unfair treatment in which “favoritism” gave some employees (often undeserving) more desired 
duties, benefits, privileges, and breaks in disciplinary actions. 

• Disrespectful tone, choice of words and condescending manner in which subordinate individuals 
are addressed both in public and private. 

• Inconsistencies in management’s accountability to follow and enforce policies and procedures. 

Over 1500 participant comments were recorded regarding working conditions, managerial practices, and 
wages.   The comments were deemed 77% as negative, 16% as positive and 7% as neutral.  Clearly, such a 
finding generates organizational concern and one that goes beyond the discussion of race. Race did not 
come up as an outcry of concern at the individual focus group sessions.  When race was mentioned it 
encompassed an array of concerns that included insensitivity to racially inspired comments, disrespect, and 
unfair treatment of minority races.   

From a broader view, however, the collected data indicated a gap in the more negative comments from 
sessions of majority African-American employees in housekeeping positions versus sessions with majority 
White employees in non-housekeeping positions (primarily professional trades).1  The collected data is not 
absolute in percentages by race because the anonymous comments cannot be connected to the actual person 
to determine the race.  However, the percentages can be indicators of the contrasting experiences noted in 
the comments by sessions based on the majority race that stood out in each session.   

The participants self-selected the focus group session they would attend from a choice of eight available 
time slots.   What resulted were sessions that visibly showed a majority race, either African American or 
White, thus allowing for some patterns of comments to evolve and study.  Overall, the employee data 
somewhat indicates 84% of African American comments were negative in describing experiences com-
pared to 71% of White comments in describing negative experiences –creating a 13% gap.  Comments from 
combined leadership were 57% negative when describing experiences.  However, there was a 20% gap in 
the negative experiences of the executive team at 44% compared to the frontline team at 64%. There was a 
total of 19 employees identified as other than White or African American.2   

The findings of this report capture internal concerns facing many employees in the workplace. 
Recommendations to reduce perceptions of unfair treatment include clearly defining and embracing 
professional behavior while combatting favoritism.  A clear definition could start with an all-employee 
training for a common understanding of what fair looks like and an accountability to quickly address what 
reflects a no tolerance culture.   

Studies have shown that being treated with respect is more important to employees than 
recognition/appreciation, useful feedback or opportunities for learning growth and development.  
Recommendations to reduce perceptions of disrespect include starting with oneself by managing one’s own 
tone while modeling and recognizing good behavior in others.  It is important to penalize bad behavior to 

                                                            
1 See Addendum 1 - “Let’s Talk Race” 
2 Their comments could not be isolated in the data to determine significance. 
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discourage continued practice.  Teach civility and set a cultural, behavioral norm that has checkpoints along 
the way to ensure compliance. 

Recommendations to augment management accountability and consistencies in following policies and 
procedures include starting with transparency where the entire team is briefed on the concluding outcome 
of their voices for this report.  Acknowledge areas of concern that the leadership team may not have been 
aware and address short term actions and long term goals to sustain progress towards the desired workplace. 

There is a silver lining. Specific workplace concerns are identified providing a base for moving forward.  
No need to whisper or gossip about what is being done, who got away with it, etc.  Through our research, 
we believe the department is in transition and headed in the direction stated in the Department’s vision to 
be a capable, motivated workplace with high morale and respect from stakeholders and peers –driven by 
internal values that include integrity, professionalism, and teamwork.  Our observation is that executive 
leadership is addressing issues of unfair treatment, disrespectful behavior, and management accountability. 
Roadblocks, however are seen in the pace in which these actions are taken and the insufficient means of 
communication that is affecting the staff’s perceptions of management’s commitment to safe and efficient 
business practices.   

Verbal comments and written notes indicate change is already being noticed, --and described positively as 
a night and day difference in one comment.  Beyond the concerns, employees were eager to express the 
things they like most about working at William & Mary.  They expressed their pride in the work they do to 
assist so many people each day, their appreciation of the William & Mary benefits program, and the close 
relationships they have built with staff and students.   

There is no real and continuous success within an organization until all the parts are working and the tools 
are in place to repair when there is a breakdown.  Change does not happen overnight, but checkpoints for 
prevention can speed the pace and keep the team on track.  There has to be patience and a committed 
partnership at every level to create the inclusive desired workplace.    
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Opening 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The College of William and Mary is the second oldest college in the nation after being established in 1693.  
For over 300 years the college has built a foundation on educating top talent who graduate and go on to become world 
leaders.  Such a reputation has attracted and continues to attract some of the smartest students in the world as well as 
some of the brightest faculty and staff.   Outsiders seek to become included among “The Tribe.”    

The primary existence and purpose of the college is to continue the tradition of providing a premium education and 
spirit of service for those attending --and to create a new model of sustainability for higher education.  This is achieved 
through the combined strengths, passions, and knowledge of faculty, students, and staff. 

The staff at Facilities Management is the focus of this report.  This team provides an array of services in support of 
strategic university initiatives, routine operations, and emergency preparedness and recovery.  The services include   
▪ facilities maintenance ▪ grounds & garden ▪ housekeeping ▪ moving and storage ▪ planning, design & construction, 
▪ postal services ▪ safety ▪ support services and ▪ utilities and energy management. 

Their Mission, Vision and Values are defined on the College of William and Mary official website as follows: 

Mission 
The Facilities Management Team creates, maintains, and continuously improves the William & Mary physical          
environment to enable excellence in teaching, research, and public service. 
 
Vision 
To be an exceptional Facilities Management organization as evidenced by: 

• A capable, motivated workforce with high morale 
• Efficient business practices and modern tools and equipment 
• Respect from stakeholders and peers 
• A beautiful, well maintained and highly functional campus 

 
Values 
Service - We are fully committed to our mission and the William & Mary Community.  We focus on reliably provid-
ing versatile, innovative support with emphasis on always being good stewards of the campus and the resources 
entrusted to us. 
Integrity - We hold ourselves accountable to the William & Mary community and to one another with the objective 
of being a trustworthy partner with those we serve.  We strive for transparency and openness in our relationships. 
Professionalism - We take pride in our institution and our work, are respectful of our colleagues across campus, 
display a positive, supportive approach to our work, and strive to be efficient in our activities. 
Teamwork - As members of many teams, we communicate with our teammates and work collaboratively towards 
university goals.  We care about our teammates and are vested in the success of the University and our organization. 
Safety - We believe in "Safety First" for the University community and ourselves, making every effort to understand 
and mitigate the risks associated with our environment and work.  We are constantly vigilant of our environment and 
proactive to improve the safety of the campus. 
 
This report is developed in summary of Facilities Management focus group discussions as requested by the Race and Race Relations 
Task Force.  The opinions expressed in this report are those of Amediate LLC and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Race 
and Race Relations Task Force at The College of William and Mary. 
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INTRODUCTION

The College of William and Mary, Race and 
Race Relations Task Force contracted     
Amediate LLC to assess and gather infor-
mation to better understand the concerns of 
African American employees in Facilities 
Management –particularly non-exempt em-
ployees.3  This report, prepared by Amediate, 
LLC, explores concerns that were first 
identified following the Task Force review of 
the 2015 employee climate survey in which 
non-exempt African American employee re-
sponses appeared more negatively skewed 
over other groups within Facilities Manage-
ment.  For this report summary, all employee 
voices are included, regardless of de-
mographics.4 Some categorizing was possi-
ble due to the demographic makeup of indi-
vidual focus group sessions in which input 
was collected.5 The Task Force highlighted 
three distinct areas they saw to be problem-
atic that included Working Conditions, Man-
agerial Practices, and Wages. 
Getting to the root 
To understand what was feeding the concerns 
that so visibly became the tip of the iceberg, 
we went straight to the source and conducted 
ten focus group sessions aimed at gathering 
such data. In gathering source data, our ap-
proach at Amediate, LLC, was to objectively 
look at comments without premeditated as-
sumptions about the meaning behind remarks 
made a year earlier on the climate survey.  
Obviously, we knew there were concerns but, 
we needed to define what respondents more 

                                                            
3 Taken from Race & Race Relations Task Force report.    
4 Facilities Management made a leadership decision to require all employees in the department to attend the focus group sessions thus creat-
ing an 88% participation rate. Due to the high volume of input provided by the diversity of all employee participants, this report reflects the 
views of sessions with predominant African American and housekeeping employee participants as well as sessions with predominant White and 
trades employee participants.  
5 HR provided the demographic makeup anonymously (without individual matching names) to consultants based on the collected sign in sheets.   
6 Taken from climate survey comments. 
7 See Appendix A 

clearly meant by remarks such as “little re-
spect for employees…”6 –and determine how 
that looked in the workplace. 
Due to the nature of these concerns and the 
candid comments made anonymously, it was 
important that participants felt safe to speak 
in a collective environment.  We wanted them 
to feel free to voice their thoughts and expe-
riences without fear of negative repercussion.  
Based on the favorable responses from par-
ticipants regarding their trust in the method-
ology7 and the high level of engagement, we 
believe we successfully created such an envi-
ronment. 
To make recommendations, as we were 
tasked to do in this report, we had to look at 
overall organizational health.  We started by 
looking at what was working and what was 
not –at all levels. 
Overall, we found there is a general sense of 
pride by the employees in the work they per-
form.  They appear committed to a quality 
outcome as stated in the Facilities Manage-
ment’s mission noting that the team “creates, 
maintains, and continuously improves the 
William & Mary physical environment to en-
able excellence in teaching, research, and 
public service.”   
However, based on participant comments, 
there appears to be a disconnect from em-
ployee workplace expectations and the stated 
Facilities Management’s guiding vision and 
values. Specifically, the vision calls for “A ca-
pable, motivated workforce with high morale” 
and “Respect from stakeholders and peers” –

“If I had an hour to solve a problem, I’d spend 55 minutes thinking 
about the problem and 5 minutes thinking about the solution.” 
                                                                Advice from Albert Einstein  
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with values that include “Integrity, Profes-
sionalism, Teamwork and Safety.” What is 
desired is different from what many employ-
ees are describing as the present situation.   
Comments gathered from the Focus Group 
sessions led us to conclude many team mem-
bers, do not see the vision and values applied 
to them in the workplace environment.  Col-
lected data supported the notion that different 
groups categorized by race, gender and job ti-
tle were having a different degree of positive 
and negative experiences.8  It appears an un-
intentional culture could be evolving in an 
opposing direction beyond the stated Facili-
ties Management vision and values with lead-
ing concerns described by the team as feel-
ings of unfair treatment, disrespect, and a 
lack of accountability by leaders.  The word 
used most often to describe unfair treatment 
was “favoritism.”  This word was used 81 
times in the sticky note comments and impli-
cated over 141 times. In one session, a full 
flip chart was dedicated to this issue using the 
word favoritism as the title.  This sentiment 
was expressed in numerous aspects of the 
workplace.   
Favoritism was perceived as the basis for de-
cisions made in regards to promotions, ad-
vancement, who gets overtime, what kind of 
work they are assigned, the respect in which 
they are shown when spoken to, how they are 
treated and how the merit wages are 
distributed.  Many of the respondents repeat-
edly stated they saw decisions being made 
based on who was favored by leaders.   
Respondents largely defined disrespect as the 
demeaning tone and manner in which they 
are addressed. This description included 
being yelled at, told they are dumb and being 
“talked down to” as though they are children. 
Lack of accountability by leaders left many 
respondents addressing their feelings as help-
lessness when they felt slighted. Some em-
ployees could get away with breaking the 
rules while others could not.  In some cases, 
respondents felt leaders observed inappropri-
ate behavior and did nothing to correct              
--leaving the employee to conclude the mis-
conduct was okay.  

There is a silver lining. The strength in the 
passion and competence of the individuals 
that compose the Facilities Management 
team cannot be overlooked.  They take pride 
in their contribution to the fine and elite rep-
utation earned by the College of William and 
Mary.   
The participants appeared appreciative of the 
focus group forum to address their concerns 
and hopeful that their voices would bring 
change. Undeniably, they expressed their be-
lief that the opportunity to provide input was 
a start. 
Facilities Management leadership is ap-
plauded in their collaboration with the Race 
and Race Relations Task Force to take pro-
active steps to delve into the root concerns 
expressed by team members in the climate 
survey.  
Leadership was not left out of this process 
and were given the opportunity to voice their 
concerns in separate sessions that included 
the executive team in Session #3 and front-
line supervisors in Session #9. 
It was important that leadership saw them-
selves as part of the team solution and not a 
separate entity as “them and us.” 
In general, management responses did lean 
more in the positive. However, there were 
self-admitted observations by executives of 
inappropriate behavior seen among front-line 
supervisors.  
Overall, the team members are focused on 
doing great work in their immediate area of 
responsibility. It is how they work together as 
a team, however that is causing concern.  In-
terwoven within the organization are 
struggles with fairness, trust, respect, con-
flict, accountability, and an overall sense of 
inclusiveness.   
When there is a breakdown in these areas, 
non-productive conflict festers.  The outburst 
occurs when staying silent becomes increas-
ingly more unbearable than speaking up.   
Bringing in Amediate, LLC, an outside con-
sultant, is a further step in listening to those 
voices.  The biggest outcry was, “Would any 
of this matter? 

 

                                                            
8 See Appendix B – Demographics by session and Appendix C - Data Report that categorizes positive/negative comments. 
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FINDINGS 

Unintentional Culture 
Based on our work with the College of William and Mary Facilities Management Team, we found that an 
unintentional workplace culture is existing and at odds with the newly stated vision and values embraced 
by the department. However, being that the stated vision and values were embraced and introduced to the 
department within the last year, we see this culture in transition. One focus group participant cautiously 
noted workplace improvement with an added “wait and see” as to whether it was here to stay.  Specifically, 
the vision calls for “A capable, motivated workforce with high morale” and “Respect from stakeholders 
and peers” –with values that include “Integrity, Professionalism, Teamwork, and Safety.”9   
As defined by Laura C. Smythe, Organizational Culture Diagnostician, an organization’s culture is the 
shared assumptions about who makes decisions, how decisions are made, what is valued and prioritized --
and how it is all communicated both internally and externally. This culture drives the organization’s produc-
tivity, flexibility and reputation as seen from the inside and out.  When measures are not in place to ensure 
the workplace culture is on task to meeting its ascribed standards of behaviors and operations, other unde-
sired behaviors can creep in.  If left unchecked, it becomes part of an evolving norm until a new and unde-
sirable behavior has become the norm and not the exception. 
Unintentional cultures tend to increase conflict.  Per Smythe’s model10, things can head in a downward 
spiral when existing within the organization are:  

• Unclear or poorly-adhered-to organizational values and goals; 
• Reactive leadership – Often with poor communication skills 
• Employees experiencing unpredictable expectations and priorities 
• Inconsistent interpretation of expectations/priorities and goals are occurring 
• Differing and conflicting views about roles and work results 

Many of the sticky notes and flip chart responses fell right into the captured categories listed above, thus 
supporting our conclusion that current behaviors and operations within the organization are not clearly 
demonstrating real progress towards the intended desired direction.  To see real progress employees must 
see desired behaviors demonstrated beyond written statements.11  We used 26 variables to examine and 
categorize these responses and found that a few popped above the rest.   

 
Top Areas of Concerns 
Of the 1500 plus participant comments, 77% were deemed as negative, 16% as positive and 7% as neutral.  
The foremost concerns of Facilities Management focus group participants surrounded being treated fairly 
in workplace decisions, being treated with respect, and management accountability and consistencies in 
following policies and procedures.  Merit wage distribution was of major concern to most, but this issue 
may or may not be within immediate remedy.   
 

                                                            
9 It should be noted that the organizational mission, vision, and values for driving the Facilities Management culture was introduced and 
adopted by leadership a year ago, (2015) --and presented to the entire team.  Each team member was also provided ink pens printed with the 
stated values to reflect the standards by which Facilities Management would be guided.  Prior to this, there was no stated mission, vision, or 
values statement. The participant input reflected in this report could be resulting from a combination of undesirable past cultural norms merg-
ing with evolving desirable cultural norms.  Change does not happen overnight and measurement is paramount to ensure the change is going in 
the desired direction.  This report reflects that measurement. 
10 Appendix E Resources - Laura C. Smythe – Organizational Cultures – Unintended Cultures model  
11 Appendix E resource – How to define and Drive and Intentional Culture 

“I’ve learned that people will forget what you said, people will 
forget what you did, but people will never forget how you made 
them feel.” 
                                                                               Maya Angelou  
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Perceptions of unfair treatment  
Over two million people leave their jobs each year because of unfairness in the workplace, costing employ-
ers an estimated $64 billion a year in hiring costs.12  In addition, people of color are three times more likely 
than white heterosexual males to say unfairness was the reason they quit their jobs.   
Favoritism and nepotism came up 149 times in the collected data from the ten focus groups.  Most often, 
the subject correlated with inconsistent practices that came up 313 times.  Many employees expressed their 
concerns about getting ahead because they did not have the favored relationships with decision makers in 
the workplace.  They noted they were aware of connections some co-workers had with leaders from prior 
working relationships, being a relative or sharing a common outside interest or in some cases, comments 
addressed a commonality of shared race.  For some respondents, their comments reflected they felt these 
relationships put them at a disadvantage when others are favored. Favoritism can have a very negative 
impact on the work group and lead to a negative aftermath such as:13   
• Lower morale – When an employee observes favoritism, morale can drop when they start to believe 

that no matter what they do they will not be rewarded if they are not favored 
• Resentment - Employees can have resentment towards a manager and the person taking advantage of 

the situation.  
• Desertion – Employees will start to leave when they feel they are not appreciated. (In this case, some 

employees said they did not feel they were in a financial position to leave).  
• Overlooked potential – The opportunity to develop other talents and skills that might be among the 

team is missed.    
• Stunted growth – When the wrong people are chosen due to favoritism you stunt the growth of the best 

employees that could be moving into management.  You also miss the opportunity for succession plan-
ning.   

• Potential Legal Implications – Favoritism can lead to legal action if an employee believes he/she was 
discriminated against and forced to work in a hostile environment.   

Recommendations: 
• Define, embrace and promote professionalism which is a stated core value to guide Facilities Manage-

ment.  Favoritism is unprofessional behavior and should not be tolerated.  Leaders at all levels should 
lead the way and demonstrate behaviors that actively discourages treatment that can be perceived as 
unfair.  This should be communicated to all employees including what is being done to ensure fair 
treatment. 

• Offer training to leaders and employees to ensure everyone has a clear common understanding of what 
favoritism is, how it can be harmful to the workplace and what they should do if they observe such 
behavior.  Keep in mind, an employee may not feel comfortable reporting direct issues surrounding this 
behavior if they do not feel they are in a trusting environment that supports their efforts.  Open com-
munication is paramount, --and the reporting employee must not be fearful of repercussions.  The goal 
is to stop such behaviors, particularly once it is brought to the attention of the team.  

• Be willing to act quickly to stop favoring behavior and unfair treatment.  Knowing when and how to 
take quick action, is not the easiest thing to do, but having the conversation is the first step. As seen by 
the comments collected for this report, not addressing the concern can lead to a festering --where accu-
sations become widespread and harmful to the workplace.   

Feelings of being disrespected and excluded  
According to a study of nearly 20,000 employees from around the world, the one thing that will increase 
employee engagement and foster commitment to an organization are leaders who demonstrate respect14. 
Being treated with respect was more important to employees than recognition and appreciation, communi-

                                                            
12 Taken from Korn/Ferry Institute report 
13 Adapted from article Favoritism and Nepotism: Dealing with Unfair Treatment in the Office 
14 Taken from article “Half of Employees Don’t Feel Respected by Their Bosses” 
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cating an inspiring vision, providing useful feedback or even opportunities for learning, growth, and devel-
opment.  It all makes sense –particularly when looking at the concerns that rose to the top during the focus 
groups.   
Participants spoke a great deal about feeling disrespected in the way they are treated at work.  Unfortunately, 
such behavior is on the rise in workplaces in general, and according to a polling of thousands of workers 
by Christine Porath and Christine Pearson, 98% say they have experienced uncivil behavior.  Rude and 
disrespectful behavior should not be tolerated in the workplace, and it is costly to the organization.   
It is no fun being the target of such behavior, and according to their study, 94% report getting revenge with 
the offender.  Often, in subtle ways an employee may intentionally decrease their work effort, intentionally 
decrease the quality of their work, or lose work time avoiding the offender.   

Many comments from the participants reflected a perception that how they are treated depends on who they 
are, --who their supervisor is and what the supervisor’s mood is for the day.   

Most of the rude and disrespectful behavior reflected by respondents dealt with the words and tone in which 
individuals were addressed.   Part of the vision stated by Facilities Management is to keep a motivated 
workforce with high morale who is respectful to each other.  Based on the collected comments, there a 
disconnect in the stated vision and what the participants say is a reality in their work environment.   

Recommendations: 
• Manage yourself – Leaders at all levels set the tone and must be aware that they are always being 

watched.  For some employees, they will never read the employee handbook, but they will watch the 
behaviors of their leaders to determine what is and is not acceptable. 

• Model good behavior – According to a recent study (Porath & Pearson)15, 25% of managers who ad-
mitted to behaving badly in the workplace stated they did so because they had observed uncivil behavior 
in their leaders.  Ambitious employees are likely to follow in the footsteps of successful leaders, and if 
uncivil behavior works for them, they may see that as the way to the top.   

• Teach civility – People can learn civility on the job.  Role playing and video are great teaching tools 
paired with coaching.  In a recent report, EEOC Task Force on the Study of Harassment in the 
Workplace found that not much had changed in the number of harassment complaints filed in the last 
thirty years after years of harassment training.  They concluded that maybe employers should look at 
workforce “civility training” and focus less on eliminating unwelcome or offensive behavior based on 
characteristics protected under employment law --and focus more on promoting respect and civility in 
the workplace in general.16 

• Create group norms – Start a dialogue with team members and discuss the Facilities Management 
vision and values.  Describe what behaviors are expected and model those behaviors in the workplace.  
Incorporate all team members in the conversation to ensure you have a feel for what behaviors are most 
important. 

• Reward/Recognize good behavior – Facilities Management Kudos newsletter is an excellent way to 
continuously recognize good behavior.  Maybe recognition for the little acts of kindness by peers might 
be something to consider as well.  A reward with a parking space might bring on a big smile.  Parking 
seems to be a big concern and a desired benefit.    

• Penalize bad behavior – Be quick to identify troublesome behaviors and correct as soon as possible.  
Avoiding the behavior will not make it go away.  Create an intentional culture that nurtures respect, 
take complaints seriously and follow up.  

• Conduct post-departure interviews – It is important to reflect on the experiences of employees who 
leave because of incivility.  Studies have found that departing employees are more likely to give honest 

                                                            
15 See Appendix E – “The Price of Incivility” 
16 Select Task Force on the Study of Harassment in the Workplace, June, 2016 
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answers if you conduct the interview six months or later.  In the case of Facilities Management, you 
have current data from this report to gain a clear understanding of problematic areas. 

Management accountability and consistencies in following policies and procedures  
Accountability was a major outcry from the focus groups.  There was continuous mention of inconsistencies 
in the way managers enforce policies and procedures.  Inconsistent practices seem to be the area causing 
the greatest friction.  There were concerns at all levels regarding management accountabilities.  Leadership 
is not easy, and enforcement of policies may be one of the most difficult tasks for supervisors and managers. 
Focus group polling questions #5, 6 and 7 asked questions specific to managerial practices.  The responses 
from sessions with non-management participants were more negative in comparison to sessions with 
management participants who were more positive.  However, members of the leadership team expressed 
concerns as well.  Those comments included remarks such as lacking the ability to supervise their direct 
reports; being asked to do something that was against policy, or having to listen to leaders talk negatively 
about other leaders. 
There appeared to be concern from non-management employees regarding adequate training of their super-
visors.  The training requested most often for their supervisors was skill development surrounding how to 
communicate with staff.  During the focus group session with front line supervisors/managers, the group 
was asked if they felt they had received proper training, --many nodded affirmatively.   
In a research study entitled “Good Manager, Bad Manager,” findings showed there is a modern deficit of 
skilled managers.  Most companies proclaim finding and developing strong leaders is an urgent need and 
most acknowledge they don’t have much of a pipeline from which to pull leaders.   The disturbing news is 
that half employees quit their jobs because of bad bosses.     
The good news for leadership is that some comments reflected improvement in workplace procedures. One 
comment stated that in their area, things had changed like night and day since their survey was completed.  
Recommendations:  

Start off with a transparent conversation where the entire team is briefed with the concluding outcome 
of their voices.  Acknowledge areas of concern that you may or may not have been aware.    Discuss 
and reiterate how the stated Facilities Management vision and values will guide the departmental ac-
tions --thus addressing many of the concerns of inconsistency.   Address short-term actions you plan 
to take immediately as well as long-term goals to sustain progress.   Let the team know you heard all 
their voices and the task ahead is what the team can do collectively to ensure measurable results for 
the desired workplace.   

Teamwork 
Teamwork is stated as a value for driving the Facilities Management culture.  It is defined as caring about 
each teammate and collaboratively working together with a personal stake (“vested”) in the success of the 
organization and the university.  Teamwork (concentrating on the function of the group) is different from 
team building (focusing on the formation and makeup of the group) --but successful teamwork rarely hap-
pens without focused team building efforts.   
Lack of teamwork was specifically addressed in a few comments primarily in the context of inconsistent 
and unfair practices that left feelings of being devalued and disrespected.  True teamwork is observable.  
When it exists, members will start to visually see their peers and leaders taking the initiative to chip in and 
help when not asked.  Members will suggest ideas for better efficiency without being discouraged or de-
terred if the ideas are not adopted, --and they will hold true to their word because they know the team 
depends on them. 
Per some of the comments, not everyone felt they could depend on peers and leaders to follow through with 
commitments and/or be accountable when they fail to deliver.  Participant input showed a sense of pride to 
get the job done in a quality manner but expressed frustration when they did not get the same sense from 
others.  Several comments were made addressing the “extra work” they felt they were given unfairly --
describing how they believe some get paid for the extra work and others don’t.  In these cases, the extra 
work was not viewed as picking up the slack for a team member who would reciprocate for them when 
needed, but more in the spirit of some team members not having to pull their load and getting away with it.  
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Recommendations:  
• Make sure the team goals are clear and understood by each team member. 
• Make sure there is clarity in who is responsible for what task to avoid overlapping. 
• Build trust and show loyalty to team members in an atmosphere of honesty and openness. 
• For issues that rely heavily on team consensus and commitment, try to involve the entire team in the 

decision-making process. 
• Be attentive to recognize interpersonal issues early and address them appropriately. 
• Seek opportunities to empower employees to make individual decisions and show appreciation when 

the initiative is taken to resolve an issue. 
Trust and Communication 
No progress is made until trust is rooted in the foundation of an organization and effective communication 
channels are in place to connect progress.  Both these areas came up in the focus group.  It started with most 
attendees stating they did not know why they were required to attend the focus group.  Most said they had 
not received the introductory letter.  Some said they did not have access to email.  Trust was a factor for 
some who expressed they were not comfortable openly sharing because they felt others would take infor-
mation and distort, and/or run back to others to gossip.  These two topics deserved to be noted in this report 
for further development. However, they did not appear to be the immediate verbal concerns expressed by 
the attendees. 
In conclusion, it appears that all employees are not consistently having similar experiences as it relates to 
practices within the workplace.  The shift in their experiences seem to be based on where they worked, who 
they worked for and what work they did.  Based on the overall comments, the Facilities Management work-
place culture could be evolving in an unintended direction --or it is in transition to their desired outcome.  
Now is the time to re-examine and make that determination.     
Change won’t happen overnight.  It takes time. There are trust issues to address along with developing an 
effective communication channel for engaging everyone to be part of this process.  Leadership cannot do 
this alone.  The group took a big step forward with the Focus Group.  They want to be in the organizational 
process, and they want to believe this time things will be different.   

It all starts with a conversation --and as a team, you start to embrace and demonstrate the values and 
behaviors reflecting how you want to be defined.  
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Let’s Talk Race, Gender, Age, and Wage 
Race 
Overall, race presented fewer comments among the groups, however, those remarks are worth 
noting.       
Race and Race Relations is not an easy topic to candidly discuss in a workplace setting.   Discom-
fort in a mixed-group can arise from the risk of being accused of conveniently using the “race 
card” on the one hand --or accused of being “insensitive” to issues facing minority17 team members 
on the other hand.  
The two-hour focus group sessions allowed us to gather needed data for further exploration and 
clarification of the concerns of African American employees and particularly non-exempt employ-
ees in Facilities Management --as well as provide a forum in which complicated issues such as 
race could be discussed.  Participants were not to be forced or coerced to discuss race, however 
the facilitator was trained and prepared to go there if conversation flowed in that direction. The 
purpose was to gain clarity to comments from the climate survey and let the root issues evolve as 
the participants saw its relevance. Because all Facilities Management employees were required to 
participate, this report includes the diverse voices of all attendees beyond just African-Americans.  
Participants who addressed race in candid expression did so primarily through anonymous means 
via sticky notes or confidential outside conversations with the facilitator.  The comments included 
diverse two-sided concerns such as: 

• African American employees being treated more harshly when disciplinary decisions are 
made --and not being judged by the same standards 

• Some races being degraded 
• Some racially insensitive comments being overlooked 
• Some African Americans being treated better and have more opportunities 
• Some African-Americans taking advantage of the race card 
• Some African Americans being treated unfairly and with disrespect from other African 

Americans (this information was provided through verbal side comments) 
There was limited group discussion of race at a few individual tables whose participants willingly 
flip charted the topic for others to see.   Overall, however, the topic was met with reluctance and a 
few mumbles, but nothing that led to an in-depth discussion during any overall session.  The short 
two-hour time frame per session may have limited the opportunity to create the necessary comfort 
for open dialogue.  
The word “race” or related word was stated 14 times in the gathered sticky note data and three 
times on the flip charts.   
The participants self-selected the focus group session they would attend from a choice of eight 
available time slots.   What resulted were sessions that visibly showed a majority race, either Af-
rican American or White, thus allowing for some patterns of comments to evolve and study. 
To turn our observation into data we requested and received, from Human Resources, two 
demographics reports showing race, gender and job title.  One that provided the overall Demo-
graphic makeup of the Facilities Management department; and a second one that provided the 
demographic makeup based on the sign-in sheets for each focus group session.  The names were 
not included nor needed for either report.  With the overall demographic report, we were able to 

                                                            
17 African Americans make up the largest racial minority group in Facilities Management 

ADDENDUM 1  
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calculate that African American employees and women employees are found primarily in house-
keeping positions.  Of the 280 FM employees, 162 (58%) are African Americans.  Of the 162, 127 
(78%) are in Housekeeping (Custodial). Of the 138 in Housekeeping; 127 (92%) are African 
Americans. Of the 280 FM employees, 116 are women; Of the 116, 95 (82%) are in Housekeeping 
(Custodial). Of the 138 in Housekeeping; 95 (60%) are women. 
In analyzing the session comments, they were categorized as negative, positive, or neutral. 18 Of 
all the departmental comments submitted, 77% categorized as negative, 16% as positive and 7% 
as neutral.  The collected data indicated a likely gap in the more negative comments from sessions 
(1,5,7,8 &10) with majority African American employees in housekeeping positions versus less 
negative comments from sessions (2,4 & 6) with majority White employees in non-housekeeping 
positions (primarily professional trades).    
Overall, the employee data show likely figures that indicate 84% of African American comments 
were negative in describing experiences compared 71% of White comments in describing negative 
experiences. Comments from combined leadership sessions (3 & 9) show likely figures that indi-
cate 57% negative when describing experiences.  The executive team (session 3), however, de-
scribed negative experiences at 44% compared to the frontline team (session 9) describing their 
negative experiences at 64%. The data figures are not absolute in percentages by race because the 
anonymous comments cannot be connected to the actual person to determine the race.  However, 
we feel confident to make the likely connection because the percentages can be indicators of the 
contrasting experiences noted by the majority race that stood out in each session.  There was a 
total of 19 employees identified as other than White or African American scattered throughout the 
ten sessions and is not seen as having a major impact on the likely percentages.    
In conclusion, race did not come to the forefront as a major discussion, but it did appear as an 
undertone.  The fact that some individuals felt a need to make comments privately on the side, 
write sticky notes and write it on the flip chart indicates there may be concerns underneath.  Race 
is not an easy topic to discuss but not discussing it does not make it disappear.  We believe 
addressing the three major concerns expressed by employee participants regarding unfair treat-
ment, respect and management accountability, is the key to diminishing most concerns regarding 
race.   

Gender and Wage/ Respect 

In sessions where participants were majority women (5, 7 & 8), more negative than positive com-
ments were recorded.  However, the comments were not notably different compared to the sessions 
that were majority male.   There were a few concerns where respondents expressed their perception 
of a disparate distribution of wages and an inconsistent level of respect based on gender.   

Our collection of data did not include a query of wage specific information and no likely com-
parison can be concluded.   

 

 

 

                                                            
18 See Appendix B - This data analysis was made possible by cross checking the data comments by session (available only to the consultant) 
with the demographic makeup by session that was provided by HR (Demographic information available only to W&M HR) from the sign-in 
sheets. Consequently, the makeup compiled five sessions (1,5,7,8,10) with majority African Americans employees from housekeeping positions, 
three sessions (2,4,6,) with majority White employees from non-housekeeping positions and two session (3,9) with majority White from leader-
ship positions.   
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Age 
Not much was addressed in regards to age apart from issues surrounding the essential personnel 
snow shoveling policy.  Comments reflect that roughly two years ago,19 Housekeeping employ-
ees were incorporated into this policy.  They contend that before this policy change, they were 
not required to shovel snow.   

In general, it is perceived that a higher percentage of Housekeeping employees are over 40 years 
of age.  Several respondents expressed not only their concerns about their health in having to 
manually shovel snow –but also their perception that leadership did not care about those con-
cerns.   

Wage 

The issue of wage was a major concern from members of the non-management team in general.  
Over 140 comments (including sessions dominated by leadership) were made on the sticky notes 
in regards to wage and of those, 124 were categorized as negative.  The focus group flip-chart 
comments were similar in nature.  These comments are consistent with the climate survey results 
as well as the focus group poll results.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            
19 Leadership contends this policy has been in place at least four years and it is required of housekeeping and all employees who already have 
the requirement in their job description to be able to do the physical labor that would be required to remove snow. 
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APPENDIX A – METHODOLOGY 

Feeling Safe 
Our methodology for creating this safe environment was to provide several options in which par-
ticipants could comfortably express their thoughts, including speaking out publicly within the 
group.  These sessions were not the time for participants to hold back and we wanted to give them 
every comfort in understanding this. The steps taken were as follows: 
Introductory letter20 -  An introductory letter was written by Amediate, LLC to be internally 
distributed to each member of the Facilities Management team before they attended the Focus 
Group sessions.   

On the day of the two-hour Focus Group sessions  
15-slide PowerPoint guided facilitation –  

Section one included five introductory slides in which the facilitator addressed the purpose of 
the focus group and answered preliminary questions from participants.   
 
Section two included eight slides allowing participants to respond with instant response devices 
to eight questions21 categorized into the three problematic areas identified by the Task Force.  
They were asked to respond based on how their observations and experiences affected their 
view of the workplace in Facilities Management relative to the following three categories: 

o Working Conditions - sought to find out their overall experience in general while work-
ing in Facilities Management, 

o Managerial Practices - sought to gain knowledge specifically of their overall experi-
ences in the working relationship with management, and   

o Wage distribution within Facilities Management – sought to gain knowledge on their 
overall thoughts and experiences on the distribution of wages within Facilities Man-
agement, 

 
Section three included two wrap-up slides that allowed participants to discuss their overall 
experience while working at the College of William and Mary.  They were asked to highlight 
what made them proud, where they thought improvement was needed and what they thought 
needed to be discontinued.  There was also a final note opportunity to say whatever was on 
their minds that we may not have discussed.   
 
Note:  Each question had a counter on the Power Point screen to indicate the number of anon-
ymous responses being recorded after clicks.  In most, cases we were able to get a 100% re-
sponse rate or very close to that.  People could click as many times as they wanted towards the 
screen, but their vote would only be recorded once.  Sometimes participants made numerous 
clicks when we were close to the total number of all being recorded.  Not knowing who was 
missing they would all click again until the screen showed every clicker was recorded.  In some 
cases, the effort still did not get 100% but, we had to move on.  It could have also been that 
respondent chose not to register a click for that particular question.    
 

 
 
                                                            
20 See Appendix A1 – Introduction letter 
21 See Appendix A2 – PowerPoint pdf showing eight Likert scale (1-5) questions 
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Sticky note responses  
For clarity to Likert Scale responses, participants were asked to describe on the sticky notes 
more specifically why they responded the way they did.  We asked them to be descriptive and 
visual with examples if needed. No names required to their notes.  Over 1500 sticky note com-
ments were collected and recorded from the ten sessions.  The comments were categorized into 
26 variables to describe the concerns. Of the 1500 comments, 1188 leaned negative and 251 
leaned positive with the balance more neutral.  An additional 1100 sticky note comments were 
collected that addressed other areas of the PowerPoint slides beyond the eight questions.  These 
comments were not categorized as negative/positive or categorized into the 26 variables.   

 
 
Group table discussions  

Participants were asked to verbalize within their group table22 more specifically what work-
place experiences caused them to vote their choices/thoughts the way they did.  The forum for 
open discussion was to allow an opportunity for dialogue among peers to address any work-
place issue on their minds –particularly those identified in the climate survey.   
 

Flip Chart responses  
Table groups were asked to flipchart their discussions.  Over 99 flipcharts were collectively 
created by participants and posted for all to see within their individual session.   
Even with all efforts to create free flowing discussion, there appeared to be some hesitation for 
frankness at their group table discussions when the topic was race.  This, despite a focus group 
ground rule being that “WHAT IS SAID IN THIS ROOM STAYS HERE.”   Overheard by 
facilitator were comments like “I’m not saying anything in front of some of the people in here 
because I know it will go right back to the wrong ears.”  Or, in some cases, the facilitator was 
pulled aside and specifically told there was mistrust that comments would stay confidential.    
Despite confidential concerns expressed by a few, many did have meaningful and candid con-
versations at their tables and provided flip chart responses.  Dialogue is a step in the right di-
rection when individuals are willing to openly have conversations that may be difficult by oth-
ers’ account.   

 

  

                                                            
22 Facilitator randomly assigned participants to tables via count off  
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APPENDIX A1 – METHODOLOGY _ INTRODUCTORY LETTER 
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APPENDIX A2 – METHODOLOGY  
POWERPOINT FACILITATION GUIDE 
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APPENDIX A2 – METHODOLOGY  
POWERPOINT FACILITATION GUIDE (CONT.) 
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APPENDIX A2 – METHODOLOGY  
POWERPOINT FACILITATION GUIDE (CONT.) 
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RACE/ETHINITY COUNT BY SESSION
Black or African American Multi

White Asian

Hispanic Undisclosed

American Indian or Alsaka Native

SESSION 1 
29 – Attendees 
19 –Black  (16 Custodial,   3 Ad-
min/Support) 
9 – White (1 Custodial, 4 Ad-
min/Support, 4 Trade) 
1 – Multi - (1 Custodial) 
 

CONTINUUM DATA 
Working Conditions:  46↔89 (43) 
Mgmt. Practices:  32↔78 (46) 
Wages:  28↔71* (53) 
 

SESSION 2 
28 – Attendees 
9 –Black (2 Custodial Workers, 5 
Grounds, 1 Admin/Support, 1 
Trade) 
16 – White (1 Custodial, 3 
Grounds, 1 Admin/Support, 11 
Trade) 
2 – Hispanic - (2 Trade) 
1 – Undisclosed – (1 Grounds) 
 

CONTINUUM DATA 
Working Conditions:  58↔82 (24) 
Mgmt.  Practices:  53↔82 (29) 
Wages:  36↔83 (47) 
 

SESSION 3 
9 – Attendees 
 
1 –Black (1 Admin/Support) 
8 – White (8 Admin/Support) 
 
CONTINUUM DATA 
Working Conditions:  66↔87 (21) 
Mgmt.  Practices:  71↔88 (17) 
Wages:  69↔88 (19) 
 

SESSION 4 
19 – Attendees 

 

5 –Black  (1 Custodial,   3 Trade,  1 
Grounds) 
12 – White (2 Admin/Support, 8 
Trade, 2 Grounds) 
1 – Asian - (1 Admin/Support) 
1 – Hispanic - (1 Trade) 
 
CONTINUUM DATA 
Working Conditions:  65↔85 (20) 
Mgmt. Practices:  58↔81 (23) 
Wages:  55↔83 (28) 
 

SESSION 5 
31 – Attendees 

27 –Black  (24 Custodial,   3 Ad-
min/Support) 
2 – White (2 Trade) 
1 – Asian - (1 Custodial) 
1 – American Indian - (1 Ad-
min/Support) 
 
CONTINUUM DATA 
Working Conditions:  41↔78 (37) 
Mgmt. l Practices:  38↔86 (48) 
Wages:  32↔85 (53) 
 

SESSION 6 
18 – Attendees 

3 –Black  (1 Custodial,   2 Ad-
min/Support) 
15 – White (1 Grounds, 2 Ad-
min/Support, 12 Trade) 
1 – Multi - (1 Custodial) 
 
CONTINUUM DATA 
Working Conditions:  47↔78 (31) 
Mgmt.  Practices:  43↔73 (30) 
Wages:  43↔83 (40) 
 

SESSION 7 
36 – Attendees 

27 –Black  (23 Custodial,   2 Ad-
min/Support, 2 Trade) 
6 – White (1 Custodial, 3 Ad-
min/Support, 2 Trade) 
1 – Asian - (1 Custodial) 
1 – American Indian/Alaska Na-
tive - (1 Custodial) 
1 – Undisclosed - (1 Custodial) 
 

CONTINUUM DATA 
Working Conditions:  46↔76 (30) 
Mgmt.  Practices:  49↔75 (26) 
Wages:  36↔69 (33) 
 
 

SESSION 8 
24 – Attendees 

17 –Black (15 Custodial,   2 Ad-
min/Support) 
3 – White (1 Custodial, 1 Ad-
min/Support, 1 Trade) 
2 – Asian - (1 Custodial, 1 Admin 
Support) 
1 – Hispanic - (1 Custodial) 
1 – Undisclosed - (1 Custodial) 
 

CONTINUUM DATA 
Working Conditions:  60↔87 (27) 
Mgmt.  Practices:  50↔82 (32) 
Wages:  52↔81 (29) 
 

SESSION 9 
28 – Attendees 

11 –Black  (10 Custodial,  1 Ad-
min/Support) 
16 – White (4 Grounds, 5 Ad-
min/Support, 7 Trade) 
1 – Hispanic - (1 Admin/Support) 
 
CONTINUUM DATA 
Working Conditions:  51↔83 (32) 
Mgmt.  Practices:  54↔80 (26) 
Wages:  41↔77 (36) 
 

SESSION 10 
23 – Attendees 

18 –Black  (11 Custodial,   1 Ad-
min/Support, 6 Trade) 
4 – White (1 Admin/Support, 3 
Trade) 
1 – Undisclosed - (1 Admin/Sup-
port) 
 
CONTINUUM DATA 
Working Conditions:  48↔85 (37) 
Mgmt. Practices:  42↔73 (31) 
Wages:  40↔81 (41) 
 

APPENDIX B –  
DEMOGRAPHICS COUNT, JOB TITLE, AND WORKING ENVIRONMENT 
CONTINUUM GRADING BY SESSION  
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GENDER COUNT BY SESSION
Female Male Not Provided

SESSION 1  
29 – Attendees 
 
15 –Female (12 Custodial, 3 Ad-
min/ Support) 
14 – Male (6 Custodial, 4 Trade, 4 
Admin/Support)  
 
CONTINUUM DATA 
Working Conditions:  46↔89 (43) 
Mgmt. Practices:  32↔78 (46) 
Wages:  28↔71* (53) 
 

SESSION 2  
28 - Attendees 
 
4 –Female (3 Custodial, 1 Trade) 
23 – Male (13 Trade, 2 Ad-
min/Support, 8 Grounds)  
1 – Not Provided (1 Grounds) 
 
CONTINUUM DATA 
Working Conditions:  58↔82 (24) 
Mgmt.  Practices:  53↔82 (29) 
Wages:  36↔83 (47) 
 

SESSION 3  
9 – Attendees 
 
1 –Female (1 Admin/ Support 
8 – Male (8 Admin/Support)  
 
 
 
CONTINUUM DATA 
Working Conditions:  66↔87 (21) 
Mgmt.  Practices:  71↔88 (17) 
Wages:  69↔88 (19) 
 

SESSION 4  
19 – Attendees 
 
4 –Female (3 Admin/ Support, 1 
Trade) 
14 – Male (1 Custodial, 11 Trades, 
3 Grounds)  
 
CONTINUUM DATA 
Working Conditions:  65↔85 (20) 
Mgmt. Practices:  58↔81 (23) 
Wages:  55↔83 (28) 
 
 

SESSION 5 
31 – Attendees 
 
18 –Female (17 Custodial, 1 Ad-
min/ Support) 
13 – Male (8 Custodial, 3 Trades, 2 
Admin/Support)  
 
CONTINUUM DATA 
Working Conditions:  41↔78 (37) 
Mgmt. l Practices:  38↔86 (48) 
Wages:  32↔85 (53) 
 

SESSION 6 
18 – Attendees 
 
3 –Female (1 Custodial, 2 Admin/ 
Support) 
15 – Male (1 Grounds, 13 Trades, 
1 Admin/Support)  
 
CONTINUUM DATA 
Working Conditions:  47↔78 (31) 
Mgmt.  Practices:  43↔73 (30) 
Wages:  43↔83 (40) 
 

SESSION 7  
36 – Attendees 
 
23 –Female (20 Custodial, 3 Ad-
min/ Support) 
13 – Male (6 Custodial, 4 Trades, 3 
Admin/Support)  
 
CONTINUUM DATA 
Working Conditions:  46↔76 (30) 
Mgmt.  Practices:  49↔75 (26) 
Wages:  36↔69 (33) 
 

SESSION 8 
24 – Attendees 
 
17 –Female (14 Custodial, 2 Ad-
min/ Support, 1 Trade) 
7 – Male (5 Custodial, 2 Ad-
min/Support)  
 
CONTINUUM DATA 
Working Conditions:  60↔87 (27) 
Mgmt.  Practices:  50↔82 (32) 
Wages:  52↔81 (29) 
 

SESSION 9 
28 – Attendees 
 
9 –Female (8 Custodial, 1 Admin/ 
Support) 
19 – Male (2 Custodial, 7 Trades, 6 
Admin/Support, 4 Grounds)  
 
CONTINUUM DATA 
Working Conditions:  51↔83 (32) 
Mgmt.  Practices:  54↔80 (26) 
Wages:  41↔77 (36) 
 

SESSION 10 
23 – Attendees 
 
9 –Female (6 Custodial, 1 Admin/ 
Support, 2 Trade) 
13 – Male (5 Custodial, 7 Trades, 2 
Admin/Support)  
1 – Not Provided (1 Admin/Sup-
port) 
 
CONTINUUM DATA 
Working Conditions:  48↔85 (37) 
Mgmt. Practices:  42↔73 (31) 
Wages:  40↔81 (41) 
 

APPENDIX B (CONT.) 
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APPENDIX B1 – CONTINUUM GRADE SCORE  

Slide 5 of the PowerPoint guided facilitation asked participants to provide a number grade score 
on a continuum scale of 1 to 100 on how they would score their working environment in present 
state (which is why they were at the focus group session) and how they would score in an ideal 
state.23  In describing the ideal state, they were told what would the score be if they felt satisfied 
without expecting perfection.  They were told to put a score that would describe them at a point 
where things might not be perfect, but they certainly felt good about coming to work each day. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                            
23 This instrument was adapted from a tool developed by preeminent leadership coach and author Marshall Goldsmith.  Only the first part of 
the tool was used for this exercise.  The actual instrument is a 14-point process that engages the team members to grade current and desired 
conditions and then go on to identify desirable behaviors and a team commitment to demonstrate those behaviors with measurable assess-
ment points along the way.   

Overall Working 
Conditions at current 

state. 

53 out of 100 
Overall Working 

Conditions at desired 
state. 

83 out of 100 
Leadership:  59 and 85 

Overall Management 
Practices at  

current state. 

49 out of 100 
Overall Management 
Practices at desired 

state. 

81 out of 100 
Leadership:  63 and 84 

Overall Wage Distribution 
at current state. 

 

43 out of 100 
Overall Wage Distribution 

at desired state. 

 

80 out of 100 
Leadership:  55 and 83 
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APPENDIX C – DATA REPORT BY THREE MAJOR AREAS -  
WORKING CONDITIONS, MANAGEMENT PRACTICES AND WAGES  

Data Report by Major Area 

As you review this report there are two aspects of the data that need further explanation: 

• Numbers for positive comments and negative comments may not always add up to to-
tal comments since some comments were neutral. 

• Comment data may appear more negative than poll data exhibits because of comments 
containing “It depends” … “on my supervisor’s mood”, “if they like you”, or “who you 
are” type comments were deemed negative. Authors of these type comments may 
have selected the “It Depends” for the clicker polls. 

• There are three instances where post-it data is either missing or became mixed in with 
another session’s data. These are isolated to the first day of facilitating focus groups 
during sessions 1 and 2 --before a revised strategy for post-it note collection was de-
ployed. They include question 3 from session 2, question 7 and 8 from session 1. 

Overall Combined Comment Results 

 

7%
16%

77%

Combined Sessions 1-10
All sessions Questions 1-8

(Working Conditions. Managerial Practices 
and Wages

Neutral

Positive

Negative

10%

19%

71%

Combined Sessions
Majority Non-custodial/White 

(combined sessions 2,4,6) 

Neutral

Positive

Negative

5% 11%

84%

Majority Custodial/African 
American 

(Combined sessions 1,5,7,8,10) 

Neutral

Positive

Negative

6%
12%

82%

Majority Custodial/women 
(sessions 5,7,8) 

Neutral

Positive

Negative
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Overall Combined Comment Results (cont.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11%

33%56%

Majority Leadership
Combined (sessions 3,9)

Neutral

Positive

Negative

10%

47%

43%

Majority Executive Leadership 
(session 3) 

Neutral

Positive

Negative

11%

25%
64%

Majority Frontline Leadership 
(session 9) 

Neutral

Positive

Negative
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Working Conditions  

 

 

 

 

Working Conditions  

 

 

 

 

 

20
8

26 18 10 13 28 14

32 22 25 2021

2 2 7 1 0 1 3 2 3 0

17
8

24 15 1 10

28 13

29 20 19 19

A L L   
( 1 - 1 0 )

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0

1.  AT,  FAC,  I  FEEL  THE WORK ENVIRONMENT 
(CULTURE)  IS  ONE IN WHICH ALL  EMPLOYEES 

ARE APPRECIATED AND TREATED WITH 
RESPECT.

Total Number of Comments Positive Negative
21

7

30 26

9 17

30

17 26 17 24

10

23

1 3 3 2 0 4 2 0 6 0

18
0

29 23

6 14

28

11 23 14 15 8

A L L   
( 1 - 1 0 )

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0

2.   AT,  FAC,  I  FEEL  THE WORK ENVIRONMENT 
(CULTURE)  IS  ONE IN WHICH ALL  EMPLOYEES 

ARE TREATED FAIRLY.

Total Number of Comments Positive Negative

Major Themes - 78 mention favoritism or other inconsistent practices. 

Major Themes - Inconsistent practices various privileges, rules and even hir-
ing practices executed without consistency. 
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Working Conditions (continued) 

 

 

 

 

Working Conditions  

 

 

 

 

17
5

20

9 17 26 17 26 21 20 19

52

4 5 4 2 12 3 9 7 7

10
9

15

3 11 21

3

21 12 11 12

A L L   
( 1 - 1 0 )

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0

3.   AT,  FAC,  I  FEEL  ALL  EMPLOYEES ARE 
PROVIDED THE RESOURCES NEEDED TO DO 

THEIR ASSIGNED JOB.

Total Number of Comments Positive Negative

17
0

15 20

7 11

26 17 16 18 17 2313 4 1 4 1 1 1 0 3 1 1

13
0

15 13

2 10

25

11 15 12 12 21

A L L 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0

4.   AT,  FAC,  WORKPLACE POLICIES  AND 
PROCEDURES ARE DECIDED WITH THE INPUT 

OF WORKERS AND DO REFLECT THE WELL-
BEING OF ALL  FAC EMPLOYEES.

Total Number of Comments Positive Negative

N
o 

Da
ta

 a
va

ila
bl

e 

Major Themes - Several comments about inadequate staffing levels, insuffi-
cient training, and ineffective cleaning chemicals. 

Major Themes - A large area of friction appears to be the change in the es-
sential personnel policy regarding snow days. Many comments to the effect 
that management may say they want input but employee input is often ig-
nored. 
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Managerial Practices 

 

 

 

 

 

Managerial Practices  

 

 

 

 

17
4

22 21

9 17 26 17 12 14 11 13

23

2 3 5 2 3 2 0 0 0 0

13
6

15 16

4

14 18 14 12 14 11 13

A L L 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0

5.   I  BELIEVE FAC LEADERSHIP MAKE 
ADVANCEMENT DECISIONS BASED PRIMARILY 

ON MERIT.

Total Number of Comments Positive Negative
15

3

10

21

9 14

27

16 18 16

5

1719

0 0 4 2 1 4 1 3 3 1

12
5

10

21

4 11

23

12 16 13

2

15

A L L 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0

6.   I  BELIEVE FAC LEADERSHIP APPLIES  
POLICIES  AND PROCEDURES THE SAME WAY TO 

ALL  EMPLOYEES.

Total Number of Comments Positive Negative

Major Themes - Inconsistent practices appear to be causing the greatest fric-
tion in this area. 8 comments mention “good ole/old boy network/system”, 
17 - contain “favor” as in favorites, favoritism, 30 had perceived inconsistent 
practices. 

Major Themes - 17 comments contain” favor” as in favorites and 94 com-
ments were perceived as exhibiting favoritism or inconsistent practices. 
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Managerial Practices (continued) 

 

 

 

Wages  

 
 

 

 

 

 

14
8

14 9 14

26

17 13 19 18 18

35

3 2 6 2 6 1

15 10

2

10
1

11 6 7

23

6 12

3 6

15

A L L 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0

7.   I  BELIEVE FAC LEADERSHIP IS  RESPECTFUL 
TO EMPLOYEES.

Total Number of Comments Positive Negative

14
0

17

9 14

27

16 14 16 14 1410

0 4 1 1 1 0 2 1 0

12
4

17

5

12

26

12 14 14 11 14

A L L 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0

8:   I  BELIEVE FAC EMPLOYEES RECEIVE FAIR 
WAGE DISTRIBUTION AMONG ALL  EMPLOYEES.

Total Number of Comments Positive Negative

N
o 

Da
ta

 a
va

ila
bl

e 
N

o 
Da

ta
 a

va
ila

bl
e 

Major Themes - Respect seems to be inconsistently given and depends on a 
variety of things from favoritism, supervisor mood, etc.… 

Major Themes - Many view the state vs. university system unfair. Some com-
plained of rising cost of parking passes and insurance decreasing their take 
home pay. Many are pleased with their benefits but wish their hourly wage 
were higher. Some mention of favoritism. 
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APPENDIX D– PROJECT TEAM 

SHARON E. HARRINGTON MA, CPLP is the Founder and Senior Managing Consultant of Amediate 
LLC. Amediate, LLC is a small woman-owned business offering consultant services in conflict 
management at every level throughout an organization by designing and facilitating customized 
systems that support a self-mediating environment. http://www.amediatellc.com/  
DANUELLE TUCKER  
Danuelle Tucker is a software engineer with a focus in database development. She has over ten 
years of experience in the software industry with companies such as Microsoft, E-Systems, FileNet 
and Tuskegee’s VA Hospital’s information resource department. She is also fluent in C, Java and 
Visual Basic and enjoys finding software solutions to workplace problems. 

FOCUS GROUP ADMIN 
Janet Taylor  
Gerald Anderson 

http://www.amediatellc.com/
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APPENDIX E—RESOURCES  
Internet sources  
• Fortune Insider, “The Dangers of Playing Favorites at Work,” http://fortune.com/2015/08/04/fa-

voritism-careers-leadership/ 
• eSkill BLOG – Favoritism and Nepotism:  Dealing with Unfair Treatment in the Office  

http://blog.eskill.com/favoritism-nepotism-workplace/  
• Pearson, Christine (2013). 10 steps to halt the contagion of workplace incivility. Thunderbird 

University website (http://www.thunderbird.edu/article/10-steps-halt-contagion-workplace-inci-
vility) 

• Smythe, Laura C. (2016) Organizational Cultures.  Presented at Association for Conflict Resolu-
tion National Conference. http://www.acrannualconference.org/up-
loads/2/7/0/2/27027704/smythe_acr_2016_handout_org_cultures__1_.pdf  

• Time-Management Guide - Teamwork and team building essentials -  www.time-management-
guide.com/team-building.html   

• How to Define and Drive an Intentional Culture (http://www.cherylmcmillan.com/how-to-define-
and-drive-an-intentional-culture/  ) 

 
Articles  
• Folz. C., “Culture Change: Start by defining what values and behaviors you’re seeking.  HR 

Magazine, October 2016. 
• Korn/Ferry Institute. (2007). The Cost of Employee Turnover due to failed Diversity Initiatives 

in the Workplace. http://www.kornferry.com/institute/download/download/id/17144/aid/397  
• Porath, C. L., & Pearson, C. M. (2012). Emotional and Behavioral Responses to Workplace Inci-

vility and the Impact of Hierarchical Status. Journal Of Applied Social Psychology, 42E326-
E357. doi:10.1111/j.1559-1816.2012.01020.x 

• Porath, C. L., & Pearson, C. M. (2013). The Price of Incivility.  Harvard Business Review. 
• Porath, C.L., (2014).  Half of Employees Don’t Feel Respected by Their Bosses.  Harvard Busi-

ness Review. 
 

Report  
• Feldblum, C., and Lipnic, V.  (2016) Select Task Force on the Study of Harassment in the Work-

place: Executive Summary & Recommendations.  EEOC. 
 
Books  
• Asch, S., and Mulligan, T. (2016) ROAR:  How to Build a Resilient Organization the World-Fa-

mous San Diego Zoo Way 
• Covey, S. and M.R., (2006) The Speed of Trust.  
• Patterson, K. (2013) Crucial Accountability: Tools for Resolving Violated Expectations, Broken 

Commitments, and Bad Behavior.  
• Pearson, Christine; Porath, Christine (2009-05-22). The Cost of Bad Behavior: How Incivility Is 

Damaging Your Business and What to Do About It . Penguin Group. Kindle Edition. 
• Reina, D., and Michelle, (2010) Rebuilding Trust in the Workplace. 
• Treasurer, B. (2008) Courage Goes to Work: How to Build Backbones, Boost Performance, and 

Get Results.  
• Wah, LM. (2011) Let’s get real:  What people of color can’t say and whites won’t ask about rac-

ism 

http://blog.eskill.com/favoritism-nepotism-workplace/
http://www.thunderbird.edu/article/10-steps-halt-contagion-workplace-incivility
http://www.thunderbird.edu/article/10-steps-halt-contagion-workplace-incivility
http://www.acrannualconference.org/uploads/2/7/0/2/27027704/smythe_acr_2016_handout_org_cultures__1_.pdf
http://www.acrannualconference.org/uploads/2/7/0/2/27027704/smythe_acr_2016_handout_org_cultures__1_.pdf
http://www.time-management-guide.com/team-building.html
http://www.time-management-guide.com/team-building.html
http://www.cherylmcmillan.com/how-to-define-and-drive-an-intentional-culture/
http://www.cherylmcmillan.com/how-to-define-and-drive-an-intentional-culture/
http://www.kornferry.com/institute/download/download/id/17144/aid/397
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Facilities Management Solution Group 

Recommendations  

September 29, 2017 

Our bright future will be built by people who have discovered that leadership is the enabling art. It is 
the art of releasing human talent and potential. 

You may be able to buy a person’s back with a paycheck, position, power, or fear, but a human being’s 
genius, passion, loyalty, and tenacious creativity are volunteered only. 

The world’s greatest problems will be solved by passionate, unleashed volunteers. 
-Steven R. Covey 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Facilities Management (FM) Solutions Group identified four broad solutions for developing 

an improved workplace culture of fair treatment; respect; and management and team member 

accountability and consistency.  (1) Provide managers with a better understanding of policies and 

procedures and develop their ability to communicate new or changing policies more effectively 

and timely with respective teams 2) Review and implement resource allocation plan specifically 

in Housekeeping 3) Foster more transparency in decision-making process 4) Develop intentional 

rewards and recognition programs and opportunities that will result in cultivating an 

environment of respect and appreciation 

Background 

A. Mission and Goals 

The Facilities Management Solutions Group’s mission was to make recommendations that 

would result in developing a workplace culture that would reflect fair-treatment; respect; and 

management accountability and consistency.  The group worked toward the following goals to 

realize its mission: 
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1. Identify current barriers that were getting in the way of realizing a workplace 

culture that reflected fair-treatment; respect; and management accountability 

and consistency 

2. Develop short-term; mid-term; and long-term solutions that could be 

operationalized by both management, teams, and individuals 

3. Communicate recommendations to Associate VP for Facilities Management 

 B. Team Members  

The volunteer members of the Facilities Management Solution Group are: 

Mike Bristow 

Frances Brown 

John Buck 

Garland Burton 

Donna DeGrace 

Anthony Guzzo 

Elizabeth Harper  

DeCarlos King 

Jerry Kinney 

Sandra Prior  

Bobbi Rawlings  

Colette Roots  

Faculty/Facilitation: Jan Bazow, Babs Bengtson and Tatia Granger 

   

C. Approach 

The work of this team is in response to the Facilities Management Focus Group themes 

highlighted in the report from Amediate, LLC and at the request of the Associate Vice President 

of Facilities Management. 

The group was convened on 5 separate occasions beginning in June 2017. 

Group meetings were facilitated by Jan Bazow, CEO Fortis Group, Babs Bengtson, and Tatia 

Granger, The College of William and Mary leaders. 

The approach was as follows: 

1. Jan facilitated a getting on board session and a subsequent follow-up meeting 

with the group resulting in learning more about each participant and his/her 

motivation for volunteering for the group, as well as hearing perceptions and 
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examples of obstacles, as well as preliminary solutions to the primary focus areas 

of fairness, respect and management accountability and consistency. 

2. Pre-session work was provided to the group to help them to begin to focus on 

short-term; mid-term; and long-term solutions. 

3. During the third session, the group was divided into Solutions Subgroups to 

further explore the preliminary solutions that were emerging. 

4. The final two sessions entailed utilizing a decision-making model that helped the 

group think in more detail about proposed solutions and what those solutions 

might entail to operationalize the recommendations. 

OVERVIEW: CURRENT STATE 

Solutions Group Initial Input  

Careful consideration was given to allow the Solutions Group to provide feedback in terms of 

their perceptions of the current state of the working environment in Facilities Management. 

The opportunity to “air” concerns was balanced with keeping the purpose of the Solutions 

Group forefront. It was stated intentionally that the purpose was not to simply revisit what was 

accomplished by the FM focus groups but rather to continue to think of ways to change the 

culture. The following is an example of what we heard in terms of why they joined the group 

that will reflect somewhat of the current state as perceived by group members. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“I see a lack of accountability, fairness and respect 

and think it starts within each team, and everyone 

needs to be on board.” 

 

“There is inconsistent 

interpretation of policies and 

perhaps managers need to get on 

the same page before broader 

communication goes out to 

employees.” 

 

“Everyone is not 

treated the same 

depending on who 

your manager is.  I 

want to see more 

trust and consistency 

among our teams.” 

 

“I want to contribute to making the 

environment better and I can also learn a lot 

from others.” 

 

“I love FM and the more I work 

with individuals the more I realize 

how many good people are on the 

team. After reviewing the report, I 

think I can do better and I am 

concerned.” 
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As the group began getting on board with the purpose and with one another, the following 

emerged as a picture of the current state as noted by the group. The current state paved the 

way for the group to begin to think about the desired state of the FM work environment. 

  

➢ Inconsistencies in policy 

interpretation by managers 

➢ Inconsistent communication by 

managers 

➢ Varied level of contentment in job 

and work environment satisfaction 

based on manager’s approach 

➢ Varying styles of management among 

the FM team help to foster 

empowerment, or disempowerment 

 

 

➢ Staffing allocations are not at an 

appropriate level for the workload 

among various departments (mainly 

housekeeping). 

➢ The issue of essential personnel and 

snow removal was noted as an 

example of feeling disrespected 

➢ Recognition and appreciation is 

inconsistent among managers and 

teams 

 

DESIRED FUTURE STATE 

After the five sessions with the FM Solutions Group, and the themes surrounding the 

discussions, I think that the following as stated in a proposed Operational Vision Statement, 

reflects the desired state of the FM organization: 

To feel valued, appreciated and excited to be a part of a fair and consistent organization that 

empowers everyone to contribute to achieving the desired outcomes through living the FM values of 

Service, Integrity, Professionalism, Teamwork and Safety 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO ACHIEVE DESIRED FUTURE STATE 

The following are the broad areas of the recommendations from the FM Solutions Group. They 

are a combination of short, mid-term and long-term solutions that can be prioritized and 

operationalized moving forward. We recommend that the FM management team consider and 

agree what solutions would be considered short-term; mid-term; and long-term as it relate to 

implementation.  The rewards and recognition programs and opportunities that will result in 

cultivating an environment of respect and appreciation appears to be the recommendation that 

is the most short-term in nature and they may have the greatest impact. 
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(1) Provide managers with a better understanding of policies and procedures and develop 

their ability to communicate new or changing policies more effectively and timely with 

respective teams  

• Ensure all Supervisors and Managers are abreast of most recent policy changes and 

collaborate as a management team to determine the best interpretation of those policies.  

• This recommendation can be accomplished by 

-Creating a standing agenda item regarding policies (current, new and changing) for discussion 

and interpretation in management meetings 

-Ensuring that there is a clarity about what the policy means and how it is to be applied among 

the respective teams  

-Agreeing to a timeline as to when policy change memos or discussions will occur 

-Creating clear expectation with managers in terms of how messages regarding policies and 

procedures will be communicated 

-Requiring managers to offer time in team meetings to take questions and answers from team 

members regarding policy and procedure changes 

-Inviting a task group of managers and team members to come together to develop a series of 

new policies and procedures that will align with the values of the FM organization 

-Reviewing the rewards and appreciation policy may be important in that one of the 

recommended solutions is to create an intentional recognition and appreciation program 

(getting clear on any policy related to this will be important so that the work team has clarity and 

support in working in context of current policies) 

2) Review and implement resource allocation plan and leadership effectiveness of those 

resources specifically in Housekeeping  

• Ensure all Supervisors and Managers are involved in developing accurate resource 

allocation and are implementing effective leadership practices across Housekeeping 

team.  

• This recommendation can be accomplished by 

-Taking a deeper dive into assessing the overall culture in Housekeeping 

-Determining current state of housekeeping staffing needs and allocating appropriate resources 

to mitigate imbalance of staff and workload; inviting housekeeping staff to weigh in on this 

process to gather insights 
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-Cross-training staff so that more individuals develop the necessary competencies that result in 

providing excellent service across various positions in and among housekeeping 

(For example, mixing the teams so that each team has responsibility for a group of buildings, both 

academic and residential, throughout the year. That way, there is no reduction of resources every 

summer as FM would be relying on the same team that is responsible for the same buildings. This 

would allow for easier cross-training of skills since those skills would be used year-round with 

rotating the assignments so each team member is required to be in each building. This could be 

done by task and through a schedule. For example, one day a person is responsible for all 

bathrooms in all buildings; one is responsible for all vacuuming; one is responsible for the next 

task, etc.) 

-Becoming intentional about scheduling key meetings around varying shifts so all staff can 

participate 

-Communicating new plan openly and timely in town halls and team meetings 

-Ensuring all Supervisors and Managers in Housekeeping receive leadership development in the 

competencies areas of communication, coaching and demonstrating appreciation. Ensure best 

practices are applied by implementing a 360-feedback assessment at the beginning of the 

development process and then again 6-months post leadership development 

-Beginning the implementation of the Recognition and Awards solutions intentionally in 

Housekeeping utilizing Sandra Prior as a mentor/consultant to the leaders in this area  

3) Foster more transparency in the overall decision-making process  

• Ensure all Supervisors and Managers communicate the what-when-why-where and how 

of a decision 

• This recommendation can be accomplished by 

-Managers and Supervisors being trained in the RACI model of decision-making as well as The 

Ladder of Leadership that fosters a dialogue with staff of both autonomy and accountability 

-Managers being held accountable for delivering messages and decisions that speak the language 

of the FM values as well as the language of accountability. For example, when asked for clarity 

around the “why” of a decision, ensure Managers are educating rather than using rational such 

as, because Van said to... 

4) Develop intentional rewards and recognition programs and opportunities that will result in 

cultivating an environment of respect and appreciation 
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• Develop an intentional Recognition and Rewards program across FM as well as support 

individual team creativity in demonstrating informal methods of recognition and 

appreciation 

• This recommendation can be accomplished by 

-Creating a specific Recognition and Appreciation Work Group to design a formal recognition 

program, including a tool box for teams with ideas that teams can implement at their discretion 

(suggestion was to look at external programs such as Hallmark’s Workplace Excellence program) 

-Ensuring that FM values are aligned in all recognition and reward programs  

-Implementing the Five Languages of Workplace Appreciation for all teams 

-Implementing specific ideas that include, but that are not limited to the following: 

➢ Gift cards 
➢ Annual parking passes 
➢ Golf Cart use 
➢ Complimentary lunches 
➢ Reduced cost for lunches via dining halls 
➢ Extended lunch breaks 
➢ Auxiliary services retain $ not used by students for meal plans to staff 
➢ Top 2 departments recognized for results of annual customer service survey 
➢ Health and wellness time at Recreation Center 
➢ Awards for living the FM values peer-peer and across functional recognition 
➢ Shout Out cards for peers recognizing other peers and leaders recognizing team 

members who are living the FM values 
➢ Include elements of the strategic planning framework in newsletters (maybe the Kudos 

Newsletter), e-mail messages, on our intranet, and within presentations used at team 
and department meetings 

➢ Look for things employees use daily and find ways to turn them into ongoing 
communication vehicles (i.e. values message pen). Put mission and values on notepads, 
paper cubes, and/or mouse pads 

➢ Develop table tent cards for the FM conference room, posters for public areas in the 
offices, and screen savers that list the department’s three most important strategic 
objectives 

➢ Use merit increase letter stuffers to remind employees of the goals and update them on 
progress made towards those goals 

➢ Post a blog on the FM department intranet that explains your view of the goals and why 
they are important 

➢ Use the intranet to highlight examples of people who have achieved significant progress 
toward the goals and/or performed in a way that “lives” FM values 

https://www.hallmarkbusinessconnections.com/employee-recognition/
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➢ Place this in the Kudos Newsletter and/or set up The AVP’s Corner in the Kudos 
Newsletter - have a box inset in the Newsletter dedicated to communicating a message 
from Van to the FM Team  

➢ For people who are identified as “living” the FM values – give them a T-shirt possibly 
with a design that includes the values.  Most people love getting a t-shirt.   

➢ *Use Twitter to send daily or weekly “tweets” — short, concise reminders of what 
employees need to focus on or what winning looks like for our organization 

➢ All Hands meetings (We should have regularly scheduled ALL Hands meetings – maybe 
twice a year AND we should have two department potlucks twice a year.  Potlucks – 
December Holiday Pot Luck and perhaps June Valuing Diversity Potluck.  All Hands could 
be March and September with the latter including recognition of all the great work the 
FM team did for summer prep to ready our buildings for our students’ return)  

 

NEXT STEPS 

It will be important for Van to acknowledge the work of the FM Solutions group, and share 

recommendations with the FM organization. 

CONSULTANTS OBSERVATIONS AND ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS TO CONSIDER 

Communication, leadership development, and fostering a culture of appreciation were themes 

that continued to emerge throughout our time together. In working with this team and the 

facilitators it appears that there may be an opportunity to intentionally develop a culture using 

your stated FM values by: 

➢ Integrating values and associated behaviors into your hiring process; your performance 

management process; your recognition program  

➢ Associated behaviors becoming your rules of engagement for all staff to demonstrate 

➢ Associated behaviors requiring managers to model the way 

➢ Developing and implementing an FM leadership competency model  

➢ Developing and implementing an FM Team Competency model  

➢ Ensuring all current and new staff are developed in what it means to “live the FM 

values” 

➢ Offering a Changing the Culture...One Conversation at a Time (required communications 

training) for both leaders and teams that includes foundational skills such as generous 

listening; speaking straight with good-will; recognizing if you are having the right 

conversations, etc. 

➢ Conducting a quick and simple assessment of the language leaders are using in and 

among the FM organization. Are leaders using language that fosters respect, and 

autonomy?  Are they using words that empower (ask rather than tell) or disempower? 

Are leaders using words that foster collaboration or are they using words that indicate 
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division and hierarchy? One example was the use of the word Directives when citing 

various FM policies, procedures, and practices. 

➢ Consider teaching leaders and team members David Marquet’s Ladder of Leadership to 

foster an environment of respect, accountability and autonomy. 

➢ Requiring all team members to engage in the Oz Principle model of accountability 

*Limited use of technology was noted in that not all staff have access to computers, iPads, 

cell phones, etc. Because communication is at the core of many of the challenges, this is an 

area that FM may want to review further. 
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